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Abstract 

Demand for new services offered across shared networking infrastructure, such as the Internet, is 

at an ever increasing level. Everyday, innovative services are continuously being proposed and 

developed to meet end users' demands. However, the monolithic and inflexible design of current 

networking infrastructure constrains the deployment of such new services. Current networking 

infrastructure consists of a fixed set of connectivity functions governed by static overlays of Service 

Level Agreements between administrative boundaries. This infrastructure hinders new service 

deployment to a slow process of standardisation and legal agreements, and requires large capital 

expenditure for the roll out of new network elements. 

Service-Oriented Networking is a new paradigm aimed at transforming networking 

infrastructure to meet new demands in a responsive and inexpensive manner. It proposes enabling on-

demand introduction of services across shared and heterogeneous networking infrastructure. However, 

architecting the building blocks of a feasible service-oriented network poses many critical research 

challenges. 

The first challenge is in providing an architecture that enables on-demand injection and 

programmability of services. This architecture must not compromise current scalability and 

performance levels of networks. Furthermore, due to the heterogeneous nature of networks, this 

architecture must cater for a large number of platforms with varying capabilities. 

The second challenge is in enforcing security among services of competing entities on 

leveraging shared infrastructure. With the possibility of faulty or malicious services being deployed, 

mechanisms are needed to impose isolation of risk to maintain a robust network. These mechanisms 

must scale to a large number of entities and should not impose restrictions on programmability that 

would limit the operations of services. Furthermore, this needs to be achieved without the introduction 

of checking operations in the path of network traffic which would impede the performance of the 

network. 

The third challenge is in guaranteeing Quality of Service (QoS) levels across competing services 

in a differentiated and fair manner. Providing QoS guarantee would no longer be just a problem of 

bandwidth allocation but would now involve the allocation of computational resources needed in the 

fulfilment of a service. The critical issue is in formulating a resource allocation scheme among 

competing services where resource requirements or availability cannot be predetermined. Again, any 

mechanism used must be scalable for large numbers of services. 

Recent research in the fields of Active and Programmable Networks has produced novel 

architectures which adopt user-extensible software components or programmable network processors to 

enable rapid service deployment. However, it is currently impractical to adopt such concepts as the 

associated challenges (outlined above) have only been partially addressed. Meanwhile, commercial 

platforms are becoming both faster and increasingly more programmable. However, commercial 

manufacturers have developed their platforms in a proprietary and closed manner, thereby restricting 

users from deploying new services or customising existing services. 
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This thesis explores a holistic approach to overcommg the challenges of Service-Oriented 

Networks. Specifically, it presents a new and novel architecture called Serviter: a new Service-

Oriented Network Architecture for Shared Networks. With this architecture, a new class of network 

elements enriched with programmable functionality can be deployed to serve as the fundamental 

building blocks of a new Service-Oriented Networking model. Under this model, service provisioning 

responsibilities are divided among manufacturers, network providers, and service providers. 

Manufacturers' responsibilities focus on the provisioning of increasingly programmable high-

performance infrastructure and their system-level drivers. Network providers are responsible for the 

management of their infrastructure, which would be divided into isolated shares and opened to third 

party service providers. The service providers are then able to deploy new services within their shares 

of a domain. These services can then be aggregated across domains to provision end-to-end services 

through the purchase of dedicated shares, or a collaborative model, spanning the required paths. 

Serviter enables on-demand service deployment onto commercial programmable platforms 

leveraging their high performance and scalability characteristics. These characteristics are maintained 

by enforcing the separation of the control and the forwarding planes. A programmability interface is 

provided through a layer of System Services. To cater for the heterogeneous nature of networks, the 

System Services layer is extensible. It enables each manufacturer to utilise a unified programmability 

approach to develop and deploy new System Services to exploit the functionality of their 

reprogrammable hardware. The programmability of the underlying modules is offered through a 

structured and flexible approach of Active Flow Manipulation (AFM) Paths. Users deploy User 

Services that construct AFM Paths to offer new network services. 

Serviter introduces novel scalable and simple partitioning techniques to address the issues of 

network integrity and security. Serviter provides each service provider with a secure, separate, and 

resource assured partition, representing a 'Virtual Router', to accommodate their services. These 

partitions span all components and restrict services from constructing AFM Paths on traffic outside of 

the Virtual Networks associated with their partition. 

To allocate internal router resources among competing partitions and among services within a 

partition, Serviter employs a scalable and autonomic resource management model called Control 

plane-Quality of Service {C-QoS). Due to the difficulty of determining resource availability in 

heterogeneous infrastructure or service resource requirements, this model is dynamically adaptive to 

demand and availability patterns on a per resource basis. 

To demonstrate the significance of the new architecture, this thesis presents an implementation 

of Serviter along with its deployment onto an advanced commercial networking platform. The 

implementation is assessed and evaluated for its ability to map on to commercial infrastructure, its 

partitioning enforcement, and its overall performance and scalability. This platform is used to 

implement novel services demonstrating Serviter capabilities. It is shown that Serviter is capable of 

facilitating on-demand deployment of a variety of services constrained by forward plane capabilities. 

This architecture opens the opportunity for service-oriented networking in large-scale shared 

networks, putting forth new challenging issues in the complete automation of service deployment -

specifically, capability discovery, location selection, and dynamic domain aggregation to provide end-

to-end service construction. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. 1 Overview 

With society's ever increasing reliance on communication, shared networking 

infrastructure, such as the Internet and global corporate networks, is becoming the 

backbone of home and business applications. Demands for new services offered by 

the shared networking infrastructure are at an unprecedented and ever increasing 

level. This is driven by the emergence on new applications, technologies, and 

business requirements. Current network infrastructure is designed to be secure, 

efficient, scalable, and reliable in providing a fixed set of connectivity services. The 

deployment of new services, however, was not considered during its design. Rather it 

was perceived that such extensibility mechanisms would increase complexity, and 

compromise performance, reliability, and security. This design deficiency has stifled 

the emergence of new applications that require new, intelligent and sophisticated 

services from networking infrastructure. 

Over the past decade, due to strong demand, a number of network services 

have broken through the inflexibility barrier. The deployment of these services came 

at a great cost. These services had to break out of the original design principles by 

offering functionality that spans across multiple networking layers to access and/or 

manipulate lower layer information to provide upper layer services and vice versa. 

For example - Load balancing services were introduced to web farm edge 

routers to redirect traffic at the TCP/IP layer based on a set of rules applied on the 

requested URL or other application layer information. To offer scalable security 

services to secure Internet applications, SSL accelerators were added to these edge 

routers to perform hardware optimised encryption and decryption of traffic. VPN 

gateways were introduced to corporate networks edge devices to manage and enforce 

security on access to internal networks. 

Moreover, there were services that not only attempted to break out of the 

original design principles at a node or site, but also attempted to span across the entire 
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network. For example, the introduction of Quality of Services (QoS) was the aim of 

the roll out of DiffServ functionality at all edge and core nodes of a network. At the 

edge nodes this functionality would inspect the source to mark a DiffServ Code Point 

on each packet, based on user specified rules. While, to offer differentiated bandwidth 

services throughout the network, DiffServ functionality at each core node inspects the 

code point marking and provides differentiated forwarding services based on the 

applications requirements - such as low jitter and loss for media streams. 

Such services have increased the cost of network nodes due to the need for 

specialised high speed processors to inspect, manipulate, and redirect traffic in 

accordance with the new services offered. This also increased the complexity of 

network architecture by adding numerous specialised nodes to be placed and managed 

across the appropriate network locations. 

The deployment of these services occurred despite the costs associated. This 

occurred where proof of strong demand for services exists and the benefits could be 

quantified to justify the associated cost of new service deployment. This had been the 

case for services provided at edge-point application servers at great administrative, 

computational, and performance costs, such as SSL, VPN, and firewalls. However, 

certain services can only be provided from within the core of a network, such as QoS 

and mobile IP, and as such these services are unable to easily quantify their benefits. 

Furthermore, their associated cost is much greater that those offered at the edge points 

as they require support from a large number of core network nodes which must be 

upgraded or replaced. Therefore, the deployment of such services has been greatly 

hindered. 

The variety of new services already deployed have paved the way for high 

speed, scalable cross-layering programmable operations to be made available within 

commercial grade shared networks. Meanwhile, as the cost of programmable 

operations is decreasing, the feasibility of such services is increasing on a daily basis 

and greater penetration is being realised. It is these operations that are leveraged in 

this thesis to support on-demand services while maintaining the desired features of 

current networks. 

It is worth noting that the term network 'service' has been loosely applied to 

network medium types, carrier protocols, QoS class, VPN, Mobile IP, and so forth. 
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For the purpose of this thesis, a Service is defined as: a collection of forwarding and 

control sub-systems which work together to provide a point-to-point operation 

that offers visible benefits to end users. 

The term "point-to-point" has been chosen rather than "end-to-end" as it ts 

inclusive services that are performed within a domain or even at a single node. An 

end-to-end service is one that is constructed through the tight integration of a number 

of services to form an end-to-end path. 

1.2 Motivation 

Current networking infrastructure consists of a fixed set of connectivity 

functions governed by static overlays of Service Level Agreements between 

administrative boundaries. The provisioning of a service is currently a long and costly 

task. It involves a process of standardisation and legal agreements, and requires large 

capital expenditure for the roll-out of new nodes. 

Users Access Edge Core 

SLA SLA SLA 

Figure 1-1: Current Service Provisioning 

Service-Oriented Networking is a new paradigm aimed at transforming 

networking infrastructure to meet new demands in a responsive and inexpensive 

manner. It proposes enabling on-demand introduction of services across shared 
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networking infrastructure. This goal is being pursued actively by a large number of 

parties. The motivation among these parties is wide ranging and compromises conflict 

between parties. However, it is evident that attempting to architect a feasible service-

oriented network that mitigates the issues associated is a challenging task. 

Currently, there are wide ranges of software models [1-3], common-off-the-

shelf (COTS) components [ 4, 5], and commercial platforms [6-9] that are geared to 

providing a platform for enabling the dynamic introduction of services. However, the 

full potential of this technology has not been reached due to the associated costs and 

challenges of each individual solution. 

Commercial manufacturers are developing programmable platforms to achieve 

cost savings and give themselves a competitive edge. Programmability in such 

platforms is offered through a powerful set of operations while achieving extremely 

high levels of performance and scalability. Such programmability is a key cost saving 

tool as it enables a manufacturer to re-program a platform across a wide range of 

services while maintaining an increasingly uniform hardware base across their 

product range. It is also seen as a competitive advantage, offering their customers 

greater returns on their investment as it increases the lifetime of platforms by allowing 

for future enhancements. 

As the priorities of manufacturers are cost related and focused on increasing, 

or at least maintaining, the performance, scalability, and security levels of their 

platforms, their programmability concepts have been introduced in a proprietary and 

closed manner. As such, strict restrictions on third party utilisation of the available 

programmability are enforced in commercial platforms. Moreover, service 

configuration remains a task of the administrator restricting users from customising 

existing services. 

On-demand service deployment has been the driving force behind research 

toward Active and Programmable networking where the limits of such restrictions are 

tested. 

The Active Networks (AN) model enables users to deploy customised 

protocols and forwarding logic at high granularity levels - on a per-packet or per-flow 

basis. Active Networks are realised through extensible software components that 

enable the introduction of user code directly into the forwarding logic of nodes. 
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The introduction of third party code into the network can result in malicious, 

greedy, or faulty network operations being introduced. To address network integrity 

and traffic privacy issues in Active Networks, research efforts [ 10-12] developed 

mechanisms for new code authentication and the verification of its behaviour to 

protect node resources and ensure traffic integrity and privacy. These are hard security 

mechanisms that restrict flexibility and thus require the balance between sufficient 

flexibility and security enforcement to be predefined. 

More critically, however, the placement of software components in the 

forwarding path, which currently consists of optimised hardware, results in 

unavoidable drastic degradation to network performance. 

To date, ·no Active Network implementations have been realised on a 

commercial platform. This is due to the general perception that any benefits of an 

active network are outweighed by its inefficiency and security compromises. 

The Programmable Networks (PN) model makes the case for reprogrammable 

forwarding hardware (such as FPGA or Programmable Network Processors) in 

enabling the deployment of 'third party' logic into the forwarding hardware. This 

model is focused at enabling the modification of queuing, marking, filtering, and 

routing mechanisms as well as the introduction of new protocols while maintaining 

high performance standards in networking infrastructure. 

The limited amount of resources in forwarding plane hardware restricts the 

complexity and number of tasks that can be performed on traffic. Experiments [2, 13, 

14] have indicated that the functionality cannot go beyond levels supported by 

commercial modules while maintaining current performance standards. Moreover, 

this model is not as granular or flexible as an Active Network - new logic must be 

propagated and installed in network nodes prior to packet handling and therefore this 

model cannot be applied on a per-packet basis. 

Due to modifications in the Programmable Networks model are applied to the 

entire forwarding plane, security and integrity enforcement are extremely challenging 

tasks and yet to be resolved. This is currently being addressed by restricting service 

development and introduction to a trusted body for each domain. Such a restriction 

rules out user control over their services and hinders any end-to-end service 

deployment as a standardisation process among domain operators would be required. 
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A concrete and challenging research problem yet to be addressed, for both 

Active and Programmable networks, is the management of internal node resources 

among competing services. Services consume varying amounts of the limited internal 

resources in control , monitoring, packet processing, and forwarding operations 

potentially interfering with one another. 

In Programmable Networks, new services are introduced in test-bed 

environments to ensure that line speed handling requirements are always met under 

various scenarios. This model is based on the assumption that hardware resource 

capacity and service requirements are known across all nodes prior to deployment. 

In Active Networks, specified resource amounts are explicitly allocated to 

service components or the input ·of packets to the component is throttled in an attempt 

to control resource consumption. However, both models rely on the difficult task of 

predetermining or estimating service resource consumption and are not scalable in 

large heterogeneous environments. 

This thesis studies these limitations and presents a novel service-oriented 

network architecture that endeavours to address the associated issues. The concept 

behind the solution is in enabling on-demand deployment of services that exploit 

commercial platform performance through a unified and extensible programmability 

model. These services are hosted and operate within secure and resource assured on-

demand partitions provided through new adaptive and scalable techniques to mitigate 

the issues of security and resource management. 

1.3 Aim and Scope 

The aim of this thesis is to examme the challenges of Service-Oriented 

Networking. In particular, it tackles the critical challenges in architecting the 

fundamental building blocks that enable on-demand service deployment in shared 

heterogeneous infrastructure without compromises that render the solution 

impractical. 

The first challenge is in providing architecture for on-demand injection and 

programmability of services. This architecture must not compromise current 
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scalability and performance levels of networks. Furthermore, due to the 

heterogeneous nature of networks, this architecture must cater for a large number of 

platforms with varying capabilities. 

The second challenge is in enforcing security amongst services of competing 

entities on shared infrastructure. With the possibility of faulty or malicious services 

being deployed, mechanisms are needed to impose isolation of risk and maintain a 

robust network. These mechanisms must scale to a large number of entities on an 

infrastructure and should not impose restrictions on the programmability that limit the 

operations of services. Furthermore, this is to be achieved without the introduction of 

checking operations in the path of network traffic that would degrade the performance 

of the network. 

The third challenge is in guaranteeing Quality of s·ervice (QoS) levels across 

competing services in a differentiated and fair manner. QoS guarantees would no 

longer be just a problem of bandwidth allocation and would involve the allocation of 

computation and communication resources needed in the fulfilment of a service. The 

critical issue is in the method of allocating resources between competing services 

where the resource requirements and their availability on platforms cannot be 

predetermined. 

This thesis aims to investigate and propose the design of a new and novel 

architecture to overcome these challenges. 

The proposed architecture is called Serviter - a new Service-Oriented Network 

Architecture for Shared Networks. It is envisaged that, through this architecture, a 

new class of network elements enriched with programmable functionality can be 

deployed to serve as fundamental building blocks of a new Service-Oriented 

Networking model. This model partitions and decouples service provisioning 

responsibilities among manufacturers, network providers, and service providers. 

Under this model, manufacturers focus on the provisioning of increasingly 

programmable high-performance infrastructure and their system-level drivers. 

Network providers sell shares of their infrastructure to third party service providers. 

These service providers are then capable of deploying new services within their shares 

of a domain. Services can then be aggregated across domains through the purchase of 

shares across domains or a collaborative model to provision end-to-end services. 
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On-demand service deployment on to commercial programmable platforms to 

leverage their high performance and scalability characteristics is a major focus of the 

new architecture. It is proposed that these characteristics are maintained in the new 

architecture by adhering to the separation of control and forwarding planes paradigm 

currently enforced in large scale networks. 

Programmability is an essential attribute of the new architecture. This thesis 

investigates crucial issues in enabling programmability and proposes solutions 

through a layered framework in the new architecture. The first layer caters for the 

heterogeneous nature of networks. At this layer, manufacturers utilise a unified 

programmability approach to develop and deploy new System Services to exploit the 

functionality of their reprogrammable modules. At the next layer, the 

programmability of the underlying modules is offered in a structured and flexible 

approach called Active Flow Manipulation (AFM) Paths. Users deploy User Services 

in dedicated control plane environments. These User Services dynamically construct 

AFM Paths to offer new network services. 

The issues of network integrity and security are of utmost importance for the 

feasibility of the proposed architecture. This thesis investigates and introduces novel 

paiiitioning techniques to address these issues in a scalable, holistic, and simple 

manner. The proposed architecture aims to provide each user (normally a Virtual 

Network owner) with a secure, separate, and resource assured partition, representing a 

'Virtual Router', to accommodate their services. With such partitioning, service 

operations are not restricted in programmability but are restricted in the forwarding 

domain where they operate - thus enforcing an isolation of risk. 

To address the issue of Quality of Service guarantees to services, this thesis 

introduces a scalable, simple, and autonomic resource management model called 

Control plane-Quality of Service (C-QoS). C-QoS aims to manage and enforce the 

allocation of all internal router resources among partitions and among competing 

services within a partition in a fair and differentiated manner, as well as providing 

resource protection for critical components. Under the C-QoS model, services and 

partitions are classified into classes according to their importance or QoS 

requirements. Resources are allocated among classes according to a differentiated per 

class resource allocation scheme, while services or partitions within a class receive 
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fair treatment. Resources are allocated in a hierarchical structure whereby each 

resource is allocated to a partition and then relocated amongst its services. 

Due to the difficulty of determining resource availability in heterogeneous 

infrastructure or service resource requirements, adaptive techniques in the C-QoS 

model are investigated. 

To demonstrate the significance of the outcomes of the investigation in 

addressing the challenges, the thesis presents a complete implementation of Serviter 

and its deployment is demonstrated onto an advanced commercial networking 

platform, with layers 2 to 7 capabilities and Advance Bandwidth Management 

operations. 

The opportunity for Service-Oriented Networking in large-scale open 

networks puts forth new challenging issues in the automation of service deployment 

and end-to-end service delivery. These future challenges are to be examined in the 

context of Serviter, setting the ground work for progress towards network wide on-

demand service deployment. 

1.4 Contributions 

Over the course of the thesis a number of contributions have been made: 

• Proposed a set of essential attributes to be exhibited by a programmable service-

oriented platform. 

These attributes outline the exact challenges to be addressed in providing a 

feasible architecture for the dynamic introduction of services onto heterogeneous 

networking infrastructure. These attributes focus on service deployment, 

scalability, performance, security, and quality of service issues that would 

otherwise render its use impractical. Each area needs to be addressed by both the 

design and implementation stages to deem the system feasible and deployable into 

real networking scenarios. 
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• lntroduced Serviter, a novel Service-Oriented Network Platform for Shared 

Networks. 

This is a new architecture enabling user service deployment while mitigating the 

associated challenges. This architecture allows on-demand deployment and 

customisation of high-speed and scalable services, whilst catering for the 

heterogeneous nature of networks. Through partitioning techniques, the 

architecture is able to enforce security among the services of competing entities on 

shared infrastructure without impeding the performance or programmability. The 

architecture proposes a novel resource allocation model, discussed below, to 

provide Quality of Service guarantees among partitions and their services in a 

differentiated and fair manner. 

• Pioneered Control plane-Quality of Service (C-QoS) for autonomic resource 

management 

C-QoS is an autonomic resource management model that is employed to provide 

Quality of Service guarantees amongst Serviter partitions and their services in a 

differentiated and fair manner. It employs novel adaptive resource allocation 

techniques that span all internal resources associated with the fulfilment of a 

service. These adaptive techniques are applied on a per-resource basis, where each 

resource is managed based on its availability and consumption patterns. As part 

of this model the following algorithms are contributed: 

o Adaptive Ratio Control algorithm: Controls the allocation ratio so its best 

suited for each resource according to availability and demand patterns. 

o Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithm: Controls the allocation ratio so 

that resources are reallocated effectively and fairly when unutilised. 

• Defined the concept of partitioning for providing QoS and security m 

programmable service-oriented networks. 

Through these partitioning concepts several applications have been made possible. 

The following new applications were designed to demonstrate significant Serviter 

capabilities: 
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o On-demand network partitioning. 

o Intelligent and customised bandwidth control. 

o A multi-site administrative model that enables the administrator functions 

to span across global sites even when owned by third parties. 

• Implemented Serviter and novel Network Partitioning Services, deployed onto an 

advanced commercial switch. 

Serviter was implemented through the development of all components in Java 

interfacing with a specialised Linux kernel that allows resource allocation control. 

System Services were developed to demonstrate AFM Path capabilities of a layer 

2-7 commercial grade switch with advanced bandwidth control functionality. 

Network Partitioning Services demonstrate the ability of network providers to 

partition their network on-demand and demonstrate the ability of a partition owner 

to enforce a novel Autonomic-QoS concept within their partition. 

• Presented an evaluation through an experimental Serviter testbed. 

The evaluation includes functional, performance and scalability analysis results 

along with further optimisation suggestions. 
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1.6 Thesis Structure 

Chapter 2 presents a review of the current research, standards, and techniques 

in the different aspects of enabling service-oriented networks. It details the issues 

encountered with each model and examines the techniques proposed to deal with 

these issues. The review covers the various models proposed by research efforts, 

standards communities, and in the commercial arena. At the end of this chapter the 

positioning of Serviter is established against the established view of the state of the art 

in service-oriented networking. 

Chapter 3 introduces Serviter and its objectives with the relevant motivation 

and justifications for each. This is followed by a description of the overall design of 

Serviter, detailing its components and their interaction. The description focuses on the 

enforcement of partitioning, on-demand service deployment and programmability. 

Chapter 4 looks at the management resource allocation within Serviter. It 

presents the Control plane-Quality of Service (C-QoS) model used to allocate resource 

across all Serviter control plane components. It outlines the concepts behind C-QoS 

and how those translate to scalable and autonomous resource allocation. It described 

all the components involved and how each is used to achieve fair and scalable 

allocation of resources amongst control plane partitions and critical management 

components. The adaptive algorithms and enforcement mechanisms used for the 

allocation are described at a high level - implementation is addressed in detail in 

Chapter 6. 

Chapter 5 focuses on demonstrating Serviter capabilities through a number of 

application templates. It presents a multi-site application model that enables the 

administrator functions to span across global sites even when owned and managed by 

third parties. This is followed by the model for the provisioning of network wide 

services, which is then used to demonstrate the deployment of intelligent bandwidth 

control across the network. 

Chapter 6 presents the implementation of Serviter and C-QoS along with their 

deployment onto current commercial grade networking equipment. It describes the 

hardware platform used, the development details of the various components, and the 

kernel resource mechanism employed. This also includes the C-QoS adaptive 
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algorithms and detailed descriptions of their operations in managing each resource 

involved in the fulfilment of services. 

Chapter 7 describes the implementation of Serviter User and System Services 

demonstrating various implementation capabilities. It details User Services that create 

network wide partitions and autonomously control the bandwidth allocation within a 

partition amongst competing flows. The System Services used to access the platform 

of the Serviter implementation are also described. Therefore, this chapter provides full 

(top to bottom) visibility of Serviter utilisation. 

Chapter 8 evaluates Serviter and services implementation through detailed 

analysis. This chapter focuses on verifying the capability of AFM operation as well as 

the performance, scalability, and resource allocation features of Serviter. Based on the 

results of the analysis, a number of optimisations are proposed to enhance future 

implementations. 

The thesis is concluded in Chapter 9 with an outline of the novel features 

achieved with Serviter. Finally, the future work and opportunities in the domain of 

service oriented networks and its application are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2. 1 Overview 

There have been various research efforts working towards enabling service-

oriented networking infrastructure. Through these efforts a number of novel 

architectures and models for the rapid deployment of services were developed. These 

are classified as Active Networks where service deployment is offered in software 

components, and as Programmable Networks where such features are provided 

through hardware based programmability. This chapter provides an overview of the 

major research work as well as relevant industry developments and standards. This 

chapter draws special attention to feasibility issues, such as performance and 

scalability as well as partitioning and resource management techniques. The chapter 

concludes by positioning Serviter within this space. 

2.2 Active Networks 

The extensive research in the field of Active Networks has developed a 

number of flexible and relatively secure architectures [3, 15]. These architectures 

share a similar structure of Execution Environments (EE) running on a Node 

Operating System (Node OS). The architectures adopt a novel approach to the 

introduction of new services into the network through the use of active packets or 

capsules that contain or reference code implementing services from third parties. The 

capsule code is executed in software-based components hosted across the Node OS 

and a number of EEs [ 16]. Such Active Networks have been shown to operate within 

the existing IP standard. Through the use of header flags (IP options), or tunnelling 
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techniques, appropriate handling of capsules can be flag to active nodes while non 

active nodes continue to route these capsule as 'traditional' network packets. 

The granularity of control in Active Networks is wide ranging spanning from 

packet specific handling to logic applicable to all traffic. Per-packet granularity is 

seen as the "holy grail" of active networking in the community. It offers the most 

flexibility at the cost of increased latency and node complexity. The deployment of 

new node wide logic is seen as a possible application on the other end of the scale. 

However, the flexibility offered is on-par with Programmable Networks with the 

added cost of unnecessary software latency. Most designs propose the use of Active 

Networks on a per-flow granularity where new (often pre-cached) logic is applied on 

a subset of traffic requiring certain specialised handling. 

Node OS 

Execution Environments 

Packets 
~· .. - " . . ,. .· . · . . :·' :' .,, ~ ·. "-·.~ 

-....~J.,.,., .... <',,.~, •~,•·-.,' .. , .. ~··t..._!!11;.-~,,.,r•,,.:•,::''~~·."~ 

Figure 2-1: Active Networks Model 

In Active Network nodes, the Node OS handles low-level resource and 

network management, while EEs are responsible for hosting capsule execution. EEs 

provide the necessary APis, as well as user separation and operational security 

checking for capsules. A number of active network prototypes have been developed to 

study whether active networks can deliver the claimed benefits of new and novel 

services whilst attempting to maintain an efficient and secure network. 

The Active Network Transport System (ANTS) [17] was one of the first active 

networks developed [18]. It introduces capsules which contain a reference to code that 

is loaded on-demand. This code makes calls to a set of API to gain node information 
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and perform capsule manipulation. Capsules may leave state information at a node for 

other capsules in a soft-state cache. Code is loaded via a propagation model where, if 

it is not cached internally, it is fetched from previous nodes. 

In ANTS, node-local resource management mechanisms are employed. The 

local node CPU resource usage is governed by coarse watchdog timers, which break 

down the execution of accidental long running tasks. Whereas, memory utilisation of 

capsules is unmanaged [ 19]. To provide security, capsules are classified into protocols 

statically and capsules are only permitted access to the soft state of their own 

protocols. The reference to code in a capsule is an encrypted hash of the code, and 

verification mechanisms are then put in place to protect against en-route code 

manipulation. 

The Packet Language for Active Networks (PLAN) [20] - a part of the 

Switchware architecture [21] - proposes a new lightweight restricted language to 

express capsule code which enables the safe execution of unauthenticated code in 

network nodes. It provides the guarantee that all executions terminate by preventing 

any recursion in capsule code expression. This scripting language invokes node stored 

routines (API), called Active Extensions, written in more expressive languages. 

Active Extensions are dynamically loaded into a secure Active Router Infrastructure 

which performs cryptography based authentication and verification, as well as the 

capsules execution. 

By preventing any recursion in capsule code, PLAN attempted to guarantee 

that the resource consumption of any capsule execution would be linearly 

proportionate to the size of its pay load. This, would have been the underlying 

mechanism used to achieve predictable resource consumption, and thereby, 

management in Active Networks. However, this guarantee was not achieved as 

capsule code could branch and loop in a non-linear fashion, as such logic is not 

inhibited by disabling recursion. The linear resource consumption guarantee was 

partially achieved in another language called Safe and Nimble Active Packets (SNAP) 

[22] through a number of further restrictions. SNAP guarantees that there are only 

forward branches in code (i.e. no loops) and that each instruction can at most push one 

item on the stack and one item on the heap. This provides the linear properties of 

resource utilisation. However, this guarantee cannot be provided on dynamic API 

calls which are necessary for any extended functionality that cannot be expressed in 
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SNAP. In ANTS, on the other hand, the limited resource control mechanism spans all 

aspects of capsule execution. 

SafetyNet [23, 24] is a new Object-Oriented language specifically designed to 

control the consumption of the shared network wide resources by capsules. In this 

language, capsule code is spawned forward into the network on a best effort basis 

rather than being routed. The design proposes the use of counts that are propagated 

with each spawn and decremented with each resource utilisation. This model hinges 

on the predetermination of reasonable resource counts on a per service per network 

basis. The methods that would be used to generate such counts are not yet addressed 

in Safety Net. 

Netscript [25] is a language for dynamically creating and programmmg 

protocols. Netscript programs are packet flow processors interconnected to form a 

graph for packet stream processing. These can be dynamically dispatched to remote 

machines for active composition of extensible flow processing. The Netscript 

language creates a software abstraction of a programmable network engine, in the 

same way that Postscript has abstracted printer details from applications. Netscript 

programs are run within java virtual machines without addressing the associated 

security or resource allocation issues. 

The Smart Packets [26, 27] system was developed to utilise Active Networks 

functionality for network management and monitoring. Smart Packets execute code 

along the path of a network that gathers node information through an SNMP-based 

API and perform diagnostic and reporting actions. This is intended to optimise 

network management tasks that poll and diagnose each node individually. 

The execution of Smart Packet occurs in a virtual machine that enforces 

security measures. The virtual machine restricts all external access and uses 

cryptography techniques to authenticate the code and its origin. Resource allocation is 

restricted to a set of predefined limits for each capsule, such as the number of 

instructions executed, how much memory is used, and whether access to certain 

section of the API is allowed. 

The NodeOS architecture [16] was developed to provide Active Network 

components (mainly EEs) with the node framework for accessing router memory, 

communication, and computational resources in a safe manner. Implementations 
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include: OSKit-based Moab [28], Scout-based system [29, 30], Network Associates' 

exokernel-based AMP system [31]. 

NodeOS introduces the concept of domains that aggregate a set of active 

channels spanning all components involved in the end-to-end processing of a capsule 

in a node. A domain represents an accountable unit for resource consumption. The 

resource allocation amount of domain is restricted to preconfigured limit amounts 

based on the credentials presented during the creation process. The resource 

utilisation of each domain is continually monitored and once the consumption of a 

resource has reached a critical limit the domain is notified. If the domain is found 

unresponsive to the notification it is terminated. This model hinges on the difficult 

task of predetermining or estimating the resource consumption of domains, which 

may vary depending on the host platform or its location in the network. The coarse 

grain allocation on a per domain basis does not enable resource allocation between 

competing services, which would only be achieved in through the non-scalable 

approach of creating a domain per service. 

Due to the fundamental concept of executing foreign code in a software-based 

control plane, a number of practicability issues arise. These issues have not been 

addressed adequately in the design of the EE and Node OS components, or in the 

other existing Active Network platforms that we know of. 

The first issue is the cost of the added delay to the traffic that is to be 

manipulated in software components in user-space EEs. Work in PAN [32] went to 

absolute extremes in the attempt to address this computational overhead of active 

networking. It optimised the code, and stripped out all security and resource 

management mechanisms, and placed its components in-kernel. This is done to 

minimise context switching, unnecessary protocol stacks, and to cut down data copies. 

It was shown that in-kernel PAN code could achieve close to 100 Mbps forwarding 

throughput on par with the existing kernel throughput without PAN. The added 

latency overhead of PAN was at a minimum of 13%. However, this was not compared 

with commercial grade routers or programmable network processors where 

forwarding is hardware accelerated and multi port scalable gigabit forwarding speeds 

are achieved. The issue of scalability in terms of how many 100 Mbps links could be 

supported was not addressed in PAN. Most critically, this study revealed that by 

simply placing the forwarding logic in the user space, which is essential in providing 
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security in Active Networks, forwarding capacity drops to, at best, 60 Mbps (i.e. by at 

least 40%). 

The second issue is the scalability of Active Networks to handling large 

amounts of traffic. Active Networks components are tightly coupled making it 

extremely difficult to architect a scalable execution plane where processing power 

maybe added in manner similar to a grid infrastructure. The scalability of an Active 

Network is bounded by the potentially exponential growth in the resource 

consumption of capsules. Attempts to guarantee linear CPU and memory 

consumption with packet length [20-22] (discussed above) have not been able to 

successfully provide such guarantees for the associated API calls. 

The third issue is the inability to control the ·manipulation of the packets done 

by the capsule code on its own payload and header. Even though the header and 

payload belong to the capsule they could still be modified in an illegal manner. For 

example, the capsule could modify the source or destination address to bypass 

firewalls or change their DiffServ classification to gain unwarranted access to a QoS 

level from a network. Moreover, such commands could be legal operations within 

one node but result in malicious behaviour in the broader network context. These 

complex security issues remain largely unaddressed in Active Network security 

models. 

To date, no active implementations have been realised on a commercial 

platform. This is partly due to the general perception, driven by the reasons outlined, 

that any benefits of an active network are outweighed by its inefficiency and security 

compromises. 

In the next section we study Programmable Networks where the issues of 

latency and scalability are addressed through the use of wire speed hardware. 
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2.3 Programmable Networks 

Programmable Networks attempt to bridge the performance and flexibility 

gaps between software based architectures like Active Networks and the monolithic 

architecture of closed control plane and hardware based forwarding used in 

commercial networks. The goal of Programmable Networks is to enable extensibility 

in high speed and robust networks. The nature of extensibility in Programmable 

Networks is different from that of Active Networks, where it may not necessarily be 

on demand or on a per user basis. Rather, Programmable Networks aim at improving 

the speed at which new services can be offered in the network. Another difference 

between the two is in the trust assumptions made. In Active Networks, user code is 

not trusted. However, in most Programmable Networks, the entity adding new 

functionality is trusted and this functionality is assumed to be proven and robust. 

Programmable Networks follow a model, shown in Figure 2-2, significantly 

different to that of Active Networks but is in line with the increased programmability 

concepts adopted in the development trends of commercial manufacturers. This model 

builds on programmable network processor technology, such as Intel IXP [ 4] or 

NetFPGA [5] . These processors provide the ability to forward traffic, across interfaces 

through a specialised bus, at wire speed while enabling the introduction of specialised 

logic at any point in the forwarding process. The introduction and control of the 

forwarding code is performed by a set of extensible software component in the control 

plane. Where higher level services are required, signalling and deployment protocols 

control the overall function of a network. 
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Figure 2-2: Programmable Networks Model 

Work on Vera [2, 30] has produced an extensible router architecture capable 

of deploying new forwarding functions onto an abstraction layer leveraging 

programmable network processors. Through implementation utilising Commercial 

off-the-shelf (COTS) components, such as Intel IXP [4] and a generic PC backbone, it 

has demonstrated the ability to provision traditional forwarding services with 

performance levels orders of magnitude higher than pure software routers, such as 

those employed as Active Networks nodes. 

Vera introduces two abstraction layers each providing an API to enable its 

control and monitoring. The Functional Router Abstraction layer is used to define 

switching path which consists of a classifier, forwarder, scheduler and a set of 

interconnecting queues. A router is constructed as hierarchical set of these paths, each 

path with increased complexity of operation moving up the hierarchy. The mapping of 

these paths to the hardware is a function of the Hardware Router Abstraction layer. 

This layer places paths with simple switching and forwarding operations across 

programmable network processor functions while more complex operations are 

performed along in-kernel software components. An Active Network layer has also 

been added to VERA as the top layer of the switching paths hierarchy. Active 

Network capsules are propagated up the paths hierarchy by the classifier of each layer 

until the Active Network layer has been reached. At this layer, capsules are executed 
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in an EE within a Node OS and then propagated back down the hierarchy for delivery 

to the next active node. 

The switching paths hierarchy concept is fundamentally different to that of 

Serviter AFM Paths. Serviter AFM Paths are secure and flexible in traversing any 

number of operations with various complexity and implementation layers in any order 

to achieve a service. However, the abstraction layer's API lends it to being adapted to 

present set of functionally onto COTS to be used as part of the forwarding plane AFM 

operational set. To achieve this, the API would need to be extended to support the 

forwarding plane partitioning enforcement mechanism of Serviter to ensure risk 

isolation. 

Vera employs a static allocation model, where forwarders specify their 

resource requirements pnor to deployment. Forwarding element resource 

requirements are handled in the OS where the total resource availability at each layer 

is known and an allocation is carved out at each deployment. The Vera OS iterates 

over the path hierarchy attempting to locate the lowest layer with sufficient uncarved 

resources for the new forwarding element. If no layer is found with sufficient 

unallocated resource, the deployment is rejected. Such requirements are calculated 

based on the rigorous testing of each forwarder processing a set of traffic flows to 

simulate its execution. Apart from the difficult task of predetermining a large enough 

simulation set to provide high confidence, these static resource requirements are 

dependent on the underlying hardware set used to instantiate and execute each 

forwarder. This means that resource requirements must be stated for each type of 

platform, for each layer, for each forwarder, and in a heterogeneous environment 

(such as the Internet) this may include a large number of underlying implementations. 

During Vera development, it was found that there were very limited spare 

resources available in the early generation of the IXP chipset after running simple null 

forwarders at line speed. Therefore, no dynamic forwarding functionality could 

realistically be injected into the high speed forwarding plane without seriously 

hindering the overall speed of the network. Nonetheless, with IXPs performing simple 

forwarding operations it has significantly accelerated the performance of Vera as an 

extensible router and as Active Network node. 
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The Click Modular Router [33] is an extensible router architecture similar to 

Vera which has also been ported onto an IXP powered platform, called NP-Click [34], 

to improve its performance. It enables the mapping of Click software extensions onto 

programmable hardware using an abstraction layer that hides the underlying details. 

As with Vera, the IXP implementation had only been shown to perform limited 

functionality. It performed IP forwarding functionality with no added extensibility. 

The interesting fact found in NP-Click's mapping mechanism is that it is able to 

achieve performance within 7% of hand crafted and optimised IP forwarding 

functionality on the IXP platform. This provides a level of confidence that, in the 

future, more powerful COTS automated mapping of high level functionality onto 

heterogeneous programmable COTS can be performed in a near optimal manner. 

Work on Active Network Node (ANN) [35] adopted a similar approach to 

active networks as Vera but on an A TM switch accelerated by FPGA technology. The 

Active Network Node employs a scalable architecture which utilises a processor for 

each port. Each port has a dedicated Port Processor consisting of a generic CPU and 

an FPGA module. As with the Vera architecture, capsules are processed by the 

generic CPU while the FPGA module is used to speed up the classification of 

capsules and maintain near wire speed for other non active traffic. It does not address 

the dynamic placement of additional forwarding functionality in FPGA. 

The Dynamically Extensible Router (DER) [36] platform is an open, flexible, 

high-performance active router testbed designed for advanced networking research. 

This platform supports the dynamic installation of software and hardware plug-ins in 

the data path of application data flows. It achieves this by utilising a similar scalable 

ATM switch architecture an ANN with the addition of enabling dynamic introduction 

of forwarding logic plug-ins into the FPGA section of the Port Processor. 

Each Port Processor in DER employs two FPGA devices: A Network Interface 

Device (NID), and a Reprogrammable Application Device (RAD). The NID handles 

network layer logic and the loading and unloading of modules into the RAD. The 

RAD is responsible for hosting the modules that process traffic. At the time of 

development of DER, the mechanism to deploy new modules on the fly in RAD had 

been proposed but not implemented or demonstrated. RAD modules have been 

demonstrated to the level of simple IP forwarding operations, however all custom and 

high level operations are performed in the general CPU as in Vera and NP-Click. 
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Further independent experimentation has demonstrated the ability to deploy 

new standalone modules with high levels of functionality at the FPGA layer. These 

include encryption operations [37] and deep packet inspection filters [38] used in 

malicious traffic detention. It is proposed that these modules can be integrated and 

may even be deployed dynamically into the FPGA framework of DER. The 

deployment of the associated control plane components to manage and offer these 

services has not been addressed. In addition, the management and allocation of 

resources amongst these components has also not been addressed. 

At present, the ability to dynamically allocate resources among the competing 

dynamically injected/new functionality remains an open and critical issue. Dynamic 

resource allocation in programmable network processors is an extremely difficult 

issue to address. Any such solution involves the allocation of fine grained hardware 

specific resources such as code memory space and registers as well as the queue 

spaces. Currently these systems employ a static allocation model enforced at the 

compilation stage, where forwarders resource requirements are pre-calculated based 

on rigorous testing and detailed knowledge of a specific hardware set. Furthermore, 

due to resource constraints in the hardware, mechanisms essential to dynamic 

resource management have been not implemented in the underlying hardware and so 

this issue is dependant on future enhancements. 

The Programmable Network platforms presented above do not address the 

issue of partitioning and risk isolation in shared network. This is because 'plug-ins' 

are considered to be proven and their instalment is performed by a single trusted 

entity. The next subsection explores programmable networks where partitioning has 

been attempted. 

2.3.1 Partitioning in Programmable Networks 

The Genesis kernel [39] enables the deployment of new architectures in the 

form of isolated spawned networks. These spawned networks are organised in a 

hierarchical fashion where a child network inherits the features of its parent and is 

able to refine its functionality. A spawned network is composed of a number of open 

programmable virtual router nodes, called Routelets, which are interconnected by a 
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number of virtual links. A Routelet processes its subset of traffic along a specified 

path in a programmable forwarding plane. NetBind [ 40], a binding tool for 

dynamically constructing data paths, is proposed to enable the creation of Routelet 

forwarding plane paths on the Intel IXP architecture. This is shown to be achieved 

within 2% of overhead. As with others platforms leveraging the early versions of the 

IXP chipset, the programmability is not demonstrated beyond the ability to perform IP 

forwarding functionality. 

A re-architecting stage ts proposed in the Genesis kernel enabling the 

modification of forwarding plane paths and components of a spawned network after it 

has been created. This is not currently supported and the concepts and mechanisms for 

doing so have not been addressed. Furthermore, the mechanism for dynamically 

deploying new control or forwarding plane components of spawn networks prior to 

their creation, in either the software based forwarding plane or NetBind, have also not 

been addressed. 

Two mechanisms for the isolation of spawned network and Routelets are 

proposed. Firstly, a packet demultiplexer is responsible for forwarding packets to the 

appropriate Routelets as per configuration instructions at the spawning stage. 

Secondly, a logically separate bus for each spawned network is used for isolating 

communication. The mechanisms, however, do not provide complete separation 

leaving a number of issues unaddressed. For example, the mechanism for hosting and 

isolating dynamic Routelet components at the software or NetBind level is not 

addressed. This mechanism is required to provide operation isolation and disallow 

malicious or faulty applications from compromising the integrity of the node and, in 

tum, the network. 

In the Genesis kernel, resource management among the multiple spawned 

virtual networks is the responsibility of a plug-in module called Virtuosity[ 41 ]. 

However, Virtuosity [ 41] only addresses the issue of bandwidth allocation amongst 

spawned networks. Internal resource management of computational, memory, and I/O 

resources needed by the Routelet components to fulfil a service remain open issues for 

Genesis. 

Virtuosity introduces a class based hierarchical bandwidth allocation model 

where child networks are allocated resources from the parent according to their class 
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requirements. There are three proposed classes: 1) Constant capacity: an assured 

bandwidth allocation, 2) Controlled capacity: an average rate bandwidth allocation, 3) 

Best effort: a fixed amount of bandwidth unutilised by 2 and 3 classes, shared 

amongst a number of child networks in a best effort fashion. It remains unclear how 

the proposed Virtuosity classes of allocation can be implemented on heterogeneous 

infrastructure in a scalable and uniform fashion. Virtuosity has not been implemented, 

however, the concepts behind it have been studied in simulation tools. 

The Tempest framework [ 42, 43] enables multiple extensible control 

architectures to coexist in the control plane of an A TM switch. It does not address 

forwarding plane extensibility. It partitions network resources amongst Switchlets that 

span the network to form a virtual network of specific behaviour and resource 

guarantee. 

The Tempest framework exposes an abstract switch layer, called Ariel, 

enabling control architectures to communicate with the Switchlet. Ariel is fixed and 

not extensible in exposing new functionality available on the switch and does not 

enable control architecture to capture traffic for control plane manipulation. It is 

proposed that the ability to enable the injection of new functions can be added in the 

control architecture at the local node - this is left for future work. Issues of isolation 

and allocation of computational, bus, and memory resource among control 

architecture instances are not addressed. 

In Tempest, the switch is partitioned into Switchlets by Prospero, a switch 

divider controller which only addresses forwarding plane partitioning. This is done by 

checking control commands prior to propagating them to the physical switch. 

Prospero divides the forwarding plane resource among Switchlets and exports an 

Ariel interface for each. As each request reaches the Ariel interface it is checked 

according to the resource specification of its Switchlet. This specification refers to the 

Port and VPVVCI space, and the switch forwarding capacity required. These 

allocations are carved from the availability on the switch. Under this approach, the 

Prospero has to know the exact capacity of the physical switch and the resource 

requirements of each Switchlet. 
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2.3.2 Commercial Programmable Networks 

Currently, there is a trend undertaken by manufacturers to adopt extensible 

control planes into new programmable platforms [ 6-9]. These platforms are capable of 

performing customisable complex operations in gigabit speed switches scalable to a 

large number of ports. This trend is driven by efforts to minimise the capital and 

operational expenditure of network providers. Capital expenditure is reduced by the 

introduction of new services though software module upgrades to existing platforms. 

Operational expenditure is reduced through an enhanced Operational Support Services 

architecture enabling the deployment of monitoring and recovery modules into the 

nodes of a network. These platforms restrict software module authoring to 

manufacturers and the deployment of modules to domain operators, and therefore do 

not have partitioning mechanisms. 

The Openet project [ 44] targets the deployment of the Oplet Runtime 

Environment (ORE) onto the Nortel Networks range of commercial platforms [ 45]. 

The ORE provides the deployment and execution mechanisms for services onto the 

platform's control plane. These services then perform Active Flow Manipulations 

(AFM) by configuring the underlying hardware to classify traffic into flows and 

perform customised manipulation and redirection operations on these flows. The 

Openet project was the first, as far we know, to achieve both commercial 

deployability and simple service injection. However, the ORE architecture is not 

secure and does not attempt to support any user separation or resource management. 

In fact, the ORE does not possess mechanisms to differentiate between user services 

and node management tasks [1, 3, 15] . Control plane scalability is also an issue, as the 

ORE is a centralised point and is responsible for the management of the entire node. 

The management of AFM and formation of paths was also not addressed. This thesis 

leverages and extends the concepts of the hardware API (AFM), and concepts of the 

deployment and service injection. 
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2.4 Resource Control Techniques 

In shared infrastructure, multiple users deploy their own services that compete 

for limited node resources. A major issue of any shared service-enabling platform is 

feasible resource management. This remains an open critical and research problem in 

both Active and Programmable Network 

We identify two major models employed by current resource management 

mechanisms in Active and Programmable Networks: explicit allocation and flow 

throttling. 

Explicit allocation, employed in [2, 16, 28-31, 42, 43], refers to a model where 

resources are allocated to a domain (a collection of service paths) according to pre-

determined fixed specification. Systems adopting this model require the specification 

of resource requirements for each domain in anticipation of the services or traffic 

volumes that will be handled. However, these resource requirements do not consider 

the location of the node in the network or its role in providing a service. While the 

fixed nature of the specification used in this model leads to inefficient resource 

utilisation as domains are over allocated resources which are often wasted. More 

critically, however, this model hinges on the difficult, and unaddressed, task of 

predetermining or estimating the resource consumption of domains running services 

of unknown behaviour and on heterogeneous platfo1ms with unknown service 

execution methods. 

Flow throttling, employed m [ 46-48], refers to a model where the rate of 

packet input to a domain or service is throttled to control its resource consumption. 

This model also hinges on the difficult task of accurately predetermining or estimating 

the consumption of each domain or service when performing unknown operations on 

unknown packet content. Such estimates must encompass all resources and must be 

able to cater for heterogeneous platforms where implementation details may cause the 

consumption to vary. This issue remains largely unaddressed in the designs and 

implementations of flow throttling. Furthermore, this model is restricted to a single 

point of control - packet input speed. Attempting to throttle packets based on the 

overall utilisation of all resources results in inefficient utilisation of resources. For 

example, CPU centric packet may be penalised in an attempt to reduce the memory 
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utilisation of a domain at its memory utilisation limit but with CPU utilisation well 

below the limit. Therefore, it is only used effectively to control the consumption of a 

single resource, where for example packets are throttled based on current CPU 

utilisation. More critically, however, this model cannot control resources consumed 

without packet input influence, such as monitoring services. 

In the meantime, developments in the domain of Server virtualisation 

technology, such as [ 49, 50], have enabled multiple Virtual Machines to run of the 

same hardware in an isolated and efficient manner. While this technology cannot be 

applied to Programmable Networks as it is introduced at the OS layer, it can be 

applied to separate Active Networks environments - i. e. each NodeOS in a VM 

dedicated for each user. However, the resource management techniques adopted in 

virtualisation technology do not map to networking concept making resource 

allocation decisions across VMs a very difficult task. 

Serviter adopts a new approach for the management of internal resources 

based on a C-QoS model. C-QoS is simple, comprehensive, and scalable where the 

interaction with the administrator is limited to simple high-level classifications. It 

enforces the high level classification and automatically adapts to each resource's 

availability and consumption patterns. This mechanism uses ' light weight' VMs to 

manage the computational aspects of resource management. This is done by adopting 

the concept of Class-base Kernel Resource Management [ 51] which enables simple 

mapping from networking QoS concepts to the resource management domain. 

2.5 Standardisation Efforts 

The IEEE P1520/PIN (Programming Interfaces for Networks) working group 

[ 52] was formed in December 1997. It is working towards defining programming 

interfaces for a large set of network elements to enable the use of multiple control 

planes across Virtual Private Networks that share the same physical resources. It 

attempts to standardise abstract interfaces to the underlying switch - in a similar 

fashion to the Ariel interface in Tempest [ 42]. In Serviter, a programmability interface 

is provided though an extensible layer of System Services with which any such 

standardised interfaces, once defined, can be accommodated in Serviter in the f01m of 

API exposed by new System Services. 
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The Network Processing Forum was organised to facilitate interoperability 

across multiple vendors and between user applications, network services, and the 

hardware of telecommunications products. This forum primarily focuses on network 

processor based platforms. It was merged into the Optical Intemetworking Forum [53] 

in June of 2006. It has defined service interfaces for the management of IPSec, 

DiffServ, and High Availability operations amongst others. It has also defined low 

level building block interfaces used to configure fine grained functionality involved in 

such operations as IP prefix lookup and topology management. 

The IETF ForCES working group [54] is defining an architecture and wire 

protocol for the physical separation of control and forwarding elements. This is geared 

more toward off-the-shelf network processors, enabling interoperability between 

control elements and various network processors. It is also working towards defining 

a model for the discovery of node capability. The ForCES framework does not 

address the extensibility of control elements and forwarding elements. Nevertheless, 

the separation of forwarding and control plane advocated by this framework is in line 

with the design of Serviter reinforcing its view on future network platform 

development. Moreover, a protocol such as ForCES, once defined, can be used as the 

bus interface protocol among Serviter components enabling multi-vendor components 

to be used within the same node. 

2.6 Summary: Positioning of Serviter 

In this chapter, the state of the art space has been explored for service 

deployment and programmability techniques. It coved models spanning software and 

accelerated hardware programmable components as well as commercial platforms. 

From this space, it is evident that these models have contributed vastly towards 

enabling Service-Oriented Networking. However, each model makes certain 

assumptions and compromises that would make their use in large scale, shared 

heterogeneous networks impractical. 

In Active Networks software components are introduced to the forwarding 

path causing unavoidable and drastic degradation to network performance and 

scalability. Programmable Networks use hardware based network processors to 

mitigate these performance and scalability concerns. Work focused on the first 
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generation of these processors has not demonstrated extensible functionality beyond 

simple 'header based' forwarding operations, such as IP, without hindering 

forwarding performance. As the computational power increases in new programmable 

hardware, these models have very promising application prospects. 

Meanwhile, the trends towards increasing programmability m commercial 

platforms covered offer promising prospects. These platforms apply new concepts to 

enabling their upgradeability thereby extending their lifetime. These platforms 

employ closed and proprietary mechanisms. However, these platforms have 

substantial R&D support to tackle the crucial hardware development space to support 

complex, extensible, and specialised operations at near wire speed. 

This chapter also covered partitioning and resource allocation techniques 

employed in both Active and Programmable Networks. The resource allocation 

techniques were categorised into explicit allocation and flow throttling. Both depend 

on the difficult task and complex task of predetermining or estimating the resource 

consumption of services. 

The partitioning techniques employed in Active Networks provide safety and 

resource allocation mechanisms to coarse grain units such as Domains or Execution 

Environments. The resource allocation applied in Active Network is only applicable 

to capsule based systems, where allocation is associated with traffic flows rather than 

with a service. Whereas attempts to provide partitioning in Programmable Networks 

have only partially addressed the issues associated with opening up the infrastructure 

to multiple entities. This remains an open and critical issue to be addressed and is 

dependant on future developments in the resource management of embedded 

hardware space. 

Serviter aims to provide on-demand service deployment using commercial 

modules, programmable hardware acceleration, and/or software components. By 

leveraging commercial modules with control and forwarding plane separation, 

Serviter aims to maintain and keep up with forwarding performance and scalability 

levels found in commercial networks. Serviter also aims to provide partitioning 

spanning all components and communication layers. A major goal is a new scalable 

approach for the management of internal resources based on simple and 

comprehensive Autonomic techniques. 
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Chapter 3 

Serviter Architecture 

3. 1 Overview 

Service-Oriented Networks hinge on enabling on-demand introduction of 

services across shared and heterogeneous networking infrastructure. However, 

architecting the building blocks of a feasible service-oriented network poses many 

critical research challenges. These challenges are three-fold: 

1. Enabling the on-demand deployment and customisation of high-speed and 

scalable services while catering for the heterogeneous nature of networks. 

2. Enforcing security among the services of competing entities on shared 

infrastructure without impeding programmability. 

3. Providing quality of service guarantees for services competing for shared 

resources. 

All these challenges must be overcome without compromising performance or 

the scalability level of current large scale networks. 

The previous chapter provided an overview of the fields of Active and 

Programmable Networks that propose novel architectures that enable rapid service 

deployment. It outlined issues of performance, security, and resource management in 

these architectures which currently make them impractical to adopt. It also outlined 

commercial platform development that aim to increase programmability whilst 

maintaining high levels of performance and scalability. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present a new architecture capable of 

enabling service deployment whilst overcoming the associated challenges. This 

architecture enables the on-demand deployment and customisation of high-speed and 

scalable services whilst catering for the heterogeneous nature of networks. Through 

partitioning techniques, it is able to enforce security among the services of competing 
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entities on shared infrastructure, without impeding performance or programmability. 

It encompasses the components of the C-QoS resource management model, presented 

in chapter 4, whereby this new architecture is able to enforce Quality of Service 

guarantees amongst partitions and their services in a differentiated and fair manner. 

This architecture is called Serviter - a Service-Oriented Network Architecture 

for Shared Networks. This chapter focuses on the high level details of the Serviter 

architecture and its components. The underlying details of Serviter are presented 

through its implementation presented in chapter 6. 

This chapter begins by proposing a set of essential attributes to be exhibited by 

any service enabling architecture. These attributes provide structured criteria geared 

towards facilitating the up take of Service-Oriented Networking in rear scenarios. This 

is followed by the introduction of Serviter 's high level design, where the placement of 

major components is outlined along with their role in the deployment and 

provisioning of a service. Each of these components is then described in detail and 

special attention is given to the partitioning and service deployment used in Serviter. 

Finally, the components involved in the enforcement of C-QoS are described in terms 

of their role within Serviter. More detailed information on the C-QoS concepts, 

algorithms and components is presented in the following chapter. 

3.2 Serviter Characteristics 

Serviter aims to overcome the challenges in providing the fundamental 

building blocks of a Service-Oriented Network. This section considers a set of 

essential attributes to be exhibited by any such architecture that would otherwise 

render its use impractical in real life networks. 

The following list describes each attribute along with the case for its 

importance and an outline of the manner in which it is exhibited in Serviter: 

1. Adaptive Commercial Grade Platform Deployment: 

Unlike previous service-enabling architectures, the mam objective of 

Serviter is the ability for direct deployment onto current and next generation 
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commercial platforms. This fundamental requirement is essential to achieving high 

performance and scalability levels that would otherwise be unattainable. In addition, 

with this feature Serviter would be deployed cost effectively as it would not require 

specialised hardware to be implemented or deployed. 

The Serviter architecture is, therefore, flexible so as permit its adaptation 

onto varying programmable commercial platforms without the loss of basic 

functionality. Serviter builds on a flexible abstraction layer that accommodates 

current standardisation efforts and commercial platform design trends. In addition, 

the method for exposing the underlying hardware programmability is extensible to 

allow the introduction of new operations as the programmability of these platforms 

increases. This access is performed through an extensible layer of on-demand. 

System Services which abstract implementation details and implement a structured 

yet flexible programmability interface. 

2. Performance: 

The performance of a switching platform must not be impacted by adopting 

the Serviter architecture. That is, the performance of a platform without Serviter 

components must be comparable to the performance of the same platfonn once all 

Serviter components have been introduced. Therefore, data traffic handling must not 

be comprised by the introduction of services under any valid configuration of the 

architecture, and every effort must be made to accelerate the software based 

processing of activated control flows. 

Serviter maintains current performance levels by performing service 

operations through programmable capabilities in forwarding plane hardware. 

Control traffic, on the other hand, can be redirected to software components in the 

control plane. Serviter provides mechanisms to place bounds on the delays of 

control traffic through its C-QoS model. It also enables the acceleration of important 

or high demand control flows through hardware accelerated components and high 

speed tunnelling which by passed unnecessary software hops. 
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3. Scalability: 

In large networks, a service-orient programmable platform would be 

required to handle large and increasing numbers of traffic flows, bandwidth, users, 

and services. This requirement specifies that such growth must not be restricted by 

any component within the platform. 

The Serviter architecture has no internal communication bottlenecks, and 

facilitates expandable and distributed control and forwarding planes. Security 

enforced on traffic is maintained through a checking mechanism at configuration 

stages rather than during forwarding, and therefore, traffic is not delayed by 

verification operations. Furthermore, the resource management model employed by 

Serviter is scalable to a large number of users and services, and handles congestion 

and sudden spikes in resource demands gracefully. 

4. Security: 

Current network infrastructure is secure because it is only modifiable by 

trusted manufacturers and administrators. To maintain this security and permit 

multiple users re-programmability and consumption of internal router resources, 

strict partitioning is required. Partitioning ensures that the 1isk of a user is isolated 

to its own partition and this partition cannot be compromised by another user. 

Therefore, strict partitioning must be imposed spanning across the control and 

forwarding planes as well as network links of the switching platform in a holistic 

manner to provide a secure 'virtual router' for each user. 

Serviter provides users with secure and separate computational partitions 

with a guaranteed level of allocation on internal computational and communication 

resources. In the forwarding plane, a set of flows are associated with each user, and 

the operations of a user are restricted to the user's flows. To protect these partitions, 

Serviter ensures that service deployment orders are authentic and that any 

distributed service code has not been tampered with. While, traffic access to 

classification, manipulation, and forwarding resources is governed through 

bandwidth control mechanisms. 
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5. On-demand services in on-demand partitions: 

Distributing services and configuring their host environment across the 

nodes of a network is a complex and tedious task. It involves instantiating and 

configuring the appropriate host environment, and ensuring the appropriate 

allocation of the required resources. This is followed by deploying new logic 

components and ensuring all dependencies on internal capabilities are met. It is, 

therefore, not feasible to expect that such deployment procedure be conducted 

manually. This also applies to hand crafted scripting, as proposed in the profiling 

and spawning scripts in Genesis [39] , because prior knowledge of the network 

configuration is necessary. Therefore, it is a requirement that the dynamic 

introduction of services and their appropriate host environments into the network 

should an automated and timely task. 

Furthermore, due to the heterogeneous nature of networks, service 

programmability must cater for a large number of platforms with varymg 

capabilities. Otherwise, each service would need to be written to individually cater 

for each platform type across the network. This is not feasible due to the large 

number of platform types, and the rapid addition of new platforms to networks. 

Serviter supports the concept of on-demand services in on-demand 

partitions. 

In Serviter, network administrators use automated mechanisms to create and 

manage partitions across all nodes within their domain. Users would then inject 

specified services across their partitions in a domain and the dependencies are 

automatically fulfilled. Serviter provides a programmability interface to these 

services though a structured and flexible approach of Active Flow Manipulation 

(AFM) Paths which cater for the varying capabilities and underlying details of 

network infrastructure. 

Internal node computational and communication resources must be managed 

to provide quality of service guaranteed for partitions and services within a 

partition. The explicit allocation and flow throttling models (discussed in section 

2.4) needs the resource requirement of each partition or service to be predetermined 

prior to their deployment. 
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In Serviter a simple and dynamic model is employed. Partitions and service 

are classified among a set of C-QoS classes, such as, gold, silver, bronze, and best 

effort. It then automatically adapts the allocation of each resource to offer 

differentiated per-class treatment and fair treatment within each class. 

Prior to the deployment of services on to a network, the appropriate nodes 

must be selected based on their capabilities and topological location. Automatic 

Service Deployment protocols [55, 56] are proposed for such a process. Serviter 

facilitates the deployment of these protocols as follows. A partition owner deploys a 

set of services that implement their own choice of Automatic Service Deployment 

protocol. These services would capture the discovery request and query a public 

capabilities table that is used in the node selection process. Once nodes are selected, 

the Automatic Service Deployment services at these nodes would then capture and 

execute new service deployment requests. 

3.3 Serviter Model 

Provider 
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Serviter is a new architecture enabling the on-demand deployment of services 

in secure partitions, and is geared towards flexible high speed platform deployment. 

This architecture adopts a model of horizontal layering and vertical partitioning as 
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depicted in figure 3-1. Horizontal layers represent operational capabilities with 

varying roles in the provisioning of on-demand services. Vertical partitions represent 

isolated environments spanning all layers of operational capabilities. Each vertical 

partition is dedicated to a service provider entity and is used to safely deploy and host 

their services. Figure 3-2 contrasts the features across each of the Serviter layers 

against each of the models introduced in Chapter 2. 

The Extensible Control Plane layer is responsible for the provisioning of new 

services. It houses two levels of services, User Services and System Services - both 

can be injected on-demand. System Services perform a structured but flexible set of 

programmability operations on either the Traditional Control Plane or Hardware 

Modules. User Services implement network services by requesting System Service 

operations. System Services expose platform operations to User Services and thereby 

abstract any underlying platform specific operations. Auxiliary hardware can be added 

to Extensible Control Plane to improve the performance of control plane processing. 

A new service is provisioned in the following manner. Firstly, the User 

Service is injected into the Extensible Control Plane. This service may have a number 

of System and User Service dependencies that are then fulfilled through their on-

demand deployment. These User Services then perform various operations through 

the System Services to provision the new service. These operations may involve, 

redirecting traffic flows from a source hardware module, to a manipulation module 

that is instructed to perform specialised handling, and then redirect this traffic to the 

output modules. User Services may also perform discovery operations of a lower layer 

or may capture a control flow for processing in the Extensible Control Plane. 

The Traditional Control Plane layer manages the operations of pre-existing 

connectivity services as well as low level node management operations. This frees up 

the upper layers from having to support pre-existing network services whilst being 

able to inspect and alter the Tradition Control Plane layer. While, the hardware 

modules layer is responsible for performing traffic forwarding and manipulation 

operations at line speeds. These operations are controlled, monitored, and changed as 

per the specifications of the upper layers. 

The following section details the architecture for the realisation this model 

while exhibiting the characteristics outlined above. 
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3.4 Serviter Architecture 

The Serviter architecture is designed, and is presented in this section, as a 

hierarchical framework of interdependent components as depicted in figure 3-3. Each 

component is presented as an abstract model along with a set of operational 

requirements. This approach permits the deployment of Serviter onto router platforms 

from various manufactures or on distributed router architecture constructed from 

heterogeneous hardware modules provided the requirements of each component are 

met. Further detail of the implementation of Serviter components on to an advanced 

commercial platform is presented in chapter 6. 
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Figure 3-3: Serviter Components 

NPUs 

Serviter is built on a platform abstraction layer for network nodes called the 

Hardware Base Abstraction (HBA), which represents the hardware architecture and 

capabilities required by Serviter components. Attempts to choose HBA based on 

models from manufactures or other research projects failed to find a suitable 

candidate. It was found that current models were either unable to facilitate sufficient 

programmability [9], were platform specific [30, 36, 42], or did not separate the 

forwarding and control planes [ 16, I 7, 28, 31]. Therefore, trends in router hardware 

developments were used to produce a HBA that is tailored to next generation 
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platforms and is general and flexible enough to permit its adaptation onto some 

current advanced platforms. 

The HBA uses separate forwarding and control plane components to achieve 

performance levels comparable to current switching architectures. Under this 

separation, network traffic classification, forwarding, manipulation, and scheduling 

capabilities are placed in forwarding plane realtime hardware components whilst 

software-based management components are restricted to the control plane. The IETF 

ForCES group [54] is working towards an architecture and wire protocol for the 

physical separation of control and forwarding elements. Although this framework 

does not address the extensibility or programmability of its components - the principal 

is similar to the HBA reinforcing the view of development trends toward plane 

separation and component based architecture. 

Switchini Fabric/Bus ( Control J 
CE 

Figure 3-4: Hardware Base Abstraction 

Figure 3-4 depicts the HBA, which consists of two logical components -

Computational Elements (CE) and Network Interfaces (NI). These components are 

interconnected by a high-bandwidth communication bus enabling network traffic 

forwarding and proprietary messaging between all components. The control plane 

consists of the CEs and the Control CE, whilst the forwarding plane consists of the 

Nls. Both the forwarding and the control planes are expandable by adding or 

replacing components on the bus. Several Nls may physically be located within the 

same hardware module to on leverage a local bus for further performance 

enhancements. Therefore, the terms NI refers to an addressable logical component of 

the forwarding plane regardless of its physical local in respect to neighbouring Nls. 

Nls perform all network traffic handling operations in realtime. That is, all 

classification, manipulation, scheduling, and forwarding operations are performed by 
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realtime processors in the Nis. These processmg operations are implemented m 

hardware that is capable of line speed performance. 

Traffic is routed through the bus from the source network's ingress NI to the 

destination network's egress NI. This traffic can traverse any number of intermediary 

NI hops before reaching the egress NI. These intermediary NI hops are added to the 

path to perform operations that are not available in either the ingress or egress NI 

processors. The NI processors are controlled by programmability and configuration 

CE instructions. This level of control depends on the level of programmability 

exposed by the NI processor. Serviter caters for such variations through a structured 

but flexible programmability model for representing and controlling NI processor 

operations .. This is further discussed at a later point in the chapter. 

CEs accommodate User and System services that are deployed based on an 

injection request or as a dependency fulfilment for another service injection. User 

Services would typically control and alter NI operations, monitor NI status, and 

perform various query operations. System Services provide User Services with a 

programmability model enabling access to Nis whilst abstracting the hardware details. 

For features not offered in the forwarding plane, control plane components can 

be introduced to the forwarding path of traffic. Due to the associated performance 

degradation this causes to traffic, it is only recommended for control flows or Active 

Network implementations. To minimise the impact User Services can introduce 

tunnels to capture specific flows and bypass unnecessary software hops. Such control 

plane processing maybe accelerated through the use of FPGA or Programmable 

Network Processor components introduced into a CE. However, due to the lack of 

processing capability needed to support resource management in such technology, 

these components cannot be safely shared among partitions. This issue is examined 

further later in this chapter. 

A specific CE assumes the role of the Control CE. The Control CE performs 

component initiation, security and resources management, and captures network wide 

service deployment requests. Traditional control plane functions, such as routing 

protocols and traffic engineering operations, are managed by a central processor 

(known as the management module). This processor may be physically co-located 

with the Control CE. 
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Serviter partitions each node into User Partitions representing a customisable 

and secure virtual switching platfonn for each user. This partitioning involves 

dividing a platform along the control and forwarding planes as well as partitioning the 

bandwidth capacity of its network links. 

The control plane is partitioned into autonomous and isolated units called User 

Virtual Machines (UserVMs). Each user is allocated a UserVM to host any number of 

User Services. Serviter guarantees all UserVMs a level of resources availability 

according to its C-QoS classification. The C-QoS components are described briefly in 

this chapter and more extensively along side the resource management scheme in 

chapter 4. 

The forwarding plane is partitioned by allocating to each User Partition the 

flows to/from its user's network and by restricting all NI operations of that user to 

these flows. Such partitioning gives users the flexibility to perform any forwarding 

plane operation without affecting other users, thus giving the perception of a router 

dedicated to each user. This forwarding plane restriction is enforced by verifying each 

user command to ensure it only affects its allocated flow. Therefore, forwarding 

speeds are unaffected because no verification functions are performed during any 

traffic forwarding. 

Link capacity is partitioned by configuring traditional bandwidth management 

mechanisms available on current routers (such as DiffServ queues). Chapter 5 

describes Serviter services which configure these existing mechanisms to enforce 

Fair Intelligent Admission Control (FIAC) [ 57], which provides on-demand partitions 

across a complete network domain. Through admission control and resource 

discovery mechanisms, FIAC guarantees partitioning requirement of per-class 

differentiation and per-partition fairness in line with the Serviter resource 

management concepts. Chapter 6 presents the implementation of services that create 

partitions on-demand and leverage realtime advanced bandwidth management 

capabilities within an advanced commercial platform to partition link capacity. 
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3.5 Computational Elements 

CE Management 

User Services 

I . System Services 

~ Resource Management Interface ~ 

Operating System 

Hardware 

Figure 3-5: Computation Element Layers 

Computational Elements (CEs) enable the extensibility of the Serviter control 

plane. A CE represents a specialised computer that consists of three layers as depicted 

in figure 3-5. 

The Hardware layer consists of generic computer hardware and an interface(s) 

to the bus or switching fabric. To accelerate the processing of captured traffic flows, 

specialised hardware may be included at this layer. The OS layer abstracts the 

hardware layer by providing virtual machines to host CE Management layer 

component. It also provides a resource management interface used to control the 

allocations of resources among the various components in the CE Management layer. 

The CE Management layer, depicted in detail in figure 3-6, hosts User and 

System Services, enforces resource and security management, and provides 

communication interfaces. This layer consists of a CE Management Process, a number 

ofUserVMs, and a dispatcher hierarchy. 

Each user is allocated a UserVM that provides the host environment for the 

on-demand injection and execution of their User Services. UserVMs are created on 

demand and assigned the traffic access privileges and the C-QoS classification of the 

owner. All UserVMs are restricted from accessing hardware and from all external 

communication unless these operations are performed through a managed dispatcher 

hierarchy. 

The CE Management Process runs on each CE. It is primarily responsible for 

creating and destroying UserVMs upon request from the Control CE and configuring 

OS level resource allocations amongst UserVMs. This process also provides the host 

environment for the on-demand injection and execution of System Services. In tum, 
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the System Services provide hardware abstraction to User Services and provide the 

OS resource management interface. 

The allocation of resources to UserVMs is managed and restricted by the OS 

as configured by a System Service called the C-QoS Interface. The C-QoS Interface 

System Service is deployed at boot time within all CE Management Processes. This 

interface ensures that inputs from C-QoS resource management mechanisms are 

enforced by the OS and continually collates utilisation statistics used in adaptive 

algorithms. 

The CE Management Process enforces a System Services Privileges Database 

which restricts access to certain System Services to permissible users. In tum, this 

controls access to hardware. This allows certain hardware components that cannot be 

shared, such as Programmable Network Processors, to be explicitly allocated to a 

specific partition. However, this mechanism is not used to restrict the operations 

performed by System Services. Rather, this restriction is performed at the forwarding 

plane, and is discusses in section 3 .6. 

#N 

User VM #N 

Bus Channel 
Allocation DB 

OS 
Layer 

Figure 3-6: Serviter Computation Element Design 
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The CE Management Process is the only process permitted access to the bus. 

It, therefore, provides the interface to the bus and enforces restrictions on access 

among partitions according to a Channel Allocation Database which identifies the 

channel allocated to each UserVM. This allows multiple users to access the bus fairly 

without affecting other critical network traffic traversing across the bus. These 

channel allocations also enable components to identify which partition each message 

belongs to. 

The dispatcher hierarchy, depicted in figure 3-7, spans all CE components, as 

well as the Control CE and Nls. It is responsible for routing messages among all 

Serviter components and ensuring messages from UserVMs are routed to the 

appropriated System Service when required. It also ensures that messages monitoring 

or affecting the handling of traffi.c are verified through the approptiate partition 

enforcement mechanisms before reaching Nls. 

The dispatcher hierarchy is also responsible for partitioning the resources 

consumed during the processing of messages outside of the UserVM. This is achieved 

by throttling the speed of processing of messages belonging to each paiiition to ensure 

it consumes communication resources as per its C-QoS model allocation. 

User Services may perform any number of operations to provision a new 

network service. These operations typically involve modifying the handling of traffic, 

capturing and processing control flows, and monitoring and querying various node 

functions. To perform these operations a User Service use messaging through the 

dispatcher hierarchy to communicate with the structured but flexible interface 

exposed by System Services. 

A User Service is implemented as a collection of classes executed in Runtime-

Environments (REs) in UserVMs. One class in the User Service collection 

implements a predefined Serviter User Service Interface and is nominated by the 

user/author as the service interface. This interface is used by REs to initialise, execute, 

and control the service lifecycle. 

Once executed, User Services run unknown code that consumes unpredictable 

amounts of computational and communication resources. Therefore, REs control the 

execution of User Services among thread pools and restrict services from any thread 
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control. REs manage thread pools by scheduling User Services to execute across 

thread slot allocations. 

Due to variations in the types of tasks performed by User Services, services 

have different response time and allocation size requirements. These requirements 

must be catered for by the thread scheduling algorithms in REs. For example, a 

service monitoring link load must be executed at specific time intervals, whilst a 

service performing routing table updates must be executed with the lowest possible 

latency upon an event trigger. Therefore, Serviter provides three RE types, each with 

different scheduling models to cater for variations in Service response times and 

allocation size requirements: 

I. The Server RE - is tailored for Server Services, which run over a large time 

scale, performing tasks on a frequent basis. The Server RE schedules each service to 

run on a thread from its pool for a time slice using a Weighted Round Robin [ 58] 

algorithm. 

II. The Event RE - is tailored for Event Driven Services, which run to specifically 

handle a request or an event triggered by a certain condition (for example network 

congestion). An Event RE hosts services by creating a suspended thread for each 

service and monitors for requests and component conditions. Upon a request or 

condition match, the appropriate thread is speedily reactivated. 

III. The Cyclic RE - is tailored for Periodical Services, which run for a fixed 

amount of time and regular intervals. These services typically perform polling, 

analysing, and status/information recording operation. These services may generate 

events to be handled by other services - typically Even Driven Services. The Cyclic 

RE creates a thread and divides the execution of that thread between its services. 

When time slices are exhausted, the deployment of new periodical services will result 

in the creation of a new Cyclic RE. 

Time slice sizes, execution frequencies, and the thread priority allocated to 

User Services in scheduling models are used to differentiate competing services. 

These are calculated according to the C-QoS classification of the User Service and 

adapted based on current resource demand and load limit patterns. 

To ensure malicious or faulty User Services do not compromise the operation 

of a CE, UserVMs are restricted from any hardware access and from any 
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communication except through the dispatcher hierarchy. The dispatcher hierarchy 

enables User Services to communicate externally while ensuring that partitioning (for 

both communication resources and the forwarding plane) mechanisms as well as 

access control mechanisms are not bypassed. 

User Service communication tasks include, interacting with other User 

Services and with System Services that reconfigure CE hardware components and NI 

monitoring, manipulation, and flow capture tasks. System Services are placed in the 

CE Management Process, which is permitted direct access to hardware components 

within the CE and communication with Nls through the dispatcher hierarchy. 

System Services provide hardware abstraction by intercepting User Service 

messages to hardware and performing the low-level interaction with hardware on the 

User Services' behalf. Such System Services are typically supplied by manufactures 

or trusted authors and deployed on-demand to support new hardware modules and 

features. Upon the deployment of a new System Service, the CE Management Process 

ensures that the author of the service belongs to a predetermined list of trusted authors 

and the code has not been tampered with. 

It is evident that there is a need for an open standard interface between User 

Services and System Services. Such an interface would ease User Service 

development and enable multi-vendor interoperability. There have been vanous 

efforts to standardise interfaces in programmable network architecture (52, 59, 60]. 

These efforts endeavour to define various interfaces that abstract platform hardware 

through software middleware that is capable of implementing various network 

services. Such interfaces, once defined, can be implemented by System Services in 

Serviter. These interfaces vary based on the available hardware capabilities, and 

therefore, the interface need to be extensible. The on-demand deployment of System 

Services features enables this extensibility. 

Due to the current lack of defined standards, Serviter proposes a structured yet 

flexible layer of System Services to abstract underlying hardware detail and enable 

User Services to perform an extensible set of operations to provision new services. 

This layer exposes an interface to create, modify, and remove two categories of 

operations: 
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1. Active Flow Manipulation Paths (AFM Paths) - provide customised handling 

and forwarding of network traffic. These paths enable User Services to modify and 

add manipulation operations to dynamically defined sets of traffic. They also enable 

User Services to capture control flows for internal processing. This is presented in 

detail in section 3.7. 

2. Monitoring Operations - enable User Services to place monitors and event 

trigger, or perform one time queries, on information gathered by the forwarding plane 

and the conventional control plane layer. To abstract the details of the underlying 

information structure, these operations refer to a uniform set of data-fields in line with 

IETF Management Information Base (MIB) RFCs. These fields provide information 

such as physical configuration, routing information, as well as bandwidth capabilities 

and utilisation. User Services utilise the MIB's naming conventions to refer to the 

information to be gathered. These fields are therefore monitored or queried by System 

Services and information is sent to the User Services in the form of events. 

The capability of these operations is, however, ultimately constrained by the 

capabilities of the underlying forwarding plane. Section 3.4 presents a model to 

express the capabilities of hardware in a Serviter, which allows User Services to 

perform discover operations and use automatic mechanisms to select appropriate 

nodes where the required operations are available. Moreover, a CE can accommodate 

specialised hardware components, such as FPGA or Programmable Network 

Processors. These components enable the acceleration of captured control flows or to 

perform operations not available in the forwarding plane. Access to these components 

is restricted to permissible users as defined by a System Services Privileges Database. 

The specialised hardware components in a CE are configured by User Services 

via the appropriate System Service. These components are configured to perform a set 

of operation and integrated into AFM Paths which pipe activated flows from the 

forwarding plane to the appropriate hardware components. This hardware support is 

necessary when traffic manipulation is needed at a higher level than is supported by 

Nis or when control traffic processing is required at speeds greater than software-

based service processing. It is anticipated that this feature would be primarily used for 

the introduction of ' closed ' and tamper-free processors [61-63], called Secure 

(Co )Processors, to the network. This enables third parties to introduce secure high-
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speed processmg into the network to perform operations such as proprietary 

encryption. 

User Service communication is performed through the dispatch hierarchy 

usmg structured messages. These messages carry the source and destination 

addresses, a payload, and a signature. Dispatchers schedule, verify, and route 

messages. Scheduling algorithms in dispatchers are used to partition internal node 

communication resources - namely CPU, memory, and switching fabric bandwidth -

which are consumed by the queuing, routing, verifying, and forwarding of a message. 

This is described further in section 4.3 . 

CE NI 

Flow 
Access 

Restriction 
Module 

•••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• • •••• 
External Node Dispatcher 

Control CE 

Figure 3-7: Serviter Dispatcher Hierarchy 

The dispatcher hierarchy structure consists of a number of dispatchers that 

span User Services, System Services, Nls, and the Control-CE as depicted in figure 3-

7. The role of the hierarchy is to provide a uniform messaging structure that enforces 

Serviter partitioning and communication resource allocation. It also provides a global 

addressing and routing scheme, as well as the verification of message origins and 

content using signature techniques. 

At the top layer, the Service Dispatcher is co-located with User Services in 

each Runtime Environment. It provides User Services with the API for creating, 

sending, receiving, and verifying messages. Egress User messages traverse the 

hierarchy until the destination is reached. However, at the System Dispatcher, 
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messages destined for a NI or to a hardware component are verified against the 

hardware privileges database. This is to ensure that the source UserVM is permitted 

access to the destination. Permitted messages are then executed in the appropriate 

System Service. 

System Services access the bus via the CE Dispatcher to send and receive 

messages on the behalf of User Services across the bus. The CE Dispatcher is located 

in the CE Management Process, which is the only process permitted to access the bus. 

The CE Dispatcher interfaces with the bus and enforces bus channel allocations 

System messages destination for Nis are verified by a Flow Access Restriction 

Modules to ensure any commands only affect the originating user's traffic before 

being propagated to the NI' s processing unit. 

To reduce the delay to network traffic redirected from a NI to User Services or 

to CE hardware components, User Services can request the CE Management Process 

to create a Tunnel which bypasses dispatchers within the CE. Tunnels relay messages 

between a NI and a User Service or a CE hardware component by directly forwarding 

messages from bus interface queues to the destination. Resources consumed by 

tunnels are also partitioned per the C-QoS model as in all dispatchers. 

C-QoS was developed and employed in Serviter to manage the consumption 

of all internal resources among competing partitions and User Services - even when 

service internal details or node capacity are not known. C-QoS manages dispatcher 

queuing mechanisms, OS resource schedulers, and RE thread scheduling to enforce 

resource partitioning and provide differentiated treatment of services and partitions. 

These relationships are described in chapter 4. 

3.5.1 On-demand Services and Partitions 

To create a new partition for a user, the Control CE initiates a senes of 

operations to create partitions in both the Control and Forwarding planes. These 

partitions are linked using a Partition ID and use cryptography techniques to ensure 

secure communication. Once a partition is created, the user can initiate any series of 

requests for the on-demand deployment of services within their partition. This section 

addresses partitioning and service deployment in the control plane. The partitioning 
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and service support mechanisms used in the forwarding plane is later discussed in 

sections 3 .6 and 3. 7 respectively. 

To create a control plane partition, Partition Deployment Requests are sent 

from the Control CE and are destined to the CE Management Process at the CE with 

the least load for the C-QoS class of the new partition. The CE selection process is 

governed by C-QoS load and balancing mechanisms described in chapter 4. 

The CE Management Process is responsible for the creation and management 

of partitions within the CE. On receipt of the Partition Deployment Request, it 

performs validation operations to ensure that the request is genuine and that the 

Partition ID has not been already activated. Once this is validated, it begins to 

configure the communication resources for the new partition. It allocates a new Bus 

Channel to the partition, and then creates a new queue in the dispatchers with the C-

QoS classification specified in the request. This is followed by the population of the 

System Services Privileges Database to enable the new partition access to the 

forwarding plane and CE component hardware as per the privileges specified in the 

request. 

Upon the completion of communication resources and privileges 

configuration, a new UserVM process is created and the C-QoS interface is instructed 

to classify the process under the specified C-QoS classification. At this point the 

partition is ready for new service deployment. 

User and System Services are packaged in a file structure, called a Service 

Oplet, which facilitates distribution and automatic deployment. Serviter Oplets are of 

similar concept to those of Openet's ORE [45], however, the structure has been 

extended in Serviter to enable resource requirement specification, service discovery 

and automatic dependency fulfilment. The Oplets are extended by incorporating a 

Service Descriptor which specifies owner identity and version information, and 

matching criteria for the service discovery process. The Service Descriptor also 

specifies forwarding plane capability requirement to ensure that a Serviter node has 

the ability to perform the operations needed by a service. 

Oplets were also extended to store state information for stateful services and to 

contain two dependency lists. The first list contains the Service Descriptors of System 

Services required by the service to execute, in tum enabling services to specify 
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interface requirements. The other list contains Service Descriptors of User Services 

dependencies used to specify any required auxiliary support such as monitoring or 

trigger services. 

The Service Matching Criteria, contained in each descriptor, is a user defined 

function used to determine whether two services are matched. This is used by the 

Service Discovery process to determine the availability and location of all services in 

the dependency list of new deployments. The discovery of a service is initiated by 

running the supplied Service Matching Criteria of each dependency Service 

Descriptor against the descriptors of deployed services within the CE or partition until 

a match is found. 

To deploy a new User Service, users send a Service Deployment Request 

along with the associate Oplet across a network channel that is monitored by the 

Control CE or captured by AFM Paths. Messages across this channel are verified and 

propagated to the appropriate UserVM. Service Deployment Requests are intercepted 

and processed by the CE Management Process en route to the UserVM. 

The CE Management Process ensures that the forwarding plane requirement of 

the new service can be fulfilled by matching the forwarding plane capability 

requirement against the capability table presented in section 3 .6. Secondly, the CE 

Management Process ensures that all User and System Service dependencies are 

fulfilled. 

The fulfilment of dependencies involves matching operations within the CE 

Management Process for System Service and within the UserVM for User Service. 

Firstly, the CE Management Process checks each System Service Matching Criteria 

against the System Services Privileges Database to ensure the associated user has the 

permissions to access the dependency. This is followed by a service discovery 

operation to attempt to find a matching service among the already deployed System 

Services. If no such service is found, a new service deployed using the Service 

Descriptor in the dependency list and thus repeating the above procedure. Meanwhile, 

the User Service dependency matching operations are delegated to the UserVM. For 

each fulfilled dependency, the address of the service is propagated to the new User 

Service enabling it to access its dependencies via the dispatcher hierarchy. 
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To inject and start a new service, the CE Management Process performs file 

fetching operations based on URLs used as object placeholders in the Oplets. These 

files are cached in a local repository to speed up future deployment. Once the module 

is ready, a class loader is run within the CE Management Process to start new System 

Services. While, for User Service deployments the files are attached to the Service 

Deployment Request and are sent to the UserVM where they are loaded and started 

within a selected RE based on execution type and C-QoS specification in the request. 

3.6 Network Interfaces 

The forwarding plane consists of Network Interfaces (Nis) which represent 

network interface and processing modules on the Serviter bus. Nis perform 

classification, scheduling, manipulation, and forwarding operations of network traffic 

at wire speed and enable the programmability of the forwarding-plane. 

Commands Packets and 
~----------. Status 

Flow Access Restriction Module 
Source Classifier Bus Channel 

Allocation DB 

Invfilid 
U~ers 

Invalid 

Valid control-CE ....-----~--........ 
U~rs Update 

Command Verifier User Privileges 
DB 

Commands v;'alfd 
Conim!ands 

Figure 3-8: Network Interface 

A NI, depicted in figure 3-8, is composed of two logical components - the 

Flow Access Restriction Module (FARM) and the Network Processing Unit (NPU). 

NPU s represent configurable traffic forwarding and manipulation hardware. These 

NPUs operate at wire-speed without modifications from Serviter. The forwarding 

plane is partitioned by allocating each User Partition the flows to/from its user's 

network and restricting all NI operations of that user to these flows. The flows 
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associated with a particular partition are referred to as Partition VNs. FARMs ensure 

that each partition only performs operations that affect their PartitionVNs by verifying 

all user commands to NPUs. This model partitions the forwarding plane without 

placing any classification or security checking in the forwarding path of network 

traffic. 

The programmability of the forwarding plane is enabled through Active Flow 

Manipulation (AFM) operations that can be deployed across Nis by User Services. 

For a service to configure new value added network services, it must configure 

numerous AFM operations to form a path that traverses a Serviter through a number 

of operations across multiple Nis. For example to set up encryption tunnels for HTTP 

traffic, a servi_ce must configure ingress Nls to capture and redirect HTTP flows to a 

Nis capable of encrypting traffic (such as an SSL accelerator), and then configure 

these NI to encrypt the flows and redirect them to egress Nls. At the egress NI further 

operations maybe required for specialised routing of the encrypted 

To enable the creation, monitoring, and removal of new control and 

forwarding plane value-adding operations in the form of new network services, 

Serviter introduces a management unit called an AFM Path presented in section 3. 7. 

AFM Paths enable User Services to redirect certain flows to the control plane; 

customise the behaviour of traditional forwarding functionality - such QoS marking 

and queuing; and perform new operations in the forwarding plane such as customised 

routing or flow encryption. 

AFM operations are configured at Nis by messages arriving via the dispatcher 

hierarchy. These messages originate from System Services on behalf of a User 

Service creating an AFM Path. 

All messages destined to the NI traverse through the FARM. Each message 

arrives at the FARM' s Source Classifier which verifies the message has not been 

tampered with and identifies the type and source of the message. The type and source 

of the message are established by matching to the bus channel on which it has arrived 

against the Bus Channel AllocRtion Database (identical to that of CEs ). The type and 

source of each message determine its subsequent handling: 

• NI messages are traffic packets and are immediately passed to the NPU. 
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• UserVM messages are requests for AFM or Monitoring operations. These are 

checked by a Command Verifier before being forwarded to the NPU. The 

Command Verifier ensures that all Monitoring operations are restricted to the 

source partition's Partition VNs. More importantly, it ensures that AFM operations 

involving filtering and manipulation only capture or result in traffic that falls 

within the source partition's PartitionVNs. The PartitionVNs and their associated 

partitions are stored in the User Privileges Database. 

• Control CE messages are configuration messages that update the Bus Channel 

Allocation Database or the User Privileges Database. Upon the creation of a new 

partition the Control CE sends a partition deployment request that specifies the list 

of PartitionVNs associated the new partition and its Bus Channel Allocation 

determined during CE partition creation. The Bus Channel Allocation and the 

User Privileges Databases are subsequently with a new entry for the partition, 

thereby enabling it to perform AFM operations in the forwarding plane. 

Forwarding plane reprogrammable capabilities are expressed through a 

Forwarding Plane Capabilities Table which specifies the reprogrammable AFM 

capabilities and Monitoring operation of all NPU at a particular Serviter node. This 

table is instrumental in enabling the selection of a Serviter node for the deployment of 

new services with a specific set of forwarding plane capability requirements. 

Classification Manipulation Forwarding 
Regular Expression on: Substitution of: Load Balancing for: 

Layer 7 - Protocol Type - Layer-7 header field - Manipulation Nls 
- HTTP header data - Web servers 
- Packet payload data SSLv3 Firewall 

Regular Expression on: Substitution of: l_lueue cont1gurauon 

- TCP header data - TCP header fields and monitoring 
Layer 4 - UDP header data - UDP header fields NI status monitoring 

- QoS fields - QoS fields Routing table 
modification -------- -Regufar-Express1on on: ------------ ~ -R~trte-u~~ ;e;, - - - -

Layer 3 Subs ti tu ti on of: 
- IP header data - IP header field header 
Exact match on: Substitution of: Internal Redirection 

Layer 2 - MAC address - MAC addresses Mirror 
- Ingress or Egress NI Drop 

Switch Normally 

Figure 3-9: Example Forwarding Plane Capabilities Table 
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Figure 3-9 illustrates an example capabilities table which was constructed by 

the Serviter implementation presented in chapter 6. The Forwarding Plane 

Capabilities Table is a layered hierarchy where each layer roughly corresponds to an 

OSI layer and relies on the availability of lower layers. For each layer classification, 

manipulation, and forwarding capabilities are specified separately. These directly map 

to the three AFM operation needed in the construction of an AFM Path. This 

approach enables AFM Paths to utilise different types operations across any 

combination of layers based on availability. The capabilities table also contains the 

associated monitoring fields for each type of operation. For clarity purposes, however, 

these fields have been omitted from the table in figure 3-9. 

The Forwarding Plane Capabilities Table is populated through a forwarding 

plane discovery operation. This operation is configured by the administrator through a 

list of Discovery System Services. These System Services perform hardware checks 

on start up to ascertain a set of capabilities, defined in its service descriptor, across 

Nls. When checks are successful, the capability requirements in the descriptor of the 

System Service, discussed earlier in section 3.5, are exported to the Forwarding Plane 

Capabilities Table. This process is performed on Serviter start up and can be 

reinitiated by the administrator. 

This table plays three critical roles in Serviter: 

Firstly, it is used to specify a minimum level of programmability in network 

platforms required in implementing Serviter - illustrated as the dashed line in figure 3-

9. This minimum level guarantees support for the minimal set of programmability 

features is required for the basic operations of Serviter. Namely, support for 

classification and manipulation on any combination of layer 2 and 3 header data, as 

well as support for internal redirection. These requirements ensure that the basic 

functionality of dispatcher and network wide Serviter communication can be 

supported. 

Secondly, an up-to-date capabilities table is maintained at each CE to ensure 

that the forwarding plane capability requirements of new services are satisfied prior to 

their deployment. 

Lastly, this table enables node capability discovery which forms the basis for 

the ability of Serviter to support automatic service deployment protocols. These 
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protocols hinge on the ability to discover which features are available at a node to 

ensure the hardware requirements of a service are met prior to its deployment. 

3. 7 Active Flow Manipulation Paths 

The provisioning of new value-added network services involves defining the 

methods of traffic handling based a connectivity structure, operational parameters and 

control flow input. Serviter exposes an extensible programmability layer of System 

Services to enable User Services to perform these operations. System Services 

provide interfaces for Monitoring and Active Flow M~nipulation (AFM) Path 

operations. Monitoring operations, presented earlier in section 3.5, enable User 

Services to capture connectivity structure and operational parameters gathered by the 

underlying Serviter layers. This section focuses on AFM Paths which enable User 

Services to capture control flows and to define traffic handling. 

The programmability of traffic handling is enabled through AFM operations 

deployed by User Services to form a customised traffic forwarding path. An AFM 

operation, first introduced in [64], involves reconfiguring a NI' s classification, 

manipulation and forwarding operations from the control plane by changing the 

running configuration of Nis. In Serviter, the concept of AFM operations has been 

extended to facilitate the provisioning of a wide range of operations and enable the 

representation of value-added network services. To facilitate the provisioning of a 

greater range of network services, AFM operation have been extended to cover 

programmable hardware, reconfigurable ASIC, and software based components. 

Moreover, the concept of AFM Paths is introduced to enable the definition of node 

wide services. 

An AFM Path is composed of a structured set of AFM operations that filter, 

redirect, and manipulate a set of traffic flows along a path from the ingress NI to the 

egress NI. These operations are restricted to the capabilities of the hosting component. 

AFM Paths that handle network traffic traverse AFM operation across multiple Nis 

with varying capabilities to achieve a network service. By keeping the AFM 

operations of these paths in the forwarding plane, Serviter is able to maintain the high 

performance and scalability of commercial platforms. However, carefully selected 
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traffic flows may include AFM operations hosted in control plane software or 

hardware components. This enables User Services to capture control traffic and to 

perform AFM operations in programmable hardware beyond those supported in Nls. 

Control Plane 
AFM Path I , Operation 2 

Filter Manipulation Redirect 

-~ NULL Proprietary 0---
Process ing 

NJ: Layer 3 Fi ltering Capability NI : Layer 7 Filtering & SSL Capabili :y NI : QoS Capability 

AFM Path I, Operation) AFM Path I , Ooeraiion 3 
Filter Manipulation Redirect Fi lter Manipulat io n Redirect 

Source IP = AFM Path 2, Operation2 _.._ 
161.38.2 . I NULL [}--· Fi lter Manipulation Redirect 

~ NULL NULL IP 
Forward 

AFM Path 2, Operat ion I -• URL = SSL encrypt 
secure. *.ab.com Key = X D-~ 

AFM Path 2, Operation3 
Filter Man ipulation Redirect Filter Manipulation Redirect 

Destinat ion IP 
subnet = NULL 0-- AFM Path 3 Operation2 i-f+ NULL Gold QoS IP 

I 92 .1 68.2 .0/24 Marking Forward 
Fi lter Manipulation Redirect 

AFM Path 3, Opera tion! AFM Path 3, Operation} 
~ URL = *.ab. com N ULL 

Filter Manipulation Redirect CJ-~ Fi lter Manipulation Redirect 
Destination IP 

subnet = NULL [}-- -f+ N ULL Si lver QoS IP 
192.168.3.0/24 Marking Forward 

.& I - . - . ·-·-~ 

Figure 3-10: Example Active Flow Manipulation Paths 

Figure 3-10 illustrates three examples of how AFM Paths can be constructed 

m a Serviter with NI capabilities for layer 3-7 filtering, SSL acceleration and QoS 

marking. AFM Path 1 redirects traffic from a specific source for processing in control 

plane components, such as User Services or programmable hardware components. 

The processed traffic is then forwarded across the network using traditional IP 

forwarding logic in the forwarding plane. 

AFM Paths 2 & 3 redirect traffic of a specific subnet requmng Layer 7 

operation to a NI that is capable of these operations. The HTTP flows of the subnet 

are classified based on the URL in the request, whereas non HTTP traffic is forwarded 

without any special logic. Certain HTTP flows receive SSL encryption manipulation 

in the NI. At the egress NI, path 2 flows are marked with a QoS gold handling 

classification whilst path 3 flows are marked with silver. The QoS marking based on 

URL filters illustrates that layer 7 filtering in previous Nis can be used for the purpose 
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of operations in other (downstream) Nls not capable of performing the required 

filtering operations. 

User Services construct a sequence of AFM operations in a single message 

called an AFM Path Construction Request. This request specifies an ingress filter, a 

list of manipulations, and the final redirection. The underlying detail of AFM Paths is 

abstracted from user. This involves forming a sequence ofNis based on capability and 

load followed by the implementation and hardware specific task of instructing each 

NI with its new AFM operations to form the path. 

Each AFM Path Construction Request is sent down the dispatcher hierarchy 

where it is intercepted by System Services. The System Dispatcher searches the 

capabilities table (described in section 3.6) to locate all services capable of each 

operation. These System Services are then used to create each AFM operation and 

form a path. This is achieved through three steps. Firstly, all System Services capable 

of the final redirection operation are requested to configure the operation. These 

services examine the routing tables of their associated NI(s) and configure the 

operation if the destination is routable on their links. Secondly, for each specified 

manipulation operation, capable System Services are queried on the load of their 

NI(s). The service reporting the least load is instructed to configure the manipulation 

operation and the internal redirection to the next manipulation NI. The last 

manipulation NI is instructed to forward the flow on to the final redirection operation 

NI. Finally, all System Services capable of the specified filter operations are 

instructed to create the filter. These filters may span multiple layers, and therefore this 

may involve the cascading of filtering operations across Nls as illustrated by AFM 

Path 3 - operations 1 (IP filter) and 2 (HTTP filter) - in figure 3-10. These System 

Services create the filter and a redirection operation to the first manipulation NI. This 

is done only if the specified flows are routed through their associated NI(s). 

An AFM Path Construction Request is successful if for each filter, 

manipulation, and redirection operation at least one operation was carried out. All 

AFM operations composing an AFM Path are stored in a database with a unique path 

identifier. This path identifier is sent back to the User Service, and is used to refer to 

the path during path reconfiguration, monitoring, or removal. This database is also 

used to maintain the forwarding plane state and to roll back the paths associated with 

a service and/or partition when it is removed from a Serviter node. 
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3.8 The Control-CE 

The Control-CE is implemented in a separate and dedicated CE, and is not 

open to any modifications from users. It constructs User Partitions, performs service 

deployments, as well as load monitoring and balancing operations. The Control-CE is 

also responsible for maintaining a stateful Serviter. 

The Control-CE is controlled externally via a secure Control Channel. This 

channel is implemented as an AFM Path created at start up to capture, verify, and 

redirect control messages to the Control-CE from all Nls. 

Network administrators create and remove partitions, as well as C-QoS and 

Partition VN association modification through uni- or multi-cast messaging across the 

control channel. The Control Channel maintains a list of Network Administrator 

Credentials (public keys) to ensure that requests are restricted to authorised users. The 

Control Channel therefore maintains a list of partitions their relevant credential to 

ensure requests for internal partition modification are restricted to the owner. 

Network administrators setup User Partitions across a domain by sending a 

User Partition Construction Request through the control channel. This request 

specifies user security credentials, their associated Partition VNs and C-QoS 

classification. 

Upon receipt and verification of such requests, the Control-CE initiates a 

number of operations to fulfil the creation of the partition at its node. Firstly, it 

initiates the creation of a new UserVM classified in the specified C-QoS class at the 

CE with least load for that class. This operation is performed by sending the relevant 

request message via the dispatcher hierarchy to the CE Management Process of the 

selected CE as described in sections 3.5.1. Once CE partitioning operations are 

complete, the Control-CE acquires the details of the bus channel allocated to partition 

in the CE and updates the Bus Channel Allocation Database across all CEs and 

F ARMs. It then updates all FARM User Privileges Databases to allow the new 

UserVM to construct AFM Paths within the specified PartitionVNs as described in 

section 3 .6. 

The partitioning of network bandwidth has been decoupled from the 

partitioning enforcement of Serviter. This critical design decision was taken to enable 
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network administrators to modify and customise the bandwidth control among 

partitions. Therefore, Serviter allows administrators to deploy network partitioning 

and bandwidth management services to enforce customised network bandwidth 

partitioning policies. Examples of such services are presented and demonstrated in 

chapters 7 and 8. 

Service deployment requests sent by automatic service deployment protocols 

or explicitly by the partition owner are also captured by the Control Channel. Using 

partition credentials, these requests are restricted to deploying services within the 

associate UserVM of the partition. These requests are propagated via the dispatcher 

hierarchy to CE hosting the UserVM where they are fulfilled by the CE Management 

Process (as described in section 3.5). 

To maintain node state, the Control-CE maintains a State Database of 

partitions, AFM Paths, and User Services. This database is used during the boot strap 

sequence which is responsible for reinitialising, all partitions, AFM Paths and User 

Service on restart and thereby maintaining the state of a Serviter. 

The State Database is also used when a Network administrator requests for a 

partition to be tom down, and modifications to C-QoS and Partition VN associations. 

To destroy a partition, the Control-CE removes all AFM Paths associated with the 

partition, and instructs the CE hosting the UserVM to destroy the process. The 

UserVM process is initially instructed to tear down cleanly. If the process still exists 

after a predetermined time, it is destroyed at the OS layer. To modify the C-QoS 

classification or allocation settings, the Control-CE broadcasts all new classifications 

across the Serviter. These broadcasts are picked up and enforced by all components 

involved in C-QoS resource management. While, any changes to Partition VNs 

associations will results in the Control-CE sending a notification to the UserVM, 

updating all FARM User Privileges Databases. The Control-CE then iterates through 

the partition's AFM Paths removing any paths that do not satisfy the new FARM 

criteria. 

The Control-CE also manages node wide C-QoS settings. This involves 

monitoring resource utilisation at a node level and performing inter-CE load balancing 

operations. The role of the Control-CE in C-QoS is detailed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Control Plane Quality of Service 

4. 1 Overview 

Service-Oriented Networks aim to facilitate the on-demand introduction of 

services across shared and heterogeneous networking infrastructure. Such services 

would belong to competing entities and can consume unpredictable amounts of 

resources at nodes with unknown resource availability. Therefore, guaranteeing 

Quality of Service (QoS) levels across competing services in a differentiated and fair 

manner in Service-Oriented Networks is a new and challenging task. The QoS of a 

network would no longer be restricted to the bandwidth allocation domain but would 

now involve the allocation of computational and communication resources needed in 

the fulfilment of a service. 

The Serviter architecture, presented in the previous chapter, enables the on-

demand deployment of services in secure partitions. The partitioning techniques 

employed enforce security among the services of competing entities on shared 

infrastructure. 

This chapter presents a new scalable and autonomic resource management 

model called Control plane-Quality of Service (C-QoS) and the details of its 

enforcement in Serviter. C-QoS employs novel adaptive resource allocation 

techniques that span all internal resources associated with the fulfilment of a service. 

This model is used, in Serviter, to manage and enforce the allocation of all internal 

resources among competing partitions and among competing services within a 

partition. However, the concepts and algorithms introduced in C-QoS are also 

applicable to any shared extensible platform where resource utilisation and 

availability cannot be predetermined. 

Under the C-QoS model, services and partitions are classified according to 

their priority or QoS requirements. Resources are allocated among classes according 

to a differentiated per-class resource allocation scheme, while services or partitions 

within a class receive fair treatment. Resources are allocated in a hierarchical structure 
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whereby the resources allocated to a partition and then relocated amongst its services. 

Thereby, C-QoS provide guarantees amongst Serviter partitions and their services in a 

differentiated, fair, and hierarchical manner. 

To overcome the difficulty of determining resource availability in 

heterogeneous infrastructure or service resource requirements, the C-QoS model 

employs dynamically adaptive mechanisms applied on a per-resource basis. These 

mechanisms enable the management of each resource according to its individualistic 

availability and consumption real-time patterns. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. The first section 

presents the C-QoS model and its adaptive algorithms. Internal Communication and 

Computational Resources management mechanisms are presented in each subsequent 

section. These sections detail the management mechanisms used to enforce the C-

QoS model and its algorithms in Serviter. 

4.2 C-QoS Model 

C-QoS is a scalable, adaptive, and self-managing model for the division, 

allocation, and quality assurance of control plane and bus resources among competing 

services and partitions. This model employs availability and consumption patterns to 

ensure an optimal utilisation point is reached and maintained. 

Unlike the flow throttling models of [ 46, 47], C-QoS is not coupled with 

network layer QoS. This decoupling allows the management of control plane and bus 

resources without affecting network SLAs. Serviter enables administrators to deploy 

network partitioning and bandwidth management User Services to enforce custom 

network bandwidth partitioning policies. Chapter 7 presents the implementation of 

services that utilise an advanced platform with bandwidth management capabilities to 

partition the network. 

C-QoS applies a class based differentiation and resource allocation model. 

Unlike the models employed in [ 16, 28], this model does not hinge on the use of any 

unscaleable, complex fine grained, or explicit resource allocation mechanisms These 

points were explored in detail in section 2.4. 
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User Partitions, REs, and User Services are classified into a defined set of 

classes according to their priority and QoS requirements. Classes can be created on-

demand, using only a class name and a simple class allocation ratio. A class allocation 

ratio determines the priority of resource allocation for each class (e.g. for 

Gold:Silver:Bronze:BestEffort classes, a ratio could be 8:5:2:0), whilst units within 

the same class are treated fairly. This dynamic class-based model allows for the 

control of allocation whilst maintaining the scalability of Serviter. 

To ensure that the integrity of the node is not compromised by internal 

congestion, a certain amount of resources must be reserved for Serviter management 

tasks and packet switching. At Serviter boot time, the Control-CE configures C-QoS 

to reserve the following system critical resources: 

1. Bus Resources - to ensure NI-to-NI (network) forwarding is not delayed, the 

aggregated capacity of links is reserved on the bus using the Bus Channel 

Allocation Databases in CEs and Nis. 

2. Dispatcher Resources - to ensure that Control-CE messages are handled in a 

timely manner, the Control-CE is classified into a special resource assured class 

called a Rea/time Class. 

3. Computation Resources - To ensure CE integrity, the CE Management Processes 

are also placed in the Rea/time Class. 

The Realtime Class is a special class that is hard-coded into all dispatchers and 

the C-QoS interface. Dispatchers ensure that messages classified as Rea/time are 

handled before all other messages. Upon initialisation of the C-QoS interface System 

Service configures the OS Resource Controllers to give any process classified as 

Rea/time the highest priority for all resources. 

To overcome the unpredictable and dynamic nature of resource availability 

and consumption patterns, C-QoS is designed to be adaptive and self-managing to 

ensure optimal resource utilisation is maintained. Optimal resource utilisation refers 

to a fluctuating point for each resource, called the Optimal Operating Point. This point 

is considered to be reached when: 

• The ratio of actua 1 resource utilisation among classes is reflective of the allocation 

ratio. 
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• Resources not used by a class are reallocated among other classes that need them. 

• Upper classes are favoured in levels of fluctuations. That is, higher classes receive 

higher levels but relinquish lower levels of unutilised resources. This ensures that 

the pace of reclaiming and relinquishing of a resource is determined in accordance 

with the allocation ratio. 

Gold 

Silver 

___________ j ______ _ 

Figure 4-1: C-QoS Ratio Structure 
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The optimal operating point is constantly fluctuating based on resource 

consumption and availability patterns, and as such, cannot be maintained with a fixed 

allocation ratio. While due to differences in the patterns of each type of resource, the 

optimal operating points of resources often hold little correlation to each other. 

Therefore, each resource must be managed separately through adaptive mechanisms 

to ensure that optimal utilisation is maintained as per the resources' individualistic 

consumption and availability patterns. 

In C-QoS, this is achieved through three different allocation ratios (depicted in 

figure 4-1) - a fluctuating current ratio, an adaptable limit ratio, and a fixed ideal 

ratio. The ideal ratio is configured by the administrator and is applied to provide the 

reference point of differentiation across all resources. Separate current and limit ratios 

are dynamically modified and enforced for each resource (for example, CPU, 
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memory, and internal communication). The current ratio 1s the ratio of current 

resource allocation enforcement in place amongst classes. The limit ratio enforces the 

upper limit on the permitted fluctuations in the current ratio. These ratios are used to 

provide differentiated treatment, and to find and enforce an ideal operating point 

whilst preventing the starvation of lower classes. The Rea/time Class is exempt from 

these fluctuations. 

The only human inputs required by C-QoS are class names and the ideal ratio. 

The ideal ratio can be derived directly from the relative importance of users and their 

services. The ideal ratio, which operates in a non-congestion state, does not require 

optimisation as any resources unutilised by a class are shared among others according 

to. the current and limit ratios of each resource. 

A Resource Manager purposely tailored to each resource type is responsible 

for monitoring, management, and enforcement of its current and limit ratios among 

classes. It is also responsible for the enforcement of fair allocation among members 

within a class. All Resource Managers perform the management of these ratios 

through the same adaptive algorithms. However, the monitoring and enforcement 

mechanisms used must be tailored to each resource. C-QoS categ01i ses managers as 

Internal Communication or Computational Resource Managers. These are presented 

in sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 

To maintain optimal resource utilisation, each Resource Manager continually 

adjusts and enforces its current ratio based on actual utilisation patterns. The current 

and limit ratio of each resource starts as with the same values as the ideal ratio. When 

the actual utilisation percentage for a class is found to be at the upper limit of its 

current ratio, the Resource Manager gradually increases the current ratio in 

proportion to the class' ideal ratio. This process stops once the limit ratio is reached 

and the class is marked as congested. The limit ratio is continually optimised to 

ensure that, firstly, all congested classes have reclaimed their relinquished resource 

shares, and, secondly to reallocate unused resources amongst congested classes in line 

with the ideal ratio . These operations are performed by the Adaptive Ratio Control 

and Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms presented in section 4.2.1. 

In order to provide a fair and cousistent Quality of Service to all partitions, the 

current and limit ratios must be maintained at similar levels across all CEs. It is not 
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possible to predetermine a distribution of U serVMs that would result in an optimised 

uniform current and limit ratios due to the lack of knowledge or predictability of the 

resource needs of User Services along their lifetime. 

C-QoS provides monitoring and rebalancing mechanisms to ensure uniform 

current ratios across CEs and to ensure CEs are not congested. The Control-CE 

contains a Load Balancing Service (LBS) that periodically polls each CE for its 

resource availability and its ratios. If a CE is congested, Best-Effort partitions are 

gradually paused and relocated to the least loaded CE. This relocation is restricted to 

Best-Effort partitions as it causes temporary User Service outage. The LBS also 

ensures that the uniform ratio is maintained by deploying a new partition at the CE 

with the least load.for the class of the new partition. 

4.2.1 C-QoS Ratio Control and Optimisation 

On start up, all current and limit ratios are initialised with the values of the 

ideal ratio. To obtain and maintain an optimal resource utilisation across all resources, 

as described above, the current and limit ratios of each resource must continuously 

adapt to demand and availability patterns. 

An optimal operating point, depicted in figure 4-2, is considered reached when 

a limit ratio is found where the maximum range of permitted fluctuations of current 

ratios is at a point that does not cause congestion. That is, when a limit ratio is found 

where current ratio fluctuations reach the limit ratio as little as possible. However, this 

fluctuation and adaptive technique is done in a weighted fashion according to the ideal 

ratio, and as such, favouring upper classes in reaching the optimal operating point 

without starving the lower classes. This is performed by Adaptive Ratio Control and 

Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms running at each resource manager. 

The concept adopted in these algorithms is two fold. Firstly, the allocation of a 

class must, at minimum, be in accordance with the ideal ratio or more that is currently 

needed by the class. Secondly, unutilised resources are reallocated in line with the 

ideal ratio. That is, for each class the speed and permitted range of fluctuation above 

the ideal ratio must be proportional to the ideal ratio. However, the speed and 

permitted range of fluctuation below the ideal ratio must be inversely proportional to 
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the ideal ratio. In other words, upper classes gain more unutilised resources and at a 

higher rate while they relinquish less unutilised resources and at a lower rate. This 

ensures that the optimisation of the ratios occurs while the responsiveness to demand 

patterns is in line with the ideal ratio. 
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Figure 4-2: C-QoS Example Optimal Operation Points 

The Adaptive Ratio Control algorithm continuously monitors the running 

a/location ratio, which is composed of the percentage of the actual resource utilisation 

for each class. Patterns in this ratio are used to determine if a more optimal resource 

utilisation can be achieved. This is based on whether any classes are reaching the 

upper limit of their allocation or are continually under-utilising their allocation. 

The running allocation ratio is averaged along a specified time frame for each 

resource. When this ratio is found to be at its upper limit, that is, close to the current 

ratio, the current ratio is gradually increased to favour this class. The rate of gradual 

increment is proportional to the ideal ratio ensuring upper classes are favoured in this 

process. To ensure that the current ratio, and in turn the running allocation ratio, are 

reflective of the ideal ration this increase is performed until the current ratio for the 

class is near its limit ratio. This limit is defined as the point where the current ratio is 

within a specified percentage (e.g. 98%) of the limit ratio. Once this point is breached, 

the class is marked as a congested class. The ratio of congested classes is adjusted by 

running the Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithm which attempts to reallocate 

under-utilised resources in a manner that is reflective of the ideal ratio. 
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In contrast, when the running allocation ratio for a class is found to be below 

its current limit the Adaptive Ratio Control algorithm attempts to gradually decrement 

the limit ratio. This enables the reallocation of unutilised resources to occur in the 

Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithm. The rate of gradual decrement is inversely 

proportional to the ideal ratio. 

The range of fluctuation below the ideal ratio is governed by a limit on the 

level of negative variance between the limit ratio and ideal ratio. This is called the 

negative variance allowance amount and is represented as a percentage of the overall 

resource allocation. This variance amount is then set amongst the classes based on a 

distribution inversely proportional to the ideal ratio. That is, the higher the class the 

lower its variance percentage. It is worth noting that the lower the negative variance 

allowance amount variance amount the stricter the enforcement of the ideal ratio, 

while, with a higher amount better resource utilisation can to be achieved. However, a 

high negative variance amount may cause a high frequency of resource reallocation 

and reclamation amongst the classes which, depending on the speed of such 

operations on the resource type being managed, may impact the overall performance 

or result in a poor reflection of the ideal ratio. As each resource type is different in the 

speed in which is can be reclaimed and reallocated, the negative variance allowance 

amount is specified on a per resource basis. 

The Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithm attempts to relieve congested 

classes by reallocating unutilised resources in a manner that is reflective of the ideal 

ratio. Firstly, it calculates the current sum of negative variance between the limit and 

the ideal ratios of each non congested class (i.e. the total under-utilised amount that 

can be reallocated). It then redistributes the sum of negative variance inline with the 

ideal ratio amongst the limit ratios of congested classes. It also reduces the limit ratio 

of any class with a positive variance (an over-allocated class) than it not in line with 

the new redistribution. The Adaptive Ratio Control algorithm is then able to readjust 

the current ratio to relieve congested classes. Should the limit be increased for a 

congested class above optimal operating point, the Adaptive Ratio Control gradually 

decrements the limit ratio if the class found to be over-allocated. This gradual 

decrease continually finds a good operating point where higher classes require 

Congestion Optimisation less frequently than lower classes. 
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The pseudo code of these algorithms and further details are presented m 

section 6.3.5. 

4.3 Internal Communication Resources 

The delivery and processmg of communication messages across the node 

consumes large amounts of resources. These resources are categorised as Internal 

Communication Resources. To ensure differentiated and fair handling of messages 

among competing partitions and among competing services within a partition, the 

consumption of these resources must be managed. As all inter:p.al communication in 

Serviter is performed through the dispatcher hierarchy, its dispatchers and tunnels 

employ mechanisms to ensure that the resource consumption of messages is in line 

with the C-QoS model. 

Dispatchers classify, schedule, verify, route, and forward communication 

messages. In the case of the System Dispatcher, this includes the execution of 

appropriate System Services to process requests. Therefore, dispatchers consume the 

bus access time, CPU, and memory resources required to perform these operations. 

Allocation and scheduling mechanisms within dispatchers are used as the 

Communication Resource Manager to allocate internal communication resources 

accordance with to the C-QoS model. 

To enable differentiation and fairness among competing partitions as well as 

among competing services within a partition, the management of internal 

communication resources is performed in a hierarchical manner. Dispatchers located 

within a partition manage resources consumed by messages based on the classification 

of the source or destination service. Whereas, dispatchers located outside of partitions 

manage resources based on the classification of the source or destination partition. 

This is facilitated through the hierarchical structure of dispatchers presented in section 

3.5. 

Tunnels handle communication tasks between pre-established Nis and User 

Services or CE hardware components. They bypass most of the dispatcher hierarchy 

to reduce delays encountered by captured network traffic. The bus and computational 

resources consumed by tunnels are also restricted to the partition for which they were 
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created. Tunnels access the bus through the System Dispatcher that partitions internal 

communication resources based on the owning partition. However, the software 

modules of each tunnel are executed inside User Services within the UserVM, and are 

thereby controlled by computational resource managers described in the next section. 

Dispatchers share a common structure as depicted in figure 4-3. Dispatchers 

consist of a set of queue and execution threads. The management of queue lengths is 

used to restrict memory consumption of communication stacks. While execution 

thread time is divided into scheduled time slots to control the consumption of 

computational resources. Bus resources on the other hand are managed through the 

enforcement of the Channel Allocation Database, which specifies the bus channels 

allocated to each partition (as described in section 3.5). 
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Figure 4-3: Dispatcher Structure 
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Each dispatcher creates a queue for each class and a socket for each potential 

source. For messages traversing down the hierarchy (towards the forwarding plane), 

Service Dispatchers create sockets for each User Service in the same RE, RE 

Dispatchers create sockets for each Service Dispatchers in the same UserVM, and all 

other dispatchers create a socket for each partition. For messages traversing up the 

hierarchy (toward User Services), all dispatchers create a socket for each source 

partition. Messages from the forwarding plane (such as capture traffic or monitoring 

messages) traverse up the hierarchy and are placed in the socket of the partition that 

created the operation which generated the message. This is identified by the 

destination address of the NI message headers. 

Sockets are classified into the class of their source. Sockets of the same class 

are serviced by a flow scheduler that treats all sockets in its class fairly. The flow 
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scheduler services sockets only when its class queue is not full. It chooses a socket 

according to a Fair-Round Robin (F-RR) algorithm such as that presented in [65]. To 

achieve fairness, the F-RR algorithm is weighted based on the total Service Time 

(described below) consumed by each socket over a timeframe window. For each 

selected socket the first message is read and appended to the end of its class queue. 

Source sockets maintain limited buffer space to restrict malicious or faulty 

Services from flooding the communication channels or affecting the resource 

allocation to other sockets. Once a socket buffer is full, any new messages are 

dropped and it signals the upper dispatcher to stop forwarding down any more 

messages from that source. As source sockets fill upwards in the dispatcher hierarchy, 

this signal propagates up the hierarchy to the Service Dispatcher. Therefore, any 

flooding is isolated to the RE of the malicious or faulty service. 

Class queues are serviced according to the current ratio maintained in each 

dispatcher. A Class Handler services each class queue spending a certain Service 

Time on each. The Service Time is the period thread resource consumed in verifying, 

processing, and forwarding the message to its next hop using the destination address. 

In the case of the System Dispatcher, this includes the execution of appropriate 

System Services to perform the operations requested within the message. 

The Service Time is specified by a Weighted-Round Robin (W-RR) algorithm 

such as that presented in [58]. This algorithm is weighted by the communication 

current ratio. Messages are selected from the head of each class queue and serviced 

until the queue is empty or its Service Time expires. Any unused time is forfeited. 

However, as it is difficult to predict the time needed to service a message the last 

message could cause the handler to exceed the Service Time. Therefore, any exceeded 

amount is deducted from the class's Service Time of the next round(s). 

At each dispatcher, the utilisation of Service Time is gathered for all classes 

over a time frame and calculated as a running allocation ratio. This ratio is input to the 

Adaptive Ratio Control and Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms which readjust 

the current ratio. The changes to the current ratio result in the readjustment of the 

weights used by the class handler, in tum, optimising the Service Time according to 

the C-QoS model. 
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4.4 Computational Resources 

Computational resources are the traditional OS controlled resources of multi-

user systems, namely CPU and VO scheduling priorities, memory heap restrictions, 

and hard-disk quotas. These resources are consumed by the software components of 

each partition and must be managed to ensure that these components operate in a 

differentiated and fair manner. 

Computational resources are managed in a hierarchical manner to enable 

differentiation and fairness among competing partitions as well as among competing 

services within a partition. Resources are firstly allocated and managed among 

competing UserVMs based on the C-QoS model. Within a UserVM, competing 

services are managed based on a combination of the C-QoS model as well as their 

response time and allocation size requirements. 

The management of computation resources among UserVMs at each CE 

occurs in isolation of other CEs. However, Control-CE mechanisms attempt to 

maintain uniform current ratios across CEs through the monitoring and load 

balancing operations discussed earlier in the chapter. 

The management of computation resources among UserVMs is performed at 

the Operating System (OS) level. This is conducted by the OS Resource Manager in 

the CE Management Process of each CE. Each manager is responsible for the 

enforcement and adaptation of the current and limit ratios for each of the computation 

resources. 

The OS Resource Manager interacts with the OS resource control mechanisms 

through the C-QoS Interface System Service. It instructs the OS to create each of the 

C-QoS classes, to classify UserVM processes amongst these classes, and to enforce 

the current ratio. As such, the OS resource control mechanisms need to support class 

based differentiation and fair treatment with each class. The Class-base Kernel 

Resource Management (CKRM) [51] project provides class based resource controllers 

for CPU, memory pages, and I/O. The C-QoS Interface dynamically configures the 

CKRM controllers to create and remove classes, adjust the allocations ratio among 

classes, and classify UserVM processes within classes. Further details on CKRM and 

its utilisation in Serviter are presented in chapter 6. 
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In the OS Resource Manager the current and limit ratios of each resource are 

managed separately. It continuously polls the OS for resource usage levels among the 

different classes for each of the resources. These statistics are used to construct a 

running utilisation ratio for each of the resources. This ratio is then used as the input 

to the Adaptive Ratio Control and Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms in order 

to calculate an updated current ratio for the resource. Any update to the current ratio is 

instantaneously propagated to the relevant OS resource controller. 

As it is extremely difficult to reclaim hard disk space once utilised, the C-QoS 

Interface is unable to perform readjustments to the ratio of its allocation. Therefore, 

the allocation scheme of hard disk space cannot be performed by the C-QoS adaptive 

model. The OS Resource Manager is instructed to enforce hard disk quotas based on 

the limit configured by the administrator. 

To enable the differentiation of services within partitions, UserVM resources 

are allocated amongst sub-classes into which REs are classified. REs further 

differentiate between User Services by placing services into RE sub-classes. This 

structure permits N2 levels of service differentiation within a partition, where N is the 

specified number of classes. 

Within each UserVM, CPU resource management among REs is performed by 

prioritising RE threads according to the RE' s classification. That is, the priority of the 

threads of each RE is governed by the C-QoS classification of the RE. This priority is 

adapted by C-QoS algorithms according to the utilisation level of the threads of each 

RE class. While within each RE, CPU resource management among User Services is 

performed by specialised algorithms for scheduling thread utilisation among its 

services. These RE algorithms control thread cycles and "pre-empt" service 

executions between scheduled time slices. Through pre-emption of services, a Denial 

of Service attack on the CPU from a malicious or faulty Service is catered for as its 

execution is broken up and its impact restricted to its share of C-QoS resources. 

Meanwhile, any compromises to RE or UserVM thread management algorithms are 

isolated by the OS to that process and, in tum, to the partition. 

To cater for variations in response time and execution slice size requirements 

among user services, three types of RE were proposed in the Serviter architecture. 
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Each type utilises resource management techniques that are tailored to the 

requirements of its services. 

The Service RE uses a thread pool to execute its services. The thread pool is 

allocated in the form of time slices under which the services are executed. The 

number of slices allocated to each class is done in accordance with the current ratio. 

The slice allocation of each class is then distributed uniformly across all services 

within the class that require processing, whilst any unused slices are relinquished. The 

Server RE monitors the percentage of utilisation of slices for each class and constructs 

a running allocation ratio. This ratio is input into the Adaptive Ratio Control and 

Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms, which update the current ratio and, in tum, 

optimise the slice allocation for each class. 

The Event RE allocates threads to services and restricts thread running time 

for each execution cycle to an expiry time. The length of the expiry time enforced on 

the threads of each class is done in accordance with the current ratio. The Event RE 

monitors the utilisation of each class by the percentage of threads that have exceeded 

their expiry. This provides the running allocation ratio for the Adaptive Ratio Control 

and Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms, which update the current ratio and, in 

tum, optimise the expiry time for each class. 

The Cyclic RE allocates time slices of a single thread among its services. The 

size of slices allocated to each class is done as per the current ratio, and each share is 

then distributed uniformly across all services within the class. The Cyclic RE 

monitors the actual utilisation percentage of each time slice to calculate the overall 

percentage utilisation of classes. This provides the running allocation ratio for the 

Adaptive Ratio Control and Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms which update 

the current ratio and, in tum, optimise the size of slices allocated to each class. 

The management of memory resources within a UserVM is an extremely 

difficult task. This is due to the nature of memory utilisation within a process, where 

it is not possible to reclaim memory that is used by software components unless it is 

voluntarily released. Furthermore, unlike CPU and VO resources which can be 

throttled to gracefully restrict their utilisation, restrictions on memory allocation 

which deny requests by a software component may result in unpredictable failure 

during execution. Therefore, the UserVM Memory Resource Manager configures a 
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soft memory quota for each service. This is calculated by dividing a predetermined 

portion of the total memory allocation of the UserVM among classes based on the 

ideal ratio which is then uniformly distributed as a quota among the services of each 

class. As the total memory allocation of the UserVM process is increased or decreased 

by the OS Resource Manager, this quota is continually calculated. 

Therefore, the enforcement of the memory quota must not restrict the 

allocation of memory once request by a service as this would result in unpredictable 

failure. This enforcement must be performed in a lenient manner where memory 

allocation is not restricted and where malicious or faulty services are detected and 

destroyed. As the memory utilisation of each UserVM process is restricted by the OS 

resource controller, the effects of the memory utilisation of a service are restricted to 

its partition thus enabling the use of a soft quota. 

Within each partition, a UserVM Memory Resource Manager continuously 

monitors the memory utilisation of each service. A service is deemed malicious if its 

usage reaches twice its current quota or it has reached the memory quota calculated 

from two consecutive iterations of the OS Resource Manager adaptive algorithms and 

is growing at an exponential rate. A malicious service is notified and if it is still 

deemed malicious after a set time window it is destroyed. This gives legitimate 

services a chance to reduce their usage gracefully by either relinquishing memory or 

offloading some of its tasks to a new instance of the service. The time window is 

configurable by the partition owner and can be set to 'indefinite' to disable this 

protection mechanism. 
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Chapter 5 

Applications of Serviter 

5. 1 Overview 

The Serviter architecture, and its associated resource management model (C-

QoS), provide unique partitioning and on-demand service deployment capabilities for 

current and next generation networking platforms. 

The deployment of these capabilities across the nodes of a shared 

infrastructure provides a platform for facilitating Service-Oriented Networking in a 

safe and efficient manner. This is achieved through the new concept of Service 

Oriented Virtual Networks (or SOVNs). An SOVN consists of a number of secure 

Serviter partitions interconnected across the network using AFM Path constructed 

bandwidth guaranteed links. These represent a series of programmable Virtual 

Routers and dedicated Links for each competing entity on a shared infrastructure. 

With the provisioning of SOVNs new network-wide services can be deployed on-

demand in isolated and resource assured partitions. 

Moreover, the deployment of these capabilities just at the edge nodes of a 

network provides the opportunity for the emergence of a new class of edge-node 

applications. These applications would be enabled through shared, permissible, safe 

programmable control of network providers' edge devices. 

This chapter presents several scenarios which demonstrate the typical use of 

Serviter at the edge and at the core of networks. 

The first section of this chapter presents a scenano where Serviters are 

deployed at the edges nodes of distributed and shared web services infrastructure. 

Through the adoption of Serviter and the deployment of a small set of intelligent 

services, remote, automated and shared administration can be accomplished. 

The second section presents a scenario for enabling automated SOVN 

provisioning through domain-wide aggregation of Serviter partitions and AFM Path 

construction to provide bandwidth guarantees across its links. This scenario also 
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demonstrates the programmable capability of Serviter that enables each SOVN owner 

with service deployment and interactive programmability within their SOVN. 

These scenarios utilise all major features of Serviter, thereby providing 

templates for future applications and service development onto the Serviter 

architecture. The implementation and testing of the Serviter capabilities that enable 

the fulfilment of these scenarios are presented in chapters 6 and 8 respectively. 

The SOVN Provisioning Services have been implemented and tested in terms 

of partitioning and C-QoS enforcement, AFM Path actualisation, and performance. 

The results of these tests show that Serviter can support the creation of SOVNs and 

enable an SOVN owner to deploy services capable of AFM Path operations. As 

SOVNs encompass all the major capabilities and operations of a Serviter, SOVNs are 

used as the basis for the end-to-end evaluation of Serviter' s ability to facilitate a 

Serviter Oriented Network model. The implementation details of the SOVN 

Provisioning Services are presented in chapter 7 and the analysis of these services is 

presented in chapter 8. 

5.2 End-point Services 

Over the last decade, the computational capabilities of web servers struggled 

to keep up with the unprecedented growth in demand and size of web content. This 

has led to the creation of many specialised edge devices [66, 67] designed to off-load 

computationally-intensive tasks from web servers to the highly optimised hardware 

modules. These edge devices enhance scalability by balancing the load across server 

clusters. They also carry out SSL operations and initial connection handshaking in 

hardware to help protect servers against denial of service attacks. These devices are 

also used to prioritise new requests based on server load or layer 7 criteria, such as 

the requested resource or requesting user. 

These developments address server side scalability; however, network 

resource utilisation remains an issue. Hosting web services at a single site leads to 

inefficient network utilisation resulting in users across the globe experiencing high 

latency. Furthermore, this creates a bottleneck and single points of failure at the links 
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connecting the site to the Internet. As such, if a DoS attack succeeds in flooding the 

central site, all of the web services would no longer be accessible. 

Figure 5-1: Multi-Site Edge Device Control Model 

Large commercial enterprises distribute their web services across a number of 

geographically dispersed sites in an effort to overcome such vulnerabilities and bring 

services to a location as close as possible to their clients [68, 69]. These proxy sites 

are most often owned and managed by third party service providers. Therefore, 

administrative boundary restrictions are unavoidable in such infrastructure. Under this 

scenario, it is difficult to have timely management or control of edge device 

operations due to the lack of control given to external parties by the service provider. 

This results in a slow configuration process (without programmability) where mutual 

agreements between all parties have to be met before the new operations are rolled 

out. Furthermore, individual configurations based on each provider's interpretation of 

the agreement often leads to non-uniform or non-ideal client treatment across sites. 

The non-uniform edge treatment of identical web services results in a number 

of drawbacks. As web services are often developed with certain assumed edge device 

operations, the omission or alteration of such operations can lead to malfunctions or 

security vulnerabilities. For example, a payment web service relying on SSL 

operations at edge devices could be operating with insecure communication if its SSL 
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operations are omitted or misconfigured. Furthennore, clients can experience varying 

behaviours for the same service when accessed from different sites. For example, 

payment-based services are often configured at the home site to receive a higher 

priority than other web services through the service-base QoS mechanisms at the edge 

device. If this prioritisation is not implemented at all hosting sites, clients may notice 

such variation (such as a quicker processing/streaming on the home site). These 

drawbacks are magnified for video streaming services where client experience is the 

pnmary concern. 

Currently, at the stage of distributing web services across multiple sites, 

enterprises purchase server hosting space and bandwidth from several third party 

hosting providers across the world. These providers maintain preconfigured edge 

devices. While an enterprise may be able to influence the configuration of these 

devices, no guarantee is given that such configurations are implemented correctly. 

Furthermore, it is a slow process where any changes to the configuration would lead 

to a long and tedious process, as described above, with the provider of every site. 

This section proposes a new model to enable the administrative boundaries 

surrounding distributed web services to span across the edge devices of third party 

infrastructure. Under this multi-site model, edge devices at a site are partitioned 

among, and opened to, administrators hosting services at the site. With partitioning of 

edge devices at all sites, an entity can control operations for its web services as 

illustrated in figure 5-1. 

Serviter is instrumental m enabling a novel multi-site model where an 

administrator of web services is able to control and reprogram edge devices across all 

hosting sites, even when owned by third parties. This sharing would not be feasible 

without Serviter' s partitioning mechanisms which guarantee safety and levels of 

Quality of Service whilst enabling programmable capabilities to the third parties. 

Meanwhile, the abstraction of underlying device details using the Serviter System 

Services enables multi-vendor interoperability. 

The implementation of this model would enable each administrator to utilise 

automated tools to configure edge device partitions across all their hosting sites. The 

implementation of this model would be composed of: (1) Se;-viter Partitions spanning 
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edge devices; (2) Multi-Site Edge Device Control Tool; (3) an Edge Partition Control 

Protocol; and ( 4) Edge Device Serviter User Services. 

The Multi-Site Edge Device Control Tool is an application that tracks and 

manages all partitions across hosting sites for an administrator. Administrators would 

use this application to compose services to be enacted at its edge device partitions. 

Upon enactment, these services would modify or monitor the partition according to 

the administrator requirement. This composition and enactment of services enables 

the administrator to utilise control and monitoring capabilities within their partition. 

This tool operates by firstly polling every Serviter partition (of the operating 

entity) for the available AFM operations and monitoring capabilities at the node. This 

data is composed into a set of available capabilities that can be used by the 

administrator. The available capabilities of each node are classified and organised in 

the form of a Serviter Capabilities Table (shown in figure 3-8). The administrator 

would be prompted to choose between either a 'complete view' composed of all 

capabilities across all nodes, or a 'common view' which is composed of the subset of 

capabilities available at all nodes. The later view is extremely helpful for uniform 

enactment of services across all nodes. 

Using the capabilities view, Administrators would then be able to compose 

AFM Paths by selecting and configuring a list of filters (such as web service URLs) 

and a series of operations or monitors to be applied onto the flows that pass the filter 

checks. This input is used to compose a service that performs the relevant AFM Path 

or monitoring construction operations. This service is sent to the Serviter partitions 

where it is deployed and executed. The output results of each execution are redirected 

back to the administrator to be displayed for review and potential further 

management. 

The Multi-Site Edge Device Control Tool communicates with Serviter through 

the Edge Partition Control Protocol. The communication channel is established based 

on the administrator's credentials which are verified through a challenge-response 

mechanism over the encrypted Control Channel of the Serviter Control-CE. This 

protocol communicates with the Edge Device Serviter User Services to gather 

capabilities information, or to perform the execution and control of the serv·ices as per 

administrator instruction. 
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The Edge Device User Services are composed of three User Services deployed 

m each partition. A Capture Service creates the AFM Path to redirect all Edge 

Partition Control Protocol flows of its partition to the control plane. A Capabilities 

Advertisement Service establishes the available capabilities of the local Serviter node 

and responds to the discovery requests from the Edge Partition Control Protocol flows 

with the Serviter capabilities table. Requests for the execution of a service, on the 

other hand, would be routed to the Execution and Monitoring Service. The Execution 

and Monitoring Service requests the deployment of the new Services composed by the 

Multi-Site Edge Device Control Tool, through the relevant Serviter components. It 

also captures the execution output of the services it executes and streams the results 

back to for display to the administrator. 

5.3 Network Wide Services 
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Figure 5-2: Serviter Network Wide Service Deployment 

Enabling feasible Service-Oriented Networking hinges on the ability to 

partition and open-up the infrastructure to allow the services of each competing entity 

to be deployed on-demand, in isolation, and with resource assurances. This section 

presents the capability of Serviter to enable on-demand construction of domain wide 

Service-Oriented Virtual Networks (or SOVNs). With the provisioning of SOVNs, 

new services can be deployed on-demand across isolated and resource assured 

Serviter Partitions belonging to each SOVN. To ensure SOVN partitioning also spans 
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network resources, the SOVN concept encompasses the use of Serviter AFM Path 

capabilities to partition bandwidth among the flows of competing SOVNs. 

The provisioning of an SOVN is achieved through the utilisation of the 

Serviter architecture, as per the model depicted in figure 5-2. Firstly, a network 

administrator partition is created across all Serviters of the domain. These partitions 

host SOVN Provisioning Services that perform automated tasks for the creation and 

management SOVN both at the local node and domain wide through an SOVN 

Management Protocol spanning the network. Secondly, a set of SOVN Internal 

Management Services are bootstrapped within each partition to enable its owner 

autonomous control and on-demand service deployment. 

An implementation of the services of this SOVN model is presented in chapter 

7 and later evaluated in chapter 8. 

5.3.1 SOVN Provisioning Services 

The SOVN Provisioning Services are Serviter User Services which would 

enable administrators to create, monitor, and modify SOVNs across a network. These 

services are to be deployed into administrator partitions spanning all Serviters within 

their domain. The administrator partitions are created on start up with the perrnissions 

to perform node-wide AFM Path management operations and have the credentials to 

instruct the Control-CE to create and manage partitions. 

The SOVN Provisioning Services would typically consist of a Network 

Division Service (NDS) that performs network wide operations, and delegates local 

node operations to two services: a Partitioning Service and a Bandwidth Management 

Service. 

An NDS receives communication from the administrator and other NDS 

instances via an activated flow spanning a network domain, called an SOVN 

Management Protocol (SOVN-MP) channel. A network administrator uses the 

SOVN-MP channel to setup, monitor, and modify SOVNs. This channel enforces 

security mechanisms, using cryptography techniques, to restrict NDS access to the 

network administrators or other NDS instances. 
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To perform SOVN creation and management operations, network 

administrators construct SOVN Management Requests that are sent to the ingress 

edge Serviter. These requests are captured by the NDS through AFM Paths and are 

then propagated to other nodes via the SOVN-MP channel. SOVN Management 

Requests include the following elements: 

1. SOVN Paths - All flows associated with the SOVN 

2. Instruction Type - O/setup 1 /modify 3/remove 4/list details 

3. SOVN Identification Number- 0 for new SOVNS 

4. Credentials - User ID and Encrypted Password 

5. Network QoS class 

6. C-QoS class 

7. Signature - MDS hash encrypted using admin private key 

To fulfil a captured SOVN Management Request each NDS delegates local 

node operations to the Partitioning and Bandwidth Management services which create 

the Serviter partition at the node and allocate bandwidth to the SOVN Paths flows. 

The Partitioning Service is instructed to set up a Serviter Partition with the 

associated C-QoS class and the (FARM) permissions to create AFM Paths onto the 

SOVN Paths flows. This is a simple service that extracts the required details to create 

a Partition Creation Request. This request is then signed with the administrator's 

credentials and sent to the Control-CE. 

The Bandwidth Management Service manages link resources among the SOVN 

Paths according to the Network QoS class received in the request. This service 

enforces bandwidth management mechanisms to partition link resources among 

SOVNs. 

Currently, bandwidth management is most commonly performed through 

proprietary implementations of QoS mechanisms which are based on the DiffServ 

model [70]. These mechanisms classify traffic at ingress points into QoS classes and 

place packets in a queue for each class. A Weighted Round-Robin algorithm services 

these queues, spending more link resources on higher-class queues than lower queues. 
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To provide bandwidth partitioning among SOVNs, the traffic of SOVNs can 

be classified among QoS classes. However, SOVN partitioning cannot be fully 

enforced using the traditional DiffServ model for two reasons: 

1. Perjlow fairness - In DiffServ, same class flows are placed in the 

same queue where packets are randomly dropped as the queue reaches its limit size. 

This model does not treat all flows within the same class fairly. Therefore, it cannot 

be applied to SOVNs partition as SOVNs of the same class do not get equal treatment. 

2. Congestion Control - DiffServ does not employ intelligent admission 

control mechanisms to fairly prevent uncontrolled flows (such as UDP) from causing 

congestion. Therefore, an SOVN can affect the actual resources of others. 
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Plane D .................................................... .......... .............................. ....... ~ ...... ~ ..... .................. ... ............ ............. ... . 
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Figure 5-3: Bandwidth Management Services 

QoS state 
Information 

To enable SOVN bandwidth management, a new suite of services is designed 

called Edge-·to-Edge QoS Services. These services are specifically designed to 

partition bandwidth in a fair and differentiated manner among SOVNs whilst also 

controlling congestion fairly. These services would configure existing QoS router 

mechanisms to enforce a Fair Intelligent Admission Control (FIAC) [57] scheme, as 

depicted in figure 5-3. This is aimed at providing scalable per-flow fairness, 
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differentiation among classes, and preventing congestion through intelligent 

admission controls. 

FIAC uses a Resource Discovery (RD) feedback loop to gather the congestion 

state information of the network. At each ingress node, an Admission Control Module 

(ACM) reconciles with available network resources via the RD loop, and admits 

traffic intelligently according to the FIAC algorithm. The FIAC algorithm guarantees 

to admit traffic according to class weights while providing fairness among flows, and, 

preventing congestion by dropping packets at ingress intelligently based on the 

current RD state. 

The RD feedback loop would be implemented through two user services. At 

edge nodes, an RD Service sends and receives "RD packets" along the feedback loop 

of all network paths. These packets are captured by an RD State Service at each core 

node in the path where the packets are updated with the congestion report. 

At edge nodes, the ACM would be enforced by a FIAC Service. This service 

configures ingress Nls to classify traffic into flows and to classify the flows into its 

appropriate QoS class. It periodically uses state infonnation supplied by RD State 

Service to configure NI queue lengths and drop rates to prevent congestion. 

The Bandwidth Management Service would use the Edge-to-Edge QoS 

Services to partition the network link resources among SOVNs according to the 

associated network QoS. It would instruct the RD Service to initiate feedback loops 

along all SOVN paths. These RD loops are only created if none already exist along 

the given path. The FIA C Service would then be instructed to treat the traffic of each 

SOVN as a separate flow and classify each flow into the network QoS class specified 

in the SOVN Management Request. 

Implementation details and results of the FIAC and the RD loop 

implementation onto commercial grade routers can be found in [71]. Such 

implementation can be packaged into Serviter User Services and deployed to manage 

SOVNs. The bandwidth management service presented for the SOVN model in this 

section was modified in the implementation and evaluation chapters (7 and 8) to 

enforce strict allocation percentages rather than dynamic allocations. This was done to 

produce non-fluctuating allocations to enable clear AFM Path actualisation 

monitoring. 
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5.3.2 SOVN Internal Management Services 

SOVN Internal Management Services are User Services bootstrapped within 

each SOVN to provide its users with on-demand service deployment across the entire 

domain as well as a set of baseline capabilities. These services would typically be 

composed of a Deployment Service, Command Interface Service, a SOVN Overlay 

Management Service, and a Secure Path Management Service. 

The Deployment Service would provide users with the ability to perform 

SOVN wide service deployments in a proprietary manner. This service would create 

an AFM Path, at each node, to capture user deployment instructions which are 

broadcast across all SOVN paths. These instructions would include the details of a 

service to be deployed and can include a set of events and network conditions based 

on Serviter monitoring operations. The specification of such events/conditions would 

enable the SOVN owner to restrict the deployment of a service to specific locations or 

to have the deployment occur at a given event, such as network congestion. The 

Deployment Service performs the execution of each captured instruction. That is, the 

events/conditions are checked and monitored, and upon a match, the CE components 

are instructed to perform the service deployment as specified in the instruction. 

The Command Interface Service would provide users with the ability to 

interact directly with their User Services or with the System Services their partition is 

permitted access to. This Command Interface Service creates an AFM Path that 

captures user service instructions from its SOVN flows. Each captured instruction is 

parsed for the operation name and parameters as well as the Service Context which is 

used for the identification of the service. Based on this information the appropriate 

service operations can be initiated. These instructions are broadcast across all nodes 

or sent to a specific Serviter by the user. All results are be captured and sent to the 

source of the instruction. These operations enable the provisioning of an interface 

with usemame and password authentication (the Credential supplied at the SOVN 

creation stage) to allow explicit user interaction with each of their services or with 

System Services, e.g. to construct and manage AFM Paths or monitor events and 

conditions. 
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The SOVN Overlay Management Service would enable users to modify routes 

within their SOVN by adding or removing route entries. This service would capture 

user instructions using AFM Paths, as described in the previous service. For a new 

entry, it constructs an AFM Path to redirect flows to new destinations. It maintains a 

viewable table of routes and their associated AFM Paths. To remove a route, this 

service would remove its table entry and the AFM Path. This permits users to define 

new routing logic on shared infrastructure that previously would have been 

impossible. 

The Secure Paths Service would enable users to secure sensitive flows in their 

SOVN. As selective encryption at user hosts leads to security holes and 

computationally expensive operations, this service allows SOVN users to guarantee 

security encryption mechanisms on critical traffic at the network layer. This service 

would capture user instruction using AFM Paths, as described in the previous 

services. These instructions would provide a set of flows and their associated 

cryptography keys. Based on these instructions, this service would set up AFM Paths 

to redirect sensitive flows to encryption accelerators at ingress edge nodes, and to 

decryption accelerators at egress edge nodes. Thereby, this service coupled with the 

SOVN partitioning allows the sharing of expensive and specialised equipment such as 

those providing high-speed encryption and decryption .. 
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Chapter 6 

Serviter Implementation 

6.1 Overview 

This chapter presents an implementation of the Serviter architecture and its 

associated resource control model C-QoS which were presented in chapters 3 and 4 

respectively. It describes the adoption of the Serviter architecture onto a platform 

consisting of current commercial networking infrastructure focusing on enabling the 

major capabilities needed in facilitating Service-Oriented Networking. Specifically, it 

focuses on the ability to host Service-Oriented Virtual Networks (SOVNs) whereby 

safe sharing and on-demand service deployment on shared infrastructure can be 

realised. In fact, this implementation results in an open platform consisting of Serviter 

components that: 

• Enables on-demand deployment of platform agnostic User Services. 

• Partitions the Forwarding and Control Planes. 

• Uses a Differentiated and Adaptive Resource Control. 

• Uses advanced wire-speed hardware modules to manipulate traffic in the 

forwarding plane. 

Chapter 7 presents the implementation of User and System Services that are 

hosted on this platform to demonstrate its major capabilities, namely on-demand 

SOVN provisioning and on-demand service deployment within an SOVN. The 

implementation and its capabilities are evaluated in detail in chapter 8. 

This chapter is structured as follow. It begins with an overview of the 

hardware setup and component placement. This is followed by a high level 

description of the software architecture and interaction. Then it drills down to the 

specific key software components of the Serviter implementation. This is followed by 

a description of the implementation of the C-QoS model. 
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6.2 The Hardware 

CE-Linux PC CE-Linux PC 

Passoort 8600 

Alteon 
Layer 7 Switching and AFM 

Switching Fabric 

Figure 6-1: Implementation Hardware Overview 

The Serviter Hardware Base Abstraction model was adapted onto a current 

commercial grade router as in the setup depicted in figure 6-1. The base of the set up 

is a Nortel Network Passport 8600 chassis which provides a high speed switching 

fabric with the ability to host a flexible configuration of modules. The modules used 

for the implementation are: 

• 16 port interface module (100 mbps): This supports configurable layer 2-3 

routing, classification and manipulation of traffic at wire speed. 

• Alteon Web Switch Module (Gigabit): This supports configurable layer 7 routing, 

classification and manipulation of traffic, as well as intelligent resource control 

operations. 

• Management Module: This performs the management of pre-existing network 

service and allows the control of all modules. In this particular instance, this 

module is also capable of hosting the Control CE in a separate virtual machine. 
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For scalable processing power, a grid of Linux PCs, with modified kernels, 

were added to the bus via the Alteon modules Gigabit ports. Each PC represents a 

dedicated instance of CE components which host control-plane partitions and 

services. 

In the Management Module, a Java Virtual Machine (Java VM) is started on 

boot-up to host a number of services (or Oplets) that reconfigure the hardware 

modules in an Oplet Runtime Environment (ORE) [64]. These Oplets represent 

dynamically loadable components that may be used to extend functionality in the 

management module. 

An attempt was made to run the Control-CE and FARM components on the 

Management Module's Java Virtual Machine. However, due to the restricted 

processing power available on the Management Modules and the inability to restrict 

forwarding plane access to FARM components, such a design was found to be 

unsuitable. Therefore, the Control-CE and FARM were placed into separate processes 

and on an external machine which maintains two links. The first link is connected to 

the bus enabling communication with other Serviter components and allowing it to 

capture control channel flows traversing the Serviter node. The other link is a point-

to-point connection with the management module port and is the only point of 

communication with the management module. Access to this link is restricted to the 

OS later to the FARM process. These restrictions ensure that all forwarding plane 

configuration is validated by the FARM which, in tum, guarantees that Serviter 

forwarding plane partitioning is enforced. 

6.3 Software Components 

The software layer of this implementation consists of a number of interacting 

software components developed to utilise two technologies: 

I. A kernel level technology, called Class-base Kernel Resource 

Management (CKRM) [51], is used to provide differentiated class-based 

resource management on CPU, memory pages, and I/O resources. 
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2. Java Virtual Machines (JVM) are used to host the Serviter modules that 

were developed in Java to facilitate platform independence. The modules 

are logically grouped together into separate JVM processes as per the 

Serviter design. 

Serviter modules interact with each other through a messaging system where 

each module is identified using a hierarchical internal addressing scheme. The internal 

address of each module is constructed by concatenating the bus IP address of the 

hosting machine, the port number of the bus interface, the identifier of each dispatcher 

along the hierarchy path, followed by the module ID. For example, the address of a 

System Service would be "CE Dispatcher IP:Port.System Dispatcher ID.System Service ID". 

Using this internal Serviter addressing scheme, a globally unique address for each 

Serviter module is constructed by adding the Control Channel details to the internal 

address. 

Each message contains source and destination addresses, a payload, and a 

signature (MDS hash of the message) encrypted using the source module' s private 

key. This signature is used to authenticate and validate messages against a list of 

partition public keys published by the Control-CE. 

Messages are received and validated by each module via a Message Input and 

Validation library. This library is responsible for validating that the message has not 

been tampered with and has originated from the stated source. This library maintains a 

public key for each partition (i.e. the owner of each module deployed in Serviter). 

Upon receipt of a message, the source address is used to look up the public key of the 

owner and validate the signature against the entire content of the message. The library 

also decodes the address to provide the source module type, such as Control CE, User 

VM, User Service, or System Service. 

The following subsections describe m detail the implementation of each 

Serviter module and interaction flow amongst them. 
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6.3.1 Flow Access Restriction Module 

The role of the Flow Access Restriction Module (FARM) is to guarantee that 

the network traffic partitioning rules of Serviter are enforced. This module is 

implemented as a security wrapper around the Management Module. As such, all 

forwarding plane operations from other Serviter modules are restricted to, and must 

traverse through the FARM. This restriction is achieved through the dispatcher 

hierarchy and ultimately enforced through the physical separation of the hardware 

configuration as described in section 6.2. 

The FARM maintains an Access Control List (ACL) for each partition in a 

User Privileges Database. The FARM performs security checks on all new AFM Path 

and Monitoring operations against this database. Each ACL consists of a list of filter 

entries. Each filter entry consists of source and destination IP ranges (in the form of a 

single address, an address range, or a subnet) as well as source and destination port 

ranges. Each filter also has an allow-reverse flag which indicates that a filter allows 

for traffic where the source and destination are reversed. 

The FARM supports two types of messages: 

1. Partition Deployment Requests from the Control CE. These messages are sent to 

the FARM to create, update, or remove entries in the User Privileges Database to 

modify the access restriction on a partition. 

2. AFM Paths and Monitors construction and tear down operations from the control 

plane. These contain the specifications of the traffic subset they impact. Each 

subset is checked against the User Privileges Database. 

Upon receipt of a message through the Message Input and Validation library, 

the validated message is identified to a specific partition and source type or to the 

Control-CE. Using this information and payload information the FARM performs the 

operational flow in figure 6-2. 

Firstly, messages are filtered based on their source type. Only Control CE and 

User Service messages are accepted. 

Control CE messages are checked to ensure they are Partition Deployment 

Requests as no other message types should be received from the Control CE. Other 
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message types result in an error being sent to the Control CE with a notification to the 

administrator. 

Each Partition Deployment Request includes a type (update or remove), a 

Partition ID and its associated ACL. These requests result in update operations being 

performed on the User Privileges Database. Firstly, the Partition ID is extracted and a 

lookup operation is performed on the User Privileges Database. If no such entry is 

found for the partition ID, an update command results in an entry being entered for 

the new partition. However, if the entry already exists, an update results in the 

existing entry being updated by adding or removing entries from its ACL to match the 

ACL in the request. Remove commands result in the appropriate partition entries 

being removed from the User Privileges Database. 

User Service 

Send Security 
Violation 
Response 

False 

False 

Message 

Send Error: 
Invalid 

Forward to 
Management 

Module 

Control CE 

Entry 
Lookup 

True 

Update User 
Privileges Database 

User Privileges Database 

Partition ID ACL 

Source Range Destination range 

>41*====.i 032847238 127.31.2.0/24:667-669 
127-31.2.1:0-
127.31.3.142:0 

03284728 127.3 1.7.1:0 

0:667-669 

0 

Figure 6-2 : Flow Access Restriction Module - Workflow Diagram 
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Forwarding plane partitioning is enforced through checks on all AFM Path 

and Monitoring construction and tear down operation messages. These messages 

include a validated source Partition ID and a list of filters onto which the specified 

actions are to be applied. The source Partition ID is used to lookup the ACL for the 

partition in the User Privileges Database. If no ACL exists for the partition ID, a 

security violation is sent to the User Service and the message is discarded. If an ACL 

is present, each filter is checked to be 'engulfed' by at least one entry in the ACL. The 

Engulfs comparison is presented in table 6-2 . If any filter fails to be engulfed by an 

ACL entry, a security violation 1s sent to the User Service and the message is 

discarded. 

A scenario to be considered is where change's to the User Privileges Database 

cause an ACL entry is to be removed for a partition that has forwarding plane 

operations that are engulfed by the revoked entry. That is, a partition has been 

revoked access to a particular set of flows for which it has an active AFM Path(s) in 

the forwarding plane. The removal of such paths is performed by the Control CE 

using the AFM Paths Database it maintains. Upon modification of the pennissions of 

a Partition, the Control CE ensures that all the existing AFM operations of the AFM 

Paths, belonging to the user, satisfy the new ACL. If a single operation is found to be 

in violation of the new ACL, the entire Path is removed and all the relevant User 

Services are notified. This is described in more detail in the Control CE section 

below. 

After a modification to the ACL entry in the User Privileges Database, an 

ACL optimisation algorithm is run on the entry to ensure it is expressed using the 

least number of filters. This is to maintain efficient ACL comparisons during the 

FARM checking operations. 

The ACL optimisation algorithm, presented in table 6-1, iterates through the 

filter entries in the modified ACL performing two operations. Firstly, it ensures 

duplicate and redundant entries are removed from the list. This is achieved by 

performing the Engulfs comparison, presented in table 6-2, on all entries and 

removing an entry if it is engulfed by another. Secondly, it ensures thRt any two 

entries which overlap with one another are merged. The overlaps comparison is 

presented in table 6-3. 
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Table 6-1: ACL Optimisation Algorithm 

For each Filter entry X in ACL 

For each Filter entry Y in ACL { //Omit duplicates. 
If X faiis within Y 

Delete X 

If X overiaps Y { //Merge entries to minimise ACL 
I / Merge Y into X 
Copy all the far ranges of Y onto the near 
ranges of X 

Delete Y 

//Summarise IP ranges to subnets 
For each IP address bit array A in Filter entry X 

Quick Subnet exists = false 

For each quick comparison subnet bit array S in X 
Ind ex I = index of first bit where A [i] != S[i] 
If I > 16 //Should match at least half of address 

Quick_Subnet exists = true 
S = S[O-i] 
break 

If Quick_ Subnet exists is false 
Add new quick comparison subnet(A) 

The addition of functionality to summarise IP ranges into subnets was also 

considered during of the design of the ACL optimisation algorithm. This mechanism 

provides faster entry comparisons to the FARM checking operations described below. 

However, once an IP range is summarised into a subnet it reduces its ability to be 

merged, resulting in longer ACLs. The decision to omit this mechanism was made as 

an increase in the number of entries would add overhead due to an increase in the 

number of comparisons required on the ACL. 

A solution to this issue was found by attaching, to each partition entry, the 

subnets which engulf its ACLs. These subnets are used as an initial fast check prior to 

the complete check of the entry which is then only performed if the subnet check was 

successful. This solution speeds up ACL comparisons without hindering the ability to 

merge entries. This is performed as the last operation in the ACL optimisation 

algorithm. 
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Table 6-2: Filter Entry Engulfs Comparison Algorithm 

The follow steps are used to determine whether filter X falls with in 
filter Y, that is all traffic of filter X would always be also pass 
f i lter Y : 

1 . Source IP range of X must fully be within the Source IP range 
of Y. If Y value is 0 ignore check . 

2 . Source Port range of X must fully be within the Source Port 
range of Y. If Y value is 0 ignore check. 

3 . Destination IP range of X must fully be within the Destination 
IP range of Y. If Y value is 0 ignore check. 

4. Destination Port range of X must fully be within the 
Destination Port range of Y. If Y value is 0 ignore check. 

5 . If the allow- reverse flag is set on X then it also must be set 
on Y 

6. If any of steps 1-4 failed and the allow-reverse flag is not 
set on X but it set on Y, then create a temporary copy of Y 
and swap the source destination entries and repeat steps 1-4. 

Table 6-3: Filter Entry Overlap Comparison Algorithm 

The follow steps are used to determine whether filter X overlaps 
with in filter Y, that is some traffic of filter X would always be 
also pass filter Y and the two f i lter s are able of bei ng merged: 

If in Source Port range of X (A-B) and Source Port range of Y (C-D) 
C does not fall within A-B or equal to B 

Return False. 

If Source IP range type (i . e. IP range or subnet) of X does not 
equal to the Source IP range of Y 

Return False. 

If IP range type == subnet 
{ 

if Source IP subnet of Y does not encompass or not equal 
Source IP subnet of X 

Return False . 

If IP range type == r a n ge 
{ 

If in Source IP range of X (A- B) and Source IP range of Y 
(C-D) C does not fall within A-B or equal to B 

Return False . 

Repeat above wi t h Dest ina t ions I P a nd port ran ges . 
If passed Return True. 
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6.3.2 The Control CE Module 

The role of the Control-CE is to create and manage partitions, and perform 

node-wide load monitoring and balancing operations. The Control-CE is also 

responsible for maintaining a stateful Serviter. This involves maintaining a database 

of Partitions, AFM Paths, and User Services and ensuring their reactivation on 

Serviter restart. It is configured and controlled externally via a secure control channel. 

The Control-CE is implemented as a Java process, as depicted in figure 6-3. 

Upon start up a Boot Strap Module is loaded to perform an initialisation 

process. This module performs preconfigured operations to ensure the safety and 

integrity of Serviter and ensure that all the various components of Serviter are started. 

Firstly, it sends a restart operation to all CEs. This operation restarts all CE 

management components and ensures all pre-existing partitions are destroyed. It then 

starts all the Control CE components and the F AJU\.1. To ensure the integrity of all 

network traffic, it removes all operations in the forwarding plane configured prior to 

its start up. This is done by instructing the Partition Manager to create the Control CE 

partition with permitted access to all networks. The credentials of this partition are 

then used to remove all pre-existing operations in the forwarding plane. 

The next stage in the initialisation process is to restore the Serviter to its state 

prior to the restart. This involves reloading all previous partitions, services, and AFM 

Paths. The Boot Strap Module begins this stage by loading a User Database which 

holds the details of all partitions. Each partition entry is sent in the form of a Partition 

Creation Request to the Partition Manager, which in tum initiates the partition 

creation procedure. To restore previous services, it loads a Services Registry Database 

which maintains a list of services that were active prior to the restart. These listings 

are used to initiate service deployment requests sent to the associated partitions. The 

final step in the initialisation process is to restore the previous AFM Paths. This is 

performed by loading the AFM Path Database and recreating each entry. This process 

also takes into consideration that the deployed User Services may have already 

performed AFM Path creation on start up. Any possible duplication of AFM Paths is 

handled by the AFM Paths Manager (detailed below). 
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Figure 6-3: Control CE components 

The Secure Control Channel provides a secure communication mechanism for 

interaction between administration tools or external services and internal Serviter 

components. In the context of the Control-CE, it captures and validates requests used 

to create, modify, and remove partitions and services. 

This channel is implemented using SSL sockets, where each socket is 

classified as one of two types: Network Administrator Connections, and Partition 

Administrator Connection. The Secure Control Channel maintains a list of public keys 

that are used to identify SSL connections that are permitted to perform Partitioning 

operations. This list is called the Network Administrator Certificate Database. The 

Secure Control Channel ensures that requests amvmg with the Network 

Administrator Certificate only perform Partition creation, tear down, and C-QoS and 
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FARM modification. That is, no internal tampering of partitions or services 1s 

permitted to the Network Administrator. The Secure Control Channel, therefore, also 

maintains a list of Partitions and their relevant Partition Administrator Certificates. 

These, in tum, are used by the administrator of a partition to perform Service 

operations. The channel ensures that requests arriving on a connection that has a 

Partition Administrator Certificate are only destined to its relevant Partition. 

The SSL sockets of the Secure Control Channel are point-to-point. This setup 

does not lend itself to scalable implementation of automated end-to-end deployment 

services as described in the chapter 5. Such services would have to perform separate 

point-to-point operations with each Serviter node. However, this issue is addressed 

via the implementation of User Services deployed across all Serviters which use AFM 

Paths to capture relevant deployment instructions that are broadcast across a domain. 

The implementation of such services is presented in chapter 7. 

The Partition Manager is responsible for creating and modifying partitions 

initiated by Partition Deployment Requests from the Secure Control Channel or the 

Boot Strap Module. On receipt of a new Partition Deployment Request, the partition 

manager creates a new entry in the User Database with the specified Partition ID, C-

QoS classification, and the User Networks ACL. The Partition Manager then sends 

the Partition Deployment Request to the FARM to enable the partition to perform 

forwarding plane operations on its network subsets. 

The next step in handling the Partition Deployment Requests is locating the 

least loaded CE for the specified C-QoS classification. This is achieved by querying 

the Load Manager, which maintains the current load for each class for each CE. The 

selected CE is then instructed to start a new control plane partition based on the C-

QoS specification by propagating the Partition Deployment Request to its 

management process. The handling of this request in the CE is detailed below in 

section 6.3.3. Once successful, an acknowledgement is sent back from the CE to the 

Partition Manager. This acknowledgement contains the new partition address which is 

added into its entry in the User Database enabling future communication between 

Control-CE components and the new partition. 

In the initial design and implementation of the Partition Manager, the handling 

of Partition Deployment Requests included the operations to partition network 
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bandwidth according to the Partition C-QoS classification. However, this would have 

restricted Network Administrators from customising and optimising their bandwidth 

management as per their provisioning models. Therefore, the bandwidth management 

component was stripped out of the Control CE and implemented as a User Service 

running in a Partition dedicated to the Network Administrator. This used to 

demonstrate the ability of customised User Services to perform AFM manipulation to 

offer user defined services, in this case SOVN bandwidth provisioning. The Network 

Administration Partition and Bandwidth Management Services are presented and 

described in Chapter 7. An analysis of these services is presented in Chapter 8. 

The Partition Manager is also responsible for deploying new User Services as 

instructed by the Service Deployment Requests from the Control Channel or the Boot 

Strap Module. These requests contain the Partition ID used to look up the local 

partition address and propagate the message to it. It is expected that this mechanism 

will only be utilised to deploy a boot strapping service. This boot strapping service 

will then initiate the deployment of other services or create a packet capture tunnel 

(bypassing the Control-CE) to receive instructions from a proprietary service 

deployment mechanism defined by the partition owner. 

The Service Registry Manager is responsible for keeping the Services Registry 

Database up to date. The Service Registry Database holds a context entry for each 

active service. This is used to restore service state when the Serviter restarts. Each 

context contains all the details required to deploy the service, including a code module 

or its download location, dependencies, and the Partition ID. The data structure of the 

Service Context is detailed and explained further in section 6.3.4. 

The AFM Paths Manager is responsible for maintaining forwarding plane state 

in the AFM Paths Database. The AFM Paths Database is used by the Boot Strap 

module in the state restoration procedure. The AFM Paths manager is also responsible 

for detecting and removing duplicated AFM Paths. The removal of duplicate 

forwarding plane operations is necessary to guarantee optimal usage of the forwarding 

plane as duplicate operations, such as filters, may cause unnecessary utilisation of 

NPU resources. 

Therefore, the AFM Paths Manager receives a copy of all AFM Path 

operations requested by listening on their ingress bus channel of FARM. Through this 
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setup, such requests do not need to pass through the Control CE before reaching the 

FARM, eliminating the need for an additional hop. Upon receipt of an AFM Creation 

Request, it iterates through the AFM Paths Database entries of the requesting 

partition, checking for matching manipulation operations and flows sets to be used. If 

either check fails, this is declared to be a new entry and the AFM Paths Database is 

updated. However, if both checks hold, then this is declared as a duplicate request and 

the operation in the forwarding plane is reverted. 

The Load Balancing Service is responsible for maintaining uniform load 

across all CEs across all C-QoS classes. This is not to be confused with the 

partitioning of resources within a CE, which is described in great detail in the 

following section. This, however, would involve gathering overall resource statistics 

across all CEs. Using these statistics, new partitions would be created on the least 

loaded box for a specific C-QoS class. The utilisation of these statistics can also be 

taken to another level by applying the VM migration to shift partitions across boxes at 

runtime as their utilisation changes. However, due to time constraints, the 

implementation of the Load Balancing Service is simplistic as opposed to optimal. It 

takes advantage of the knowledge that all CEs in the testbed run on the same hardware 

and simply keeps count of the number of partitions deployed for each C-QoS class on 

each CE. Upon a request for the deployment on a new partition, the CE with the least 

number of partitions for the class specified in the request is selected to host the new 

partition. 

6.3.3 CE Management Process 

The CE Management Process runs on e.ach of the physical elements of the 

computational plane and represents a single CE. It is responsible for creating and 

managing UserVMs, configuring kernel level resource allocations amongst UserVMs, 

interfacing with the bus and enforcing the bus channel allocations. It hosts the CE and 

System dispatchers and tunnels, which enable UserVMs to communicate other 

Serviter components in a partitioned manner. It also hosts and restricts access to the 

System Services which enable User Services to interact with the forwarding plane. 
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Figure 6-4 presents the implementation of the CE Management Process at a high 

level, showing the major components and interaction. 
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Figure 6-4: CE Management Process Components and Interaction 

Communication with components outside of the CE is performed through a 

Bus Interface Module. As this process is the only one in the CE with permitted access 

to the bus, this is the only point of bus access. The Bus Interface Module implements 

the CE dispatcher by interfacing with the bus whilst ensuring its resources are 

allocated according to the C-QoS classification of the source partition for egress 

messages and according to the C-QoS classification of the destination partition for 

ingress messages. The Bus Interface Module also ensures that all egress messages are 

correctly identified at the destination to the correct source. 

The Bus Interface Module listens on the bus interface using a separate TCP 

port and queue for each partition. All queues are serviced based on the C-QoS 

classification where the service time spent in processing messages is calculated based 

on the C-QoS ratio input. This is described in further detail in section 6.3.5. The 

Partition ID mapping to the CE IP address and Port is dynamically allocated during 

the partition creation stage and communicated to other Serviter components. This 
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mapping is maintained in the Bus Channel Allocation Database across all Serviter 

components. This module ensures outgoing messages are tagged with the correct 

channel allocation details of the source partition. Thereby, all messages on the bus are 

identifiable to the source partition. 

The Bus Interface Module also incorporates support for tunnels which enable 

selected messages to bypass dispatcher hops. Tunnels are created by a UserVM 

through an AFM Path creation request. In the forwarding plane, the request results in 

certain flows that satisfy the given filters to be redirected to the CE IP address and 

Port mapping of the patiition. In the Bus Interface Module, the AFM Path filters are 

stored in the Tunnels Database along with a local loop socket, which is used to send 

the tunnelled messages to the UserVM. Captured traffic is recognised by checking its 

source and destination information against the tunnel filter entries of the partition 

using the Engulfs comparison described earlier in the chapter. 

Tunnels also allow UserVMs to bypass the dispatcher hierarchy by sending 

messages directly down to the local loop socket. These messages are classified under 

the class of the partition and treated as a message originating from the System 

Dispatcher. This is used to speed up messages that do not require System Services 

support. Messages requiring System Service support must traverse the System 

Dispatcher, which in turn, orchestrates such operations. This is described in further 

detail later in this section. 

This approach to tunnelling ensures that C-QoS and partitioning requirements 

remain satisfied in the handling of messages that bypass the dispatcher hierarchy. 1/0 

resources consumed by loop back sockets are subject to the kernel level resource 

control, and bus allocation enforcement is maintained through the Bus Interface 

Module. Therefore, tunnels are a good mechanism to speed up certain (none control) 

traffic but will remain accountable to the resource allocation of its relevant partition. 

System Services are hosted and executed within the CE Management Process. 

These services execute hardware operation messages that arrive from the UserVM to 

provide access to abstracted hardware or the forwarding plane, such as AFM Path 

construction. System Services are deployed with certain configuration parameters that 

specify the type of operations performed (such AFM Path, Monitor, and 1/0) and the 

address details of the hardware modules each controls. 
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Hardware operation messages specify the System Service used in the 

execution and the details required to fulfil the operation. These messages are 

intercepted by the System Dispatcher, which allocates System Services execution 

slots to the messages according to the C-QoS classification of the source UserVM. 

This execution slot is consumed in the following operations used to fulfil the request. 

Firstly, the permissions of the partition to utilise the addressed System Services is 

verified. This permission is checked through a look-up against the Hardware 

Privileges Database, which specifies the System Service types and configuration 

parameters permitted to each partition. Thereby, this mechanism is used to restrict 

hardware module access to specific partitions. After the permissions have been 

verified, the message is executed in the System Service resulting in multiple messages 

being generated to be sent to the hardware or the forwarding plane. Each hardware 

message is signed with the credentials and details of the source partition and 

propagated to its destination via the CE Dispatcher. This dispatcher ensures that all 

operational messages to the forwarding plane traverse the FARM where forwarding 

plane partitioning is enforced. 

To create the control plane components of Serviter partitions, Partition 

Deployment Requests are sent from the Partition Manager in the Control-CE to the 

CE. Th~se requests specify the C-QoS classification and hardware privileges to be 

given to the new partition. These requests are forwarded by CE Dispatchers to the 

UserVM Manager, which is responsible for the creation and management of partitions 

within the CE. 

Upon receipt of a request to create a partition, the UserVM Manager validates 

that no UserVM has been created for the user by checking the Partition ID against a 

UserVMs Registry it maintains. To create the control plane partition, it firstly 

allocates the communication resources and components required. This involves 

allocating a new Bus Channel to the partition, updating the Bus Channel Allocation 

Database, and creating a new partition queue at each dispatcher with the C-QoS 

classification specified in the request. 1bis is followed by configuring the privileges 

of the partition, which involves the population of the Hardware Privileges Database 

with the privileges specified in the request. 

Once the communication and privileges setup is complete, the UserVM 

Manager spawns a new UserVM process with the port number of its System 
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Dispatcher queue used for its communication. Any process, not explicitly allocated a 

class in the kernel's resource management mechanism, runs with a best effort 

allocation. Therefore, the UserVM Manager extracts the process ID of the newly 

spawned UserVM and instructs the C-QoS interface to classify the process under the 

C-QoS classification specified in the request. The C-QoS interface accesses the 

configuration file of CKRM (the kernel ' s resource management mechanism, 

described below in section 6.3 .5), and places the new process ID under the correct 

class. At this point the partition creation procedure in the CE is complete and an 

acknowledgement is sent back to the Control CE's Partition Manager. 

When a Partition Deployment Request is received, for which a UserVM is 

found to be associated with the Partition ID in the UserVM Registry, it is assumed to 

be an update request. To ensure all resource allocations and privileges are up to date, 

the above steps are repeated with the exception of the spawning of the process. When 

a Partition Removal Request is received, a shutdown instruction is sent to the 

UserVM. After a preconfigured time out, if the UserVM process is found to be 

running a force kill signal is sent. This is followed by the removal of all resource 

allocations and privileges and deleting all the dispatcher partition queues and tunnels. 

User and System Service deployment operations are handled by the Service 

Manager which is responsible for orchestrating their fulfilment in the CE. Service 

Deployment Requests en route to the UserVM are intercepted by the System 

Dispatcher and forwarded to the Service Manager. The Service Manager performs 

deployments of System Services in the CE Management Process and satisfies the 

dependencies for User Services. 

All services are packaged in a specialised file structure, called a Service Oplet, 

which enables service distribution and automatic deployment functions. Serviter 

Oplets are a similar concept to those of Openet's ORE [45], however the structure has 

been extended in Serviter to enable resource requirement specification, service 

discovery, and automatic dependency fulfilment. The Oplets were extended by adding 

a Service Descriptor that specifies the version information and the matching c1;teria 

for the service discovery process. A Serviter Oplet includes: 

1. The URL of the object files of implementing the service. The structure of these 

objects conforms to a specified object-oriented model which specifies an API for 
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service execution and control. This is used by the Runtime Environments for User 

Services and by the System Service Manager for System Services to control the 

execution lifecycles of services. 

2. The Owner ID. This is used to match a request against a partition for User 

Services or a Trusted Author List for System Services. 

3. Version information. This allows the management of service updates. 

4. Service Descriptor. This holds the version information and the Service Matching 

Criteria function to enable a service discovery process. For System Services, this 

also contains a System Service Type (AFM Path, Monitor, and I/O) and 

configuration parameters used for access restrictions. 

5. User Service Dependency List (User Services only). A list of the Oplets of User 

Services required by the service to be deployed. 

6. System Service Dependency List. A list of the Oplets of System Services required 

by the service to be deployed. 

7. Signature - a hash code of the Oplet data encrypted using the owner' s private key. 

This is used to verify the content and authenticate the source of the Op let. 

Note: The Capabilities specification of System Services that enables a System 

Service to specify the Forwarding Plane Capabilities was not implemented. This is 

due to time constrains and the availability of only one platform for testing. 

To deploy a User Service based on a new request, the Service Manager firstly 

iterates through the System Services Dependency List checking Service Match 

Criteria entries to ensure those services are available in the CE. Each Service 

Matching Criteria entry is a user defined function that accepts two Service Oplets and 

checks whether the two are matched. This is also used by the Service Discovery 

process at various stages, as discussed below. 

For each Service Match Criteria entry in the System Services Dependency 

List, the System Service Type (AFM, Hardware, and I/O) is checked against the 

System Services Type Privileges Database. This is to ensure that the Partition 

requesting the deployment has the associated permissions to access the System 

Service. After the privileges check, the Service Manager attempts to identify whether 

the System Service is already deployed. It does so by matching each of the 
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dependency criteria entries against the System Services Registry. If a matching 

System Service is found, the address of the service is then placed in the dependency 

list which is propagated to the new User Service allowing it to send messages directly 

to its dependencies without having to initiate a discovery process. If a dependency 

could not be found, then the System Service is deployed by the Service Manager. 

Once the deployment of the new System Service is complete, its address is then also 

placed in the dependency list. 

A new System Service 1s deployed by the Service Manager usmg the 

following procedure. Firstly, it looks up the Service Cache, which holds the object 

files of the most recently deployed User and System Services. It is searched based on 

the version number and URL specified in the Oplet, and if a matching entry .is found 

the object files are fetched from the cache. Otherwise, these files are downloaded 

from the URL and its signature is checked against a list of trust System Services 

Sources. Once the object files are available, these are loaded and executed within the 

CE Management Process and attached to the System Dispatcher. An entry for the new 

System Service is also placed in the System Services Registry. 

Once the System Service Dependency List has been satisfied, the Service 

Manager proceeds to iterate through the User Services Dependency List. Each 

dependency criteria entry is used to attempt to find a matching User Service within 

the UserVM of the requesting partition. This is performed by sending a Service 

Discovery Request to the UserVM with all the Service Matching Criteria entries in 

the User Services Dependency List of the Oplet. In the UserVM, the all active 

services are matched against the criteria. If a match is found the address of the service 

is returned. This address is added to the dependency list to enable the new service to 

communicate with its dependencies. However, for any entry where no match is found, 

the Service Manager proceeds to deploy the User Service. This deployment procedure 

involves the same object file retrieval steps, as describe above, for System Service 

deployment with the exception of the privileges check operations. Once the object 

files are ready, they are attached to a new Service Deployment Request and sent to the 

UserVM for deployment. Once the deployment is complete, the UserVM responds 

with the address of the new dependency service, which is then added to the 

dependency list of the original deployment request. 
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Once all the dependencies of the User Deployment Request are satisfied, the 

User Service of the request is downloaded or fetched from the cache and attached to 

the request. This request is then propagated to the UserVM where the completion of 

its fulfilment occurs as described in the next section. 

6.3.4 User Virtual Machine 

The control plane partition of a user is composed of a UserVM process and a 

set of dispatcher queues hosted in the CE Management Process. The User Virtual 

Machine (UserVM) is a separate process dedicated to hosting the control plane 

service components of a specific partition. Multiple UserVMs and dispatcher queues 

are hosted on each CE to enable the hosting of a scalable number of partitions. 

Each UserVM is responsible for hosting User Services and managing 

communications. UserVMs are implemented in a Java VM process that initiates a 

specialised Java Security Manager to restrict internal operations. This process hosts a 

number of object-oriented modules, as depicted in figure 6-5. UserVMs are hosted on 

PCs running a Linux kernel patched with the Class-base Kernel Resource 

Management (CKRM) [ 12] to facilitate the i.mplementation of C-QoS among the 

competing partition processes. 

UserVMs are launched as part of the partition creation procedure conducted in 

the CE Management Process. On start-up it receives the following inputs from the CE 

Management Process: the Partition ID, the tunnel local loop port, and the port of the 

queue dedicated to the partition in the System Dispatcher. 

The first operation performed by the UserVM on start-up is to launch a 

specialised Java Security Manager for sandbox enforcement within the process. The 

Security Manager is configured with the tunnel loop port and System Dispatcher port 

and prohibits all communication, 1/0, or hardware access except for access to the 

allocated ports. 

After the UserVM sandbox enforcement is in place, the User and Service 

Dispatchers are started. The User Dispatcher opens a connection to the System 

Dispatcher in the CE Management Process and creates the direct Tunnel connection to 

the Bus Interface Module. 
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Figure 6-5: User Virtual Machine Implementation 
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User Service Deployment Requests destined to the UserVM are forwarded to, 

and fulfilled at, the UserVM module depicted above. Each User Service Deployment 

Request contains the object files of the modules to be loaded and executed. It also 

specifies the type and C-QoS classification of Runtime Environment (RE) to be used 

to execute the service. This will dictate the execution behaviour of the service and is 

discussed in more detail later in this section. 

The first step in the deployment process of a User Service is locating or 

starting a new RE to execute the service. This is done by polling each RE of the 

specified type and classification to see if it has the capacity to host a new service. If 

no matching RE is found with the sufficient capacity for hosting a new service, a new 

RE of the required type and classification is started. The object files in the request are 

loaded and are passed, along with the specified C-QoS classification of the service 

(discussed below), to the RE to begin the service execution. Once the execution is 

started, an acknowledgement is sent back to the source and a Service Context entry is 

added to a User Services Registry to enable its discovery. 

Each User Service Deployment Request specifies in the C-QoS classification 

of the service within in the RE. This is used to differentiate among competing services 

within the RE. The RE is responsible for allocating threads to User Services to 
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execute in proportion to its C-QoS classification. The combination of the C-QoS 

classification of REs and that of User Services within the RE enables a fine grained, 

two tiered differentiation of services within a partition. 

There are three types of REs, each tailored for a different type of service. The 

RE type along with the C-QoS classifications dictate how often and for how long the 

service is allocated thread resources. 

The Server RE is tailored to the execution of Server type User Services, which 

run over a large time scale performing tasks on a frequent basis. The Server RE 

creates a number of threads in a thread pool. The priority of these threads is set based 

on the classification of the RE as per the C-QoS model implementation described in 

section 6.3.5 . A management thread in the RE iterates through the hosted services 

using a Weighted Round Robin [58] (WRR) allocation algorithm. Each service is 

allocated to a thread based on dynamic weights as per its service classification and the 

C-QoS model. Each service enters the allocation cycle only if it has set a 'running' 

flag to indicate it is in a ready state for execution and not waiting on input/output 

operations. Once a service is allocated a thread, it is allowed to run for a quantum 

size. The thread-to-service context switch operations of the multiple threads are 

interleaved and evenly distributed in a fashion, whereby, at any given point only one 

service is being context switched. This is necessary to maintain efficient utilisation of 

resources by ensuring that a maximum number of services are active at any given 

time. 

The Event RE is tailored for Event Driven Services, which are executed to 

handle a request or an event triggered by certain conditions (such as, network 

congestion). An Event RE hosts services by creating a suspended thread for each 

service and monitors the request and component conditions. The priority of these 

threads is specified according to the classifications of both the RE and User Service. 

A management thread continuously monitors for requests or events, upon which the 

appropriate service thread is speedily reactivated. Each service thread is permitted to 

run for a time slice according to the C-QoS classification of the service. This ensures 

that services do not over run their resources. Upon expiry of the time slice, the thread 

is resuspended for a fixed time after which it is reactivated. Through this immediate 

trigger model, a substantially low response times are achieved as opposed to the 

cyclic model employed in the Server RE. 
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Events are typically generated by services polling the Forwarding Plane. These 

services check for certain criteria upon which a request is then sent to the event driven 

service to perform the appropriate actions. These monitoring services are best 

executed in the Cyclic RE. 

The Cyclic RE is tailored for Periodical Services which require execution at 

specific time intervals. These services typically poll, record, or retrieve status 

information, and when necessary generate events messages. The Cyclic RE creates a 

thread and divides its execution by scheduling its services to run at specific intervals 

for a specified time slice monitored by a watchdog thread. Once this thread runs out 

of scheduling slots, another one is created. The priority of these threads is specified 

according to the classification of the RE and the C-QoS model. Meanwhile, the size of 

the time slice allocated to each service is based on its classification and the C-QoS 

model. The creation of threads is stopped until a configurable load limit is reached. 

The communication of User Services is handled by the Service Dispatcher 

which forwards egress messages down the dispatcher hierarchy and ingress messages 

to the appropriate User Service. These messages are prioritised based on the 

classification of the destination service for ingress messages and based on the 

classification of the source service for egress messages. The User Dispatcher is 

responsible for forwarding egress messages to the System Dispatcher in the CE 

Management process, and for forwarding ingress messages destined to the partition to 

the UserVM module. Ingress messages destined to REs or User Services are 

forwarded to the Service Dispatcher. 

Among the messages received by the UserVM are Service Discovery 

Requests. These requests are used by the CE Management Process to find 

dependencies during new service deployment procedure as described in the previous 

section. These requests can also be used by users to locate services. The UserVM uses 

the discovery criteria in the request and iterates through a User Services Registry to 

find a matching active User Service. If a match is found, the address of the service is 

sent back to the source. 
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6.3.5 C-QoS Implementation 

The C-QoS design and algorithms, presented in chapter 4, are responsible for 

the management of load in Serviter. C-QoS is implemented as a set of C-QoS 

Manager modules specially catered for each type of resource and for each type of 

resource consumer. Specifically, a QoS Manager for each resource type involved in 

the fulfilment of message delivery and in System Service execution, as well as in the 

execution of operations within UserVMs, REs, and User Services. 

All C-QoS Managers are configured with a uniform ideal ratio of resource 

allocation among the classes of the competing resource consumers. However, 

enforcing a uniform and strict allocation ratio across all resources would lead to 

inefficient resource utilisation. This result would be due to scenarios where resource 

may be allocated to a class for which there is no consumer demand while other classes 

may be starved of resources. Therefore, the allocation ratio for each resource needs to 

be modified in a controlled fashion to achieve optimal performance whilst 

maintaining the differentiation level indicated by the ideal ratio. The C-QoS Managers 

implement the adaptive mechanisms of C-QoS to ensure that an optimal allocation 

ratio is constantly maintained. 

Each C-QoS Manager maintains a fluctuating current ratio and an adaptive 

limit ratio. The current ratio is the ratio being enforced on resource consumers for 

each class. The limit ratio enforces an upper limit on the permitted fluctuations of the 

current ratio to keep it in-line with the ideal ratio, and to control the speed of its 

fluctuation. 

These operations are performed by the Adaptive Ratio Control and Ratio 

Congestion Optimisation algorithms presented in section 4.2.1. These algorithms are 

executed within each Resource Manager to continually optimise the utilisation of the 

resources and consumers it is managing. 

The optimal operating point, described in chapter 4 and depicted in figure 4-2, 

is considered reached when a limit ratio is found where the maximum range of 

permitted fluctuations of current ratios is at a point that does not cause congestion. 

That is, when a limit ratio is found where current ratio fluctuations reach the limit 

ratio as little as possible. However, this fluctuation and adaptive technique is done in a 
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weighted fashion according to the ideal ratio, and as such, favouring upper classes in 

reaching the optimal operating point without starving the lower classes. 

Optimising of the ratios to achieve efficient utilisation of resources means that 

resources must be reallocated to other classes when they are not utilised by a given 

class. However, whenever the demand level of a given class increases, the speed of 

reclaiming its reallocated resources is dependant on the type of resource. For this 

purpose, a protective restriction is put in place on a per-resource basis to limit the 

level of variance between the limit ratio and the ideal ratio. This protective restriction 

is called the negative variance allowance amount, and is represented as a percentage 

of the overall resource allocation. 

The negative variance allowance amount is spread among the classes. It is set 

on each class in inverse proportion to the idea] ratio. That is, the higher the class the 

lower its variance. It is worth noting, that a low variance allowance exhibits strict 

enforcement of the ideal ratio, whilst with a higher variance allowance can achieve 

better resource utilisation. The factor to be considered in determining the variance 

allowance for each resource is the speed at which it can be reallocated among classes. 

A resource that may be reallocated dynamically can afford high variance allowances 

as adapted ratios can be instantaneously enforced. 

The current and limit ratios are managed by the Adaptive Ratio Control 

algorithm shown in table 6-4. This algorithm begins with an input from the Control-

CE of the administrator configured ideal ratio, and initialises the current and limit 

ratios for each resource to the ideal ratio. It then continuously gathers the actual 

utilisation levels of the consumers of the managed resource to construct the current 

Running Ratio. This step is described for each type of C-QoS manager later in the 

chapter. 

When the Running Ratio of a given class is found to be within 1 % of its 

current ratio limit for a 'Time Frame' period, the Adaptive Ratio Control attempts to 

gradually increase its current ratio limit. This is done to allow the class to utilise more 

resources if currently possible. This operation increases the current ratio of the given 

class to the mid point of the class' current and ideal ratios. For example, given classes 

Gold:Silver:Bronze at a point where current ratio=50:30:20 and limit ratio=60:38:22, 

if the Silver class utilisation reached 30% (that is equal to its current ratio limit) then 
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the current ratio is increased to 34 (the mid point of its current and limit ratio). When 

a non best-effort class (that is a class with ratio not equal to 0%) has reached or is 

within 98% of its limit ratio, it is marked as a congested class and a Ratio Congestion 

Optimisation algorithm, described below, is run. 

However, when the utilisation of a class is found to be below the current ratio 

for a given 'Time Frame' period, the Adaptive Ratio Control attempts to gradually 

lower the current and limit ratios to allow resources to be reallocated to congested 

classes. If the current ratio is below the limit ratio by at least a quarter of the class ' 

negative variance allowance amount, the limit ratio is lowered to the mid point of the 

limit and current ratio. This is performed until the variance between the limit ratio and 

ideal ratio reaches half the negative variance allowance amount for the class. The 

current limit is lowered to the mid point of the utilisation and the current ratios until 

the variance between the current ratio and limit ratio reaches half the negative 

variance allowance amount for the class. Therefore, the maximum combined 

reduction in both current and limit ratios does not exceed the negative variance 

allowance amount and, therefore, provides protection against the reallocation of the 

class' resources above the permitted amount. 

The Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithm, shown in table 6-5, is run to 

attempt to relieve congested classes. This is done by reallocating congested classes 

with resources from classes where resources are utilised or from classes that have 

been allocated resources beyond their ideal ratio and are now to be rebalanced. Firstly, 

the Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithm calculates the sum of negative variance 

between the limit and the ideal ratios of each non congested class. It then redistributes 

the sum of negative variance among the limit ratios of congested classes. This 

distribution is weighted in-line with the ideal ratio, whereby, the limit ratios of upper 

classes are increased by higher amount. The Ratio Congestion Optimisation also 

reduces the limit ratio of any class with a positive variance that it not in line with the 

new distribution of reallocated resources. That is, current positive variances are 

reduced to be in line with the new distribution of the sum negative variance. 

The dispatcher hierarchy is responsible for managing the allocation of the 

co:rnmunication resources. Each dispatcher contains a Communication C-QoS 

Manager which maintains a single set of current and limit ratios. Each class is 

allocated a separate queue. All class queues are serviced through Weighted-Round 
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Robin (W-RR) algorithm, with the weights configured as the current ratio. W-RR 

allocates a Service Time for each of the class queues based on the current ratio. The 

percentage of Service Time utilisation for each class is continually monitored and sent 

to the Communication C-QoS Manager. These percentages are used to construct the 

Running Ratio which is then used to adjust the current ratio, as per the optimisation 

algorithms described above. 

The Runtime Environments (RE), described in section 6.3.4, manage the CPU 

allocation of User Services. Each RE contains a Service C-QoS Manager that 

maintains the current and limit ratios. These ratios are continually adjusted based on 

the monitoring results of the utilisations among classes of User Services within the 

RE,. as per the optimisation algorithms. 

Due to variations among RE types, the monitoring operation of each type is 

tailored to its execution model. The Service RE allocates time slices of a thread pool 

to services according to the current ratio. A service is considered for execution only if 

it has pending operations to be performed. Therefore, the Server RE monitors the 

utilisation percentage of each class based on its actual thread slice usage. The Event 

RE allocates threads to services and breaks their running time among expiry time 

allocations. The expiry time and priority of threads are adjusted with current ratio 

changes. The Event RE monitors the utilisation percentage of each class based on the 

number of its threads that have exceeded their expiry time. The Cyclic RE allocates 

scheduled time slices of threads amongst its services. The size of the time slice is 

adjusted based on the cunent ratio. The Cyclic RE monitors the utilisation percentage 

of each class based on the actual class time slice utilisation against the total number of 

available time slices in its threads. 

The UserVM contains a REC-QoS Manager that manages REs as whole units 

based on the C-QoS classification of the RE. This is performed by grouping all 

threads of an RE and adjusting their thread scheduling priority based on its current 

ratio. The RE C-QoS Manager periodically polls each RE for their overall utilisation 

percentage calculated from the sum of the utilisation percentage of each service class 

within the RE. The utilisation percentage for each class of RE is then derived from the 

average utilisation in the class. This is used to adjust the current and limit ratio and, in 

tum, thread priorities. 
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The management of UserVM allocation, at the process level , is handled by the 

CE Management Process. It interacts via the C-QoS interface with the kernel to 

monitor per resource, per class utilisation, and to enforce the current ratio. This is 

described in detail in the Class-based Kernel Resource Management section below. 
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Table 6-4: Adaptive Ratio Control algorithms 

Function Adaptive_Ratio_Control (ideal_ ratio[numOfClasses], negative_variance_all owance_amount) 

PerResource_current_ratio[numOfResources] [numOfClasses]; 
PerResource_limit_ratio[numOfResources] [numOfClasses]; 
Perclass Negative variance amount s [numOfClasses]; 
Set each-PerResource current ratio to ideal ratio; 
Set each PerRe s ource-limit ratio t o ideal ratio; 
Set Perclass_Negative variance_amounts to-1/ideal ratio * negative variance allowance amount 

Forever 
For each resource R { 

Util ratio[number of classes] Get utilisation ratio(R); 

For each class C { 
If Util ratio[C] is within 99% of PerResource current ratio[R] [CJ { 

if ideal_ratio (CJ not equal to 0 AND -
util ratio[C] is within 98 % of PerResource limit ratio[RJ [CJ then 

-run Ratio Congestion Optimisation( C, ideal- ratio, PerResource limit ratio[R], PerResource current ratio[R) ) 

Set PerResource current ratio[RJ [CJ to ( PerResource current ratio[RJ [CJ + PerResource limit ratio[RJ [CJ )/2 
else { - - -

if Util ratio[C] is below PerResource current ratio[R] [CJ AND 
PerResource_current_ratio[R] (CJ > PerResource limit ratio[RJ (CJ - Negative_variance amounts(C]/2 

reduce PerResource current ratio[RJ [CJ to maximum of ( 
(PerResourc-e current ratio[RJ [CJ + Util ratio[CJ )/2 , 
and PerResource_limit_ratio[R] [CJ - Negative_variance_amounts[CJ/2 ) 

If Util ratio[C] is below PerResource current ratio[RJ [CJ - Negative variance amounts[C] AND 
PerResource current ratio[R] (CJ <= Per-Resource limit rati o[RJ[CJ - Negative variance amounts[CJ/2 AND 

PerResource_)imit_ratio[R] [CJ > ideal_ratio[CJ - Negative_variance amounts(CJ/2 
reduce PerResource limit r atio[R] [CJ to maximum of ( 

(PerResource current ratio[RJ [CJ + PerResource limit ratio[R) [CJ) I 2 I 

and i-deal ratio[C] - Negative_variance_::-amount-s[C]/2) 

if PerResource_current_ratio[RJ has change then 
C-QoSManager.enforceNewRatio(R, PerResource current ratio[R]) 

sleep for X time 
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Table 6-5: Ratio Congestion Optimisation algorithms 

Function Rati o_Congesti on_ Opti.misa tion (Class Con gC l ass , ideal ratio[numOf Clas ses), limi t ratio[numOfClasses] , current ratio[numOfClasses)) 
Positive_variance ratio[); 

Fo r each c lass C { 
If (limit ratio[C J < ideal rat io[ CJ) { 

T-otal_negative_varianc e += ide a l ratio[C) - limit ratio[CJ; 
else { 

Positive_variance rat io[C ) l imi t ratio[CJ - idea l ra tio[CJ; 

Fo r each c lass C with a Positive variance ra t io 
limit ra t i o [CJ = Total ne-gat i ve va-r ianc e * Positive variance ratio[CJ a s a percentage 
/ /Since the limit ratio has changed we l l ne e d to ensure that all other clas se s' current ratios are put back inline . 
If current rati o [C) > limit ratio[ C) { 
current_ratio[C ] = limit_ratio (C J 
} 
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6.3.6 Class-based Kernel Resource Management (CKRM) 

CKRM is a open source project providing Linux kernel mechanisms for class 

based differentiate process allocation of CPU, memory pages, and I/O resources [51]. It 

also provides tools that allow ratios to be modified and tuned for each resource, for each 

class and to monitor class resource utilisation. 

CKRM is configured via an automatically mounted Resource Control File 

System. Each class is represented by a separate directory under the file system. Each new 

class is created by adding a new class directory, which is populated with the following 

control files: 

1. Members file - contains a list of process IDs to be classified in the class. To 

classify a new process under a specific class, the process ID is inserted into the 

members file under the class' control directory. 

2. Shares file - contains the minimum and maximum percentage share to be 

allocated to this class for each resource. To alter the ratio of allocation for a 

resource, the share file under each class directory is modified with the required 

changes to its share. 

3. Stats file - contains utilisation statistics of the class for each managed resource. 

In the Serviter implementation all CEs are patched with CK.RM which is utilised 

to partition CPU, memory pages, and I/O resources among UserVMs. The C-QoS 

Interface in each CE Management Processes creates the CRKM class directories that map 

to each C-QoS class on each CE. Each C-QoS interface iterates through the 'Shares' files 

of all the class directories modifying the minimum and maximum share of each resource 

according to the ideal ratio provided by the Control CE in the CE Management Process 

start up instruction. Once a User VM is created, it places the process ID in the Members 

file of the CKRM class directory that maps to its C-QoS classification. 

Provided CK.RM tools enable the discovery of per class CPU and memory 

utilisation percentages. The C-QoS interface periodically gathers and parses this 

information to form a running ratio for each resource. These are sent to the Partition C-
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QoS Ratio Manager to adjust the current ratio of a resource. Once the current ratio is 

changed, the Partition C-QoS Manager sends the new ratio to the C-QoS interface, which, 

in turn, then iterates through the 'Shares' files of each class modifying the minimum and 

maximum percentage share for the specified resource according to the ratio provided. 

CKRM places resource controllers in the kernel to allocate resources to processes 

based on the classification and share details configured in the Resource Control File 

System. These controllers have been demonstrated to provide class based differentiation 

and fairness of allocation for CPU allocation [72]. 

In the Serviter implementation, additional mechanisms were needed to 

complement the CKRM resource controller and ensure full enforcement of the Serviter 

partitioning requirements. 

The CKRM memory controller manages its allocation by restricting the Resident 

Set Size (RSS) - the physical RAM utilisation - of each process according to the 

configured ratios. It, however, does not place restrictions on the Swap size - the memory 

pages cached on disk. Therefore, an overall restriction is enforced by the Java Virtual 

Machines on the total amount of memory that the UserVM may request from the OS. 

This restriction ensures the total memory (RSS + Swap size) allocation of a process does 

not exceed a given threshold while the CKRM memory controller ensures the critical 

RSS of each process is maintained in accordance with the C-QoS configured ratios. The 

size of the restriction is determined by configurable amounts for each class. The memory 

parameters are passed onto the NM place on UserVM start-up. As such, these overall 

memory limits are fixed and may prevent UserVM operation if a limit is chosen at a level 

lower than its memory requirement. This is an unavoidable restriction due to the fact that 

once memory is allocated to a User VM it cannot be reclaimed without causing 

unpredictable errors. Therefore, this mechanism is used to place lenient limits to restrict 

the impact of a rogue UserVM. 

The allocation of I/O resources m CKRM is managed at a process level. 

Therefore, the I/O resources consumed by partitions, through message processing outside 

of the UserVM cannot be managed by CKRM. Instead, this is performed in the 

dispatchers within the CE Management process which service the sockets of UserVMs 
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according to the C-QoS model as described earlier in the chapter. Restrictions on socket 

buffer size are also put in place to prevent the occurrence of backlogs that may affect the 

buffers of other partitions. 
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Chapter 7 

Serviter Applications and Services Implementation 

7.1 Overview 

The previous chapter presented an implementation of a Serviter platform enabling 

on-demand deployment of high-speed services in resource assured and secure partitions. 

This chapter details implementations of Serviter User and System Services to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the Serviter implementation. 

The first section of this chapter focuses on the implementation details of the 

Service-Oriented Virtual Network (SOVN) Provisioning model described in Chapter 5. It 

presents a set of User Services deployed across a domain by a network provider to offer 

on-demand, network wide, programmable virtual routers and dedicated links/connections. 

The second section presents the implementation of a set of User Services 

deployed by an SOVN owner to offer new network services. It demonstrates the ability of 

an SOVN owner to manage their bandwidth in a specialised and customised manner. 

Specifically, it presents the implementation of a new intelligent and adaptive bandwidth 

allocation service called Autonomic-QoS. 

The final section of this chapter details the System Services that provide the 

forwarding plane AFM Paths capabilities used by the User Services. 

Performance and analysis results of these services are presented in Chapter 8. 
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7.2 SOVN Provisioning 

Service Oriented Virtual Networks (or SOVNs) represent a senes of 

programmable Virtual Routers and Links dedicated to each competing entity on shared 

infrastructure. With the provisioning of such SOVNs, new services can be deployed on-

demand, in isolated and resource assured partitions. 

The provisioning of SOVN is achieved through the domain-wide creation, 

configuration, and aggregation of Serviter partitions and AFM Paths (which provide 

bandwidth guarantees). The creation of an SOVN through a manual process is daunting, 

time consuming, and an error prone task. 

Section 5.3 presented a template of the SOVN Provisioning Services that can be 

implemented and customised by network providers to offer automated and customised 

SOVN provisioning services across their domain. This section presents an example 

implementation of the SOVN Provisioning Services in Serviter. 

7.2.1 SOVN Provisioning Implementation Overview 

The SOVN Provisioning Services presented in this section enable automated 

domain-wide SOVN creation on the administrators' behalf. The SOVN Provisioning 

Services consist of the following: 

• SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Service 

• Distributed Network Division Service 

• Control Plane Details Service 

• Forwarding Plane Details Service 

• FARM Configuration Service 

• Bandwidth Management Service 
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These services are hosted in an automatically created Administration Partition at 

each Serviter node in a domain. At each node, these services create an AFM Path to 

capture and forward SOVN management messages to and from the SOVN Management 

Protocol (SOVN-MP) channel. The SOVN-MP channel is a secure encrypted channel, 

and therefore, the AFM Path also performs encryption and decryption operations to 

ensure access is restricted to the nominated administrator. 

The Administration Partition is created and instructed to deploy th~ SOVN 

Provisioning Services by the Control-CE when Serviter is first activated. This is 

performed during the boot sequence which loads pre-existing partitions and services (as 

described in chapter 6). The Administration Partition is classified into the Real-time C-

QoS class, and, therefore, receives the highest priority in resource allocations. It is also 

permitted unrestricted configuration of new bandwidth allocations and to perform 

partition creation and management operations. The SOVN Provisioning Services perform 

the initialisation operations required to ensure the Serviter is in a ready and secure state 

for SOVN creation, such as the creation of the SOVN-MP channel and configuring 

encryption keys. The details of the start-up procedure are described in section 7.2.2 and 

7.2.3. 

To utilise these services, network administrators construct and send SOVN 

Requests onto the SOVN-MP channel. In this implementation, the SOVN-MP channel is 

accessed through a specified port on a selected edge Serviter. This Serviter forwards 

SOVN Requests to all relevant nodes needed for the fulfilment of the request. At each 

Serviter node, SOVN Request messages are validated and verified using cryptography 

techniques, therefore, ensuring that the SOVN Provisioning capabilities are restricted to 

the nominated administrators. 

The SOVN Provisioning Services monitor the SOVN-MP channel for new 

partition requests, called SOVN Creation Requests. Upon the receipt of a valid SOVN 

Creation Request, these services fulfil the local aspect of the SOVN's creation. Once 

fulfilled, these requests are then propagated across the network along the paths specified 
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in the request. The content and structure of SOVN Creation Requests is shown in table 

7.2.1.1. 

Table 7-1: SOVN Creation Request 

Parameter Type Description 

Type Integer O=Create, l=Modify, 2=Remove , 3=List 

Credentials String , String Owner Name, Password Encrypted with 
Administrator Private Key 

Virtual. Vector Containing Source->Destination network address 
Networks (VN) IP Address Pairs combinations of SOVN paths 

Network QoS Integer Network QoS class to classify VN 
traffic 

C-QoS String C- QoS class name to classify the 
UserVM as 

Times tan:q:> Integer A valid timestamp is within the last 
100 seconds of GMT 

Encrypted MDS signature of the entire Request 

Signature Byte [] encrypted with Administrator Private 
Key 

Upon receipt of an SOVN Creation Request, the SOVN Provisioning Services 

fulfil the request by performing the following steps: 

1. Decryption and verification of the Source, Timestamp and Signature. 

2. Verifying that the Virtual Networks do not overlap with the virtual networks of any 

existing SOVN. 

3. Identifying Physical Links serv1cmg the Virtual Networks and, for each link, 

calculating whether sufficient bandwidth is available to maintain the minimum 

bandwidth specified for all Network QoS classes. If any link in the new partition 

causes the network QoS to degrade below the minimum administrator specification, 

the request is aborted and the administrator is notified of a possible congestion state. 

4. Identifying the least loaded CE for the C-QoS Class. 
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5. Creating the control plane partition for the SOVN. That is, a new UserVM and its 

associated queue are create and configured to take ownership of the Credentials 

parameter. The new UserVM is created at the CE identified in step 4. 

6. Classifying the new partition as per the C-QoS Class parameter. 

7. Configuring all F ARMs to permit AFM configurations within the Virtual Networks 

from the UserVM created in step 5. 

8. Configuring the bandwidth allocation to the SOVN's Virtual Networks as per the 

Network QoS parameter. 

9. Forwarding on the request to nodes along the Virtual Networks path as determined by 

traditional routing table information. 

To enhance the speed of partition creation, the SOVN Provisioning Services 

cache the latest Serviter state information. Thereby, partitions are created on-the-fly 

without having to poll any Serviter hardware, registries, or databases. 

The SOVN Provisioning Services can be easily enhanced to support Virtual 

Private Networks, for which traffic will not only have a guaranteed level of bandwidth, 

but is also encrypted using high speed hardware accelerators. Along with the Virtual 

Networks, a set of Virtual Private Networks and Cryptography Keys would be specified 

in the SOVN Creation Request. The Virtual Private Networks would be supported at 

edge nodes by the creation of AFM Paths that redirect these flows to security accelerators 

configured to perform encryption/decryption operations based on associated 

Cryptography Keys. 

The implementation of these services and the new boot sequence is described in 

the following sections. 

7.2.2 Boot Sequence 

Upon boot-up, the Control-CE restores the state of a Serviter. This involves 

maintaining a database of Partitions, AFM Paths, and User Services and ensuring all 

these components are reactivated when Serviter is restarted. This procedure was 

described in detail in section 6.3.2. 
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The state databases are used to store records that are used by the Control-CE on 

start up to create the Administration Partition and deploy the SOVN Provisioning 

Services in the Administration Partition. The database storing the Partitions state (called 

the User Database) contains a record for the Administrator partition ensuring its creation. 

The database storing Services State (called the Services Registry Database) also contains 

a record for the SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Service which, in turn, ensures the 

initiation of the complete set of SOVN Provisioning Services and the SOVN-MP AFM 

Paths. Thereby, the Control-CE ensures each Serviter node is always in a state to support 

SOVN Provisioning. 

Table 7-2: SOVN Provision Initiation Bootstrap Sequence 

Con t r ol-CE Re qu e s t : 
Type : 
Partition name : 
Credentials : 
C-QoS : 
Network QoS : 
VN Traffic : 

Create Partition 
Administration 
$1$rsuwoxCe$HmPuWAGe uvKB3V6gGjZ uv0 
Real time 
Real time 
ANY : 906 I ANY:906 
x 

Controlling Traffic: ALL , ALL 
x 

Monitoring Traffic : ALL , ALL 
x 

Con t r ol-CE Re que s t : 
Typ e : 
Partition name: 
Credentials: 
RE Type: 
C-QoS (RE, Service) : 
Us e r Service name : 
Location: 

Deploy Us e r Se r v i ce 
Admi nistrati on 
$1$rsuwoxCe$HmPuWAGeuvKB3V6gGj Zuv0 
Se.rverRE 
Re altime , Re altime 
SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Servi c e 
Local Cache\ SO VNProvision ingServi ces.jar 

The Control-CE initiates the creation of a partition named "Administration" with 

the associated administrator credential by sending the request shown in table 7-1 to a 

selected CE. The credentials are taken from the identity of the Control-CE itself thus 

enabling the partition with required privileges and restricting access to the SOVN 

Provisioning Services to the administrator of the node. The Administration Partition's 

UserVM and dispatcher queues are classified into the built-in Real-time Serviter C-QoS 
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class. This class is prioritised over classes, and is also used to classify all critical Serviter 

components and external message flow. All F ARMs are updated to enable the 

Administration Partition to control and monitor all traffic flows. 

Secondly, the Control-CE initiates the deployment of the SOVN Provisioning 

Bootstrap Service into the Administration Partition. This request is the lower request 

shown in table 7-2. The SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Service is an initialisation service 

that configures security parameters and captures operations for the SOVN-MP channel, 

and then deploys the other SOVN Provisioning Services. The location of the code files is 

stored in the local cache using the file name SOVNProvisioningServices.jar. 

7.2.3 SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Service 

Table 7-3: SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Service function code* 

SOVN_Provisioning_Bootstrap_Service inherets UserService { 
Function Run() { 

PartitionPassword = getUserVM.getPassword(); 
VN_ACL = getUserVM.getVN_ACL(); 

Message AFMMsg; 
AFMMsg. Requests. add( GSS.constructCaptureAFM(VN_ACL, this.getComponentAddress) ); 
AFMMsg.Requests.add{ GSS.constructSSL TWOWayAFM(PartitionPassword,VN_ACL) ); 
Reply= Sign_Send_Ensure(AFMMsg); 
SOVNMP _Tunnel= Reply.tunnel ; 

DeploymentMsg.addCERequest(this.descriptor.clone().servicename = "Distributed Network Division Service"); 
DeploymentMsg.addCERequest(this.descriptor.clone().servicename = "Control PlanePartitioning Service"); 
DeploymentMsg.addCERequest(this.context.clone().servicename = "Forwarding Plane Details Service"); 
DeploymentMsg.addCERequest(this.context.clone().servicename = "FARM Configuration Service"); 
DeploymentMsg.addCERequest(this.context.clone().servicename = "Bandwidth Management Service"); 
Sign_ Send_Ensure(DeploymentMsg); 

SOVNRequestHandlingService = findServicelnPartition("Distributed Network Division Service"); 
SOVNRequestHandlingService.setTunnel(SOVNMP _Tunnel); 

* This code was simplified for improved readability. 
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The SOVN Provisioning Bootstrap Service, shown in table 7-3, creates an AFM 

Path that uses the Alteon WSM and SSL accelerators to redirect secure traffic to the 

Administration Partition. This AFM Path redirects SOVN-MP channel traffic to the SSL 

accelerator for decryption on ingress and encryption on egress with the Administration 

Partition's credentials as the key. This operation ensures that access to the SOVN 

Provisioning Services is restricted to the nominated administrators. 

SOVN-MP channel traffic is redirected by the AFM Path to a high speed 

dispatcher tunnel which forwards all SOVN-MP traffic to and from the Administrator 

Partition. This tunnel is labelled 'SOVNMP Tunnel'. 

Once the AFM Path and tunnel for the SOVN-MP channel is created, the SOVN 

Provisioning Bootstrap Service sends deployment requests to the UserVM for each of the 

other SOVN Provisioning Services. This includes a Distributed Network Division 

Service to handle the orchestration of the processing of SOVN-MP channel messages. 

Once the deployment of the Distributed Network Division Service is complete, its 

address is discovered and used to instruct the service to use the 'SOVNMP Tunnel ' to 

receive and forward SOVN-MP channel messages. 

7.2.4 SOVN Request Handling 

The Distributed Network Division Service, shown in table 7-4, orchestrates the 

processing of SOVN-MP channel messages. It waits for SOVN Creation Requests from 

the SOVN-MP channel through the high speed tunnel setup by the SOVN Provisioning 

Bootstrap Service. 

On receipt of an SOVN Creation Request, the Distributed Network Division 

Service performs duplication and signature checks on the new request. The duplicate 

check is performed by verifying that the signature is not in a hash-table of the signatures 

of previously handled requests . The request is discarded if handled previously or if the 

signature (decrypted with the Administrator's public key) does not match the content of 
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the request. This is followed by an overlap of virtual networks check. This check ensures 

that the virtual networks of a new network do not overlap with another partition, as such 

overlap may cause breaches in security and bandwidth allocation. 

Once the signature and virtual networks are verified, the Distributed Network 

Division Service then calls the Forwarding Plane Details Service to make use of its 

routing tables and determine the links traversed by the virtual networks' traffic of the new 

partition. If no relevant links exist then the Serviter node would not participate in this 

SOVN and, therefore, the request is not handled locally but propagated to the next nodes 

of the SOVN virtual networks. Otherwise, the Distributed Network Division Service 

would proceed to verify that the required link capacity is available for each of the 

relevant links. This is performed through the Bandwidth Management Service. If 

insufficient resources exist in the Serviter, the request is discarded and a congestion 

warning is generated. 

After performing the above checks, the Distributed Network Division Service 

then proceeds with the SOVN creation procedure. This procedure is performed locally 

rather than through requesting the partition creation to be performed by the Control-CE. 

The decision to offload this procedure from the Control-CE was made for a number of 

reasons. Firstly, the Control-CE resources would be reserved for centralised and critical 

operations that must be performed by the Control-CE. Such as, managing and monitoring 

C-QoS across the node, maintaining Serviter state, and managing the Control Channel 

which is reserved for operations not handled in Administrator Partitions. Secondly, the 

Control-CE would not be a centralised bottleneck for creation requests rather the SOVN 

Provision Services would be deployed in a distributed fashion across a number of 

partitions on a number of CEs. Finally, this demonstrates the capabilities provided to 

administrators to modify their SOVN provision procedure through the deployment of 

customised SOVN Provisioning Services. 

The SOVN creation procedure is performed by the Distributed Network Division 

as follows. Firstly, it uses the Control Plane Details Service to locate the least loaded CE. 

The Control Plane Details Service caches C-QoS load updates sent by the Control-CE. 

This enables it to quickly 1ocate the least loaded CE through a simple cache search rather 
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than contacting the Control-CE. Secondly, the selected CE is requested to create the new 

partition. This is followed by updating the F ARMs using the FARM Configuration 

Service to permit AFM Paths to be created by messages that carry the partition's 

credentials within its Virtual Networks. Finally, it performs the allocation of bandwidth 

to the partition on each of the relevant links using the Bandwidth Management Services. 

Once the SOVN creation procedure is complete, the request is propagated to the next 

nodes of the SOVN virtual networks. 

The performance of SOVN Creation Request handling can be enhanced by 

running each of the User VM creation, F ARMs update, and bandwidth allocation 

operations in parallel. 

The Forwarding Plane Details Service periodically polls the Forwarding Plane for 

the routing table using the System Services (presented in section 7.4). The routing table is 

cached and is used by the Distributed Network Division Service to locate the links for 

each virtual network. These links are used for the bandwidth allocation among SOVNs. 

The relevant links are located by traversing the routing table for each source and 

destination address of the virtual networks vector until all the matching entries are found. 

The FARM Configuration Service is an asynchronous messaging interface to the 

Control-CE's Control Channel. It receives update operations from the Distributed 

Network Division Service specifying the details of a new partition and a list of its 

associated virtual networks. These operations are stored in a queue that is serviced by the 

FARM Configuration Service's thread. Each update operation is sent to all F ARMs. Each 

FARM verifies the credentials of the administration and updates all ACL entries for the 

partition. 

The FARM Configuration Service also maintains a list of virtual networks that 

currently belong to each SOVN. It provides the functionality that is used by the 

Distributed Network Division Service to determine whether the virtual networks of the 

new SOVN overlap with the virtual networks of an existing SOVN. This is determined 

by comparing the source and destination network address and port ranges to see if they 

fall within the maintained list of virtual networks. 

The Bandwidth Management Service is described in the next section. 
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Table 7-4: Distributed Network Division Service - user service function code* 

SOVN Request Handling_Service inherets UserService { 

Boolean isTunnelReady = false; CaptureTunnel SOVNMPChannel ; 

Function setCaptureTunnel ( CaptureTunnel C) 
SOVNMPChannel C; 
isTunnelReady = true; 

Function Run () 
waitForTunnel(); 
FPDetailsService 
CPDetailsService 

findServiceinRE("Forwarding Plane Details Service"); 
findServiceinRE("Control Plane Details Service" ); 

FARMConfigService = findServiceinRE( "FARM Configuration Service"); 
BWMService = findServiceinRE("Bandwidth Management Service" ); 

while(true) 
SOVNCreationRequest = SOVNMPChannel.getMessage(SOVNCreationRequestType); 

If (hasBeenAlreadyReceived(SOVNCreationRequest)) 
If ( ! SOVNCreationRequest.hasValidTimestampNSignature() 

continue; 
continu e ; 

If (FARMConfigService . overLapsOtherVNs(SOVNCreationRequest .VirtualNetowkrks) ) { 
reject() ; 

Link[) Links= FPDetailsService . findLinksOf(SOVNCreationRequest.VirtualNetwork) ; 
If ( Links.length== 0 ) { 

forwardRequestToNextDestinationsinPaths(SOVNCreationRequest); 
continue; 

If( ! BWMService .hasCapacityFor(Links , SOVNCreationRequest.NetworkQoS)) 
notifyAdministrator(); 
continue; 

CE= CPDetails .findLeastLoadedCEfor( SOVNCreationRequest.C-QoS ); 

PartionContext pcx = 
createPartit ion(CE , SOVNCreationRequest.C-QoS , SOVNCreationRequest.credintials) ; 

FARMConfigurationService . unrestrict( SOVNCreationRequest . credintials , 
SOVNCreationRequest.VirtualNetwork, pcx) 

BWMService .createBWAllocation(links , pcx , SOVNCreationRequest.NetworkQoS); 

forwardRequestToNextDestinations i nPaths(SOVNCreationRequest) ; 

* This code was simplified for improved readability. 
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7.2.5 Bandwidth Management Service 

The SOVN Bandwidth Management Service, presented in table 7-5, enables the 

bandwidth management functionality used by the Distributed Network Division Service 

to partition bandwidth among SOVNs. 

The SOVN Bandwidth Management Service provides the functionality to 

calculate whether, for a particular class, a new partition can be created without violating 

network QoS guarantees. This is determined by calculating the new per partition 

bandwidth allocation for each link as the maximum capacity of the specified class divided 

by the number of partitions with virtual networks traversing the link plus one·. If the new 

per pai1ition bandwidth allocation is found to be within the network QoS minimum level 

guarantee, the link is said to have enough capacity to add another partition. 

It also provides the ability to create the AFM Paths that provide the new 

partition's bandwidth allocation and management. It constructs AFM Path requests, 

called BW-Enforcement Paths, based on the Virtual Networks and network QoS class of 

the new partition. These requests are then placed in a queue that is serviced by an internal 

thread. This enables the Distributed Network Division Service to create partitions without 

blocking on the completion of AFM Path creation operations. 

The bandwidth allocation is applied to the virtual networks of SOVNs on a per 

link basis. This is determined by calculating the capacity allocated for the specified class 

and dividing it among the partitions with virtual networks on the link as described above. 

The partitions allocation is then divided equally among its virtual networks of that link. 

The equal division of the SOVN's bandwidth among its virtual networks may not 

be the ideal distribution of bandwidth for the SOVN Owner. The next section of this 

chapter demonstrates the ability of each SOVN Owner to deploy services that manage 

their bandwidth allocation among the flows of their Virtual Networks in a customised 

and/or intelligent manner. 
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Table 7-5: Bandwidth Management Service - user service function code* 

Class Link { //This is implemented as a standalone support class rather than a UserService 
String LinklD; 
Integer LinkCapacityKB ; 
Hashtable ClassToNumberOfPartions; //Class name to its Number of partitions on this link 
Hashtable ClassToPatitions; //Class name to its Partition Contexts on this link 

Link( String LinklD) 
This.LinklD = LinklD; 
Message Msg, Reply; 
Msg.Requests.add( GSS.constructlinkDetailsStatus(UnklD) ); 
Reply = Sign_Send_Ensure(Msg); 
LinkCapacityKB = Reply.LinkCapacity; 
NetwokQSMinimumGuarantees = UserVM. NetworkQoS.getNetwokQSMinimumGuarantees(); 
Enumeration classes = NetwokQSMinimumGuarantees.getKeysEnumeration(); 
While(classes.hasMoreElements()) ClassToNumberOfPartions.add(classes . nextEleme~t(), O); 

Class Bandwidth_Management_Service inherets UserService { 

Queue EnforcementOps; //Queue of AFM Ops Messages to offload onto another thread 

Function [returns boolean] hasCapacityFor (LinkO links, String Class) { 
for each link in links { 

Integer classMaxCapacity = link.UnkCapacityKB * NetworkQoS.getRatioOfClass(Class); 
Integer capacityPerPartition = classMaxCapacity I ( link.ClassToNumberOfPartions.get(class) + 1); 
If( capacityPerPartition < NetworkQoS.getNetwokQSMinimumGuaranteeOf(class)) Return false; 

Return true; 
} 
Function createBWAllocation (LinkO links, PartitionContext newPC, String Class) 

for each link in links { 

} } 

if(! VirtualNetworksTraversinglink(link, newPC.VirtualNetworks) continue; 
link. Class ToPatitions.add{Class, newPC); 
link.ClassToNumberOfPartions.put(Class, link.ClassToNumberOfPartions.get(Class) +1); 
Integer classMaxCapacity = link.LinkCapacityKB * NetworkQoS.getRatioOfClass(Class); 
Integer capacityPerPartition = classMaxCapacity / link.ClassToNumberOfPartions.get(class) ; 

Enumeration pcs = ClassToPatitions.get(PartitionsOf(Class) 
While(pcs.hasMoreElements()) { 

PartitionContext PC= pcs.nextElement(); 
PC.BWCapacity[link] = capacityPerPartition; 
VirtualNetworks = PC.numberNirtualNetworksTraversinglink(link); 
Integer capacityPerVN = capacityPerPartition/ VirtualNetworks .size(); 
Message m = GSS.createBWEnforcement (LinklD, capacityPerVN, VirtualNetworks); 
EnforcementOps.push ToEnd(m ); 

Function Run() 
While(True) 

Message DeploymentMsg = EnforcementOps.waitForMessage(); 
Sign_ Send_EnsureConfirmation(DeploymentMsg); 

*This code was simplified for improved readability. 
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7.3 Autonomic QoS User Service 

A newly created SOVN is setup with an equal distribution of its total bandwidth 

capacity among its Virtual Networks. Meanwhile the bandwidth allocation among the 

flows in Virtual Networks is not managed. This bandwidth setup does not suite the 

requirements of all SOVN Owners. 

The Autonomic QoS User Service, shown in table 7-6, demonstrates the ability of 

an SOVN Owner to deploy services to manage the bandwidth allocation among and 

within Virtual Networks in a customised and intelligent manner. This service enables 

QoS provisioning across heterogeneous domains and where the internal parameters of a 

domain are not known. 

The Autonomic QoS User Service captures new allocation parameters and 

monitors for new flows on all virtual networks of the SOVN. For each new flow it 

configures and manages the bandwidth allocation based on the SOVNs per-link capacity 

and the dynamic allocation parameters. This is achieved by performing the following 

procedure: 

Firstly, the Autonomic QoS User Service caps (restricts the bandwidth of) all the 

virtual networks of its partition to the minimum bandwidth allocation. This ensures that 

all unclassified flows of the SOVN only receive ' best effort' bandwidth treatment. 

Secondly, this service creates and deploys a new Event Monitor that captures 

forwarding plane events of new flow creation. This results in AFM filters being created to 

copy and redirect custom packets that indicate the creation or removal of a new flow 

traversing the Virtual Networks of the partition. These packets are filtered based on 

SYNC and DESYNC header flags. Once captured, these packets are wrapped m a 

Serviter Event Message and are propagated to the Autonomic QoS User Service. 

Thirdly, this service creates an AFM Path that captures allocation updates, from a 

specific multicast traffic channel, and redirects a copy of each update, through a tunnel, to 

the services. 
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After the initialisation procedure to setup the traffic cap and event monitor, the 

Autonomic QoS User Service waits for class allocation updates or flow creation/removal 

events. 

Upon receipt of a flow creation event, the Autonomic QoS User Service extracts 

the source and destination addresses and port combinations to determine the QoS 

classification for this flow. It looks up the configured QoS classification for this flow in 

the class allocation table. Based on this information, it constructs the AFM Paths to 

allocate bandwidth to the new flow QoS classification. The bandwidth allocation for the 

new flow is calculated separately for each link that is traversed by the flow. This 

allocation is calculated as the percentage of allocation for the class of the SOVN total 

bandwidth capacity of the link divided by the total number of flows for that class that 

traverse the link. This new bandwidth allocation is then applied to the new flow and all 

existing flows for the given class on the link. 

Upon receipt of a flow removal event, the Autonomic QoS User Service extracts 

the source and destination addresses and ports combinations. It removes the associated 

AFM Paths, then recalculates and reapplies the bandwidth allocation for the class of the 

effected links, as per the calculation described above. 

When a class allocation update message is received, the class allocation table, 

which maps a set of flows to QoS class, is updated. This table stores a set of flow 

specification, as source and destination addresses (or subnets) and ports combination, and 

a mapping to a QoS classification. After the table is updated, allocations across the links 

of the flows affected by the new classification are recalculated and reapplied. 

To handle flows that terminate abruptly, that is without send a DESYNC removal 

signal, the flows can be modified to send a heartbeat signal message at regular intervals. 

This heartbeat signal would be monitored by the Autonomic QoS User Service which 

would automatically initiate the removal procedure for any idle flows that stop sending 

heartbeats. 
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Table 7-6: Autonomic QoS - user service function code* 

Class AutonomicQoS inherets UserService { 

Function CapAllVNs(lnteger CapRateKB) { 
PartitionContext PC= getThisPartitionContext(); 
int lndivitualCap = CapRateKB I PC.numberONirtualNetworks(); 
Queue AFMRequessAwaitingConfirmation; 

For each VirtualNework in PC. Virtual Networks { 
Message req = AFMPathRequest Builder.composeRateCap(VirtualNework, lndivitualCap); 
AFMRequessAwaitingConfirmation.add(req); 
Sign_ Send(req); 

For each Request in AFMRequessAwaitingConfirmation 
If( ! Request.confirmCompletion() ) 

sendError(Request); 

Function [return boolean] unCapFlow(newFlowACL, qosClass) { 
Boolean successStatus = true; 
ClassFlows[qosClass}.add(newFlowACL); 
PartitionContext PC = getThisPartitionContext(); 
For each link { 

int ClassAllocation = PC.BWCapacity[link] * percentageOfAHocationPerClass[qosClass] I 100; 
int PartitionlnClassAllocation = ClassAllocation I ClassFlows[qosClass].size(); 
Queue AFMRequessAwaitingConfirmation; 

For each VirtualNework in ClassToVNs[qosClass] { 
Message req = 

AFMPathRequest Builder. composelinkRateCap(link, VirtualNework, Partition lnClassAllocation ); 
AFMRequessAwaitingConfirmation.add(req); 

} 
} 

Sign_ Send(req); 

For each Request in AFMRequessAwaitingConfirmation 
If( ! Request.confirmCompletion() ) { 

setStatusError(Request, qosRequest. get Seq No());); 
successStatus = false; 

Return successStatus; 

OptimisedACL Table ACL ToClass; 

Function Run() 
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CapAllVPNs( defaultCapRateKB); 
PartitionContext PC = getThisPartitionContext(); 
NetworkMonitoringEvent newFlowMonitor = 

EventMonitorHelper.createMonitor(PC.VirtualNetworks, Header=SYNCIDESYNC); 
newFlowMonitor.deploy(); 
PC.captureTunnel.captureTraffic(AutonomicQoSUpdateChanne1(225.221.3.1 ,9090)) 

While(True) 

Message msg = waitForMessageFromDispatherOrTunnel(); 

lf(msg instanceOf AutonomicQoSUpdateMessage) { 
AutonomicQoSUpdateMessage qosMappingUpdate ( msg ); 
If( ! verifyCredentials(qosMappingUpdate)) 

SendCredentials Violation( qosMappingU pd ate) ; 

lf(qosMappingUpdate.classifcationUpdate) 
ACL ToClass[qosMappingUpdate.ACL] = qosMappingUpdate.qosClass; 

lf(qosMappingUpdate.ratioUpdate) 
percentageOfAllocationPerClass = qosMappingUpdate.percentageOfAllocationPerClass; 

recalculateAndApply(); 

lf(msg instanceOf NetworkFlowEvent) { 
NetworkFlowEvent newNetEvent(msg); 
Message Reply= AutonomicQoSReplyMessage Message(getAddress(),qosRequest.source); 
Reply. set Seq No( qosRequest. getSeqNo() ); 
lf(newNetEvent.type=DESYNC) 

Remove(newNetEvent.getVN()) 
Else { 

If( 
un Cap VPN ( newNetEvent.getVN () , ACL T oClass. getEntryFor(newNetEvent. getACL() ). qosClassification) 

Reply .set Success(); 
else 
Reply.setFailed(FailedReasons(qosRequest.getSeqNo());) ); 

Sign_ Send(Reply); 

*This code was simplified for improved readability. 
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7.4 System Services 

The System Services implementation layer, depicted in figure 7-1, is responsible 

for providing a uniform layer of Forwarding Plane AFM Path Management and 

Monitoring functionality to the User Services, through a messaging based APL 

This layer consists of two major System Services and a number of supporting 

Services. The first major service, called the AFM Path System Service, provides the 

AFM Paths management APL The second major service, called the Monitoring System 

Service, provides Forwarding Plane query and monitoring APL These major services 

orchestrate the fulfilment of the API requests among underlying support services which, 

in turn, utilise the Forward Plane API System Services that orchestrates the hardware 

specific enactment operations. 

The C-QoS Interface is also implemented in this System Services layer. This 

service provides C-QoS Resource Managers with the API to control and monitor 

resources at each CE at the OS level (as detailed in sections 6.3.6). 

System Dispatcher 

I 
AFMPath 

.------~stem Service 

... --- . -.·1 

' 1 

- -- - - - - - - _J 

Management Capability Finder Monitor State 

Filters Handler Manipulation Handler Management 

Forwarding Sequence Handler Event Polling Thread Pool 

Forwarding Plane API 

Figure 7-1: System Services Layer Architecture 
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The implementation includes two Forward Plane API System Services: 

I) Alteon API System Service - provides AFM access to the Alteon's Layer 2-7 

filtering and redirection operations, SSL acceleration, advanced bandwidth management, 

and Layer 4-7 routing. This service also enables querying of the standard MIB and the 

extensive proprietary MIB to gather monitoring and status information. 

2) Passport API System Service - provides AFM access to the Passport Layer 2-4 

filtering and redirection operations, QoS marking and policing, and Layer 2-4 routing 

table querying and modification. As with the above service, it also enables querying of 

the standard MIB and the extensive proprietary MIB. 

These services are currently implemented to interface with the NI hardware 

through a synchronised SNMP channel which traverses the FARM to enforce 

partitioning. The Alteon Operating System provides a high speed API that can be used to 

increase the speed of the implementation of these services. 

The handling of System Service requests is initiated by the System Dispatcher. 

This dispatcher performs the calls into the System Services identified by the request's 

destination address. This call is performed on the 'Servicing' thread of the dispatcher and, 

therefore, the time consumed by each partition is managed by the C-QoS mechanisms 

implemented in the dispatcher, as described in section 6.3.5 . 

As the System Services are shared among partitions, the state maintained by each 

service has to be considered for security and resource management reasons. The design of 

this System Services layer mitigates these concerns by employing stateless services and, 

where state must be maintained, a restricted partition namespace is used. This namespace 

is restricted to a fixed size, is only accessible using its partitions credentials, and is 

flushed at each Serviter start-up or on partition removal. This namespace solution was 

necessary to enable the operations of the AFM Path and Monitoring State Management 

Services. These operations are described later in this section. 

The AFM Path System Service orchestrates the handling of requests for the 

creation or removal of AFM Paths. The following procedure explains the steps taken for 

the creation of a new AFM Path. 
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The first step undertaken by the AFM Path System Service to handle an AFM 

Path creation request is to query the AFM Path State Management System Service. This 

query determines if an identical path exists in the forwarding. The request is dropped if it 

is a duplicate. 

Secondly, it queries the Capability Finder System Service to determine the 

availability of each of the components (i.e. filter, manipulation, and redirection 

operations) of the AFM Path. For each component, the Capability Finder System Service 

locates and returns the handles of each Forwarding Plane API System Service (such as 

the Alteon API or Passport API described above) that is capable of enacting the operation 

on its Network Interfaces. 

Thirdly, the Forwarding Plane API System Service handles (or FP-API handles) 

for each of the filter operations are sent to the Filters Handler. The Filter Handler 

determines the Network Interfaces associated with each FP-API handle and routes flows 

which satisfy the criteria of the new filter. It then registers each filter with the AFM Path 

State Management service in 'Pending' state along with the FP-API handle. It then calls 

each of the FP-API handles to enact the filters at the relevant Network Interfaces. Once 

the creation of a filter is successful, the 'Pending' state entry is updated to 'Running' 

state. 

The above steps are repeated in parallel by the Manipulation Handler System 

Service for the each of the manipulation operations with one exception. As the traffic will 

be redirected to the manipulation operations by the Forwarding Sequence Handler System 

Service, the routing table based restriction of filter operations is not necessary. 

Upon the enactment of all filtering and manipulation components of the new 

AFM Path, the associated FP-API handles are forwarded to the Forwarding Sequence 

Handler System Service. This service uses each of the FP-API handles to configure 

redirection operations, taking the traffic flows that satisfy the filtering criteria as input for 

the first manipulation operation, and then taking output of the first manipulation 

operation as input for the second, and so forth. Once the final manipulation operation is 

reached, the traffic is forwarded onto the network or to a Serviter component as per the 
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specification of the AFM Path. Each redirection operation is registered with the AFM 

Path State Management service. 

At this stage, the AFM Path is deemed ready and is registered in a 'Ready' state 

with the AFM Path State Management service. 

Maintaining the state of these operations in the AFM Path State Management 

service enables AFM Path removal. For each removal request, the relevant filter, 

manipulation, and redirection operations are removed through calls to the FP-API handle 

associated with each one. The procedure is performed in sequence starting with the 

removal of the filter operations, followed by the removal of manipulation and redirection 

operations. 

The Monitoring System Service orchestrates Forwarding Plane query and 

monitoring operations. To handle a query request, this service firstly determines whether 

any monitor already in place is able to satisfy the query. This is determined through the 

Monitor State Management service which maintains the details of all currently active 

monitors. If such a monitor is found, it is invoked to gather and return the latest 

information to the requesting partition. If, however, no such monitor is found, the 

Monitoring System Service performs the same Capability Finder service look-up steps as 

described above to determine the FP-API handles that hold the level of detail requested 

by the query. These handles are then invoked to access the underlying hardware MIB and 

extract the relevant information which is then passed to the requesting partition. 

To handle a monitoring request, the Monitoring System Service performs the 

same procedure as those for handling a query request with the addition of registering the 

FP-API handles, the query parameter, and the requesting partition's address with the 

Monitor State Management service. This information is periodically gathered by the 

Event Polling Thread Pool System Service, which in turn invokes the handles for each 

monitor and, upon changes to the results, sends status update messages to interested 

partitions. 
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Chapter 8 

Evaluation and Optimisation 

8. 1 Overview 

The Serviter and Services implementation, presented in chapters 6 and 7 

respectively, support features critical to facilitating a Service-Oriented Network without 

restricting the performance of the forwarding plane. These features signify the ability to 

provision on-demand Service-Oriented Virtual Networks (SOVNs). A SOVN 

demonstrates Serviter capabilities of on-demand service deployment into resource 

managed and isolated 'virtual router' partitions on shared infrastructure. The purpose of 

this chapter is to present an end-to-end evaluation of Serviter through analysis of: 

1. On-demand SOVN provisioning. 

2. On-demand service deployment. 

3. C-QoS enforcement of partition and service differentiation. 

4. Impact on forwarding plane performance. 

This chapter is organised as follows. 

Firstly, it evaluates partition creation through an in-depth analysis of SOVN 

Provisioning Services, which capture control flows and create new SOVNs on-demand. 

These services are used to analyse the performance and scalability of partitioning in the 

control and forwarding planes, as well as to analyse the usage of AFM Paths for 

bandwidth partitioning. This evaluation also ascertains the capabilities of network 

providers to implement and deploy customised and intelligent network wide services, 

such as the SOVN Provisioning Services. 

Secondly, this chapter evaluates User Service deployment within an SOVN and 

the ability of these services to perform monitoring and AFM Paths operations. It provides 
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an analysis of bandwidth monitoring and throttling operations performed by User 

Services based on captured control traffic. 

Thirdly, this chapter evaluates the enforcement of fair and differentiated resource 

control among partitions and services through the C-QoS model. 

Finally, this chapter provides an assessment of impact on the forwarding plane as 

a result of Serviter being adopted on a high speed commercial grade router. 

8.2 Evaluation of SOVN Provisioning 

This section evaluates the SOVN Provisioning Services presented in section 7.2. 

These services enable a network provider to automatically create Serviter partitions 

(SOVNs) for third party service providers. These partitions span the control and 

forwarding planes, as well as network bandwidth. Testing these services provides an 

evaluation of Serviter's on-demand partitioning mechanism and the capabilities of User 

and System Services that orchestrate and perform the various tasks involved in the 

provisioning of an SOVN. 

Firstly, this section evaluates the speed at which SOVNs are provisioned and the 

scalability characteristics in terms of the numbers of SOVNs and the numbers of the 

associate virtual networks with each SOVN partition. Secondly, it evaluates the 

bandwidth allocation mechanism in terms of differentiation between classes and fairness 

within a class among SOVN traffic flows. 

The results presented show efficient and scalable SOVN Provisioning, and that 

bandwidth resources are allocated among SOVNs of different classes according to the 

network QoS ratio and fairly among SOVN s of the same class. C-QoS enforcement for 

control plane resource part.itioning is analysed in section 8.4. 
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8.2.1 SOVN Provisioning Performance 

To evaluate the performance of SOVN Provisioning, the time taken for enacting 

SOVNs upon receiving creation requests is measured and analysed. This time 

measurement encompasses the complete SOVN provisioning process spanning across a 

number of Serviter operations spanning the control and forwarding planes. 

The SOVN Provisioning Services, deployed into an administrator partition, 

configure an AFM Path that is traversed by control flows that span the administrator 

network domain. This path captures and redirects SOVN Creation Requests from the 

forwarding plane to the SOVN Provisioning Services. These· requests traverse the 

dispatcher hierarchy until the appropriate SOVN Provisioning User Service is reached 

where the request is then validated and fulfilled. To fulfil each creation request, the 

SOVN Provisioning Services perform the creation and configuration of the control plane 

partition which includes spawning a new UserVM, performing C-QoS classifications, and 

creating partitions along the dispatcher hierarchy. This is followed by updating the 

F ARMs to enable the new control plane partition to perfom1 AFM operations onto an 

associated set of flows. Finally, an AFM Path is constructed to provision all the SOVN 

associate flows with guaranteed bandwidth allocation determined based on the 

classification information provided in the request. 

The performance and scalability characteristics of SOVN Provisioning are 

evaluated through testing scenarios under which the following was analysed: 

1. SOVN creation time with varying Creation Request parameters 

2. SOVN creation time with increasing numbers of Creation Request and/or 

associated flows (referred to as Virtual Networks or VNs). 

The first test conducted aimed at evaluating the SOVN creation fulfilment times 

of varying Creation Request parameters. This was performed through a test script that 

sends a single Creation Request and then measures the time taken for the request to be 

fulfilled, i.e. the time between sending a request and receiving a confirmation. 
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This script ran through a large range ofrequest parameter permutations, however, 

this excluded changes to the number of VNs which was restricted to 1. After each of the 

iterations, it also removes the created partition so as not to impact the result of the next 

test iteration. These restrictions were made as Partition and VN scalability tests were 

conducted separately. 

The results of the first test demonstrate a sustained fulfilment time well under 400 

milliseconds. This interval was analysed and broken down into the time taken to perform 

major tasks. The results from an average of 100 creation requests are shown in table 8-1. 

Partition Creation Sub-tasks Time (milliseconds) 

Capture AFM Path and Dispatcher traversal 95 

VN Bandwidth Allocation enforcement 41 

User VM creation 146 

User VM CKRM C-QoS update < 1 

FARM Update 16 

Other Operations 36-

Total - 335 

Table 8-1: User Partition Creation Time 

The results of the SOVN Creation Request fulfilment times, shown in table 8-1, 

illustrate that the placement of the AFM Path enforcing VN bandwidth partitioning into 

the forwarding plane was achieved in under 50 milliseconds. This is significant as it 

shows that User Services can perform AFM operations 'on the fly'. Meanwhile, the 

results show that Creation Request transmissions, AFM capture, and redirection was 

achieved in under I 00 milliseconds. This was due to the time taken in network hops and 

the traversal of the dispatcher hierarchy which performs message throttling to enforce its 

C-QoS obligations. 
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From the above table, it is evident that the bulk of the SOVN fulfilment time was 

consumed in the control plane for the creation of a new UserVM process. To optimise 

this, a solution is proposed to combine pre-initialisation and parallelism. The CE 

Management Process can maintain a list of pre-created UserVMs. On receipt of a 

deployment request, rather than starting a new UserVM, it would select and configure a 

UserVM from the list of pre-created UserVMs. At the same time, the VN Bandwidth 

Allocation AFM Path can be created in parallel to all other operations. In theory, this 

should drastically improve the performance to under 200 milliseconds. 

The second test conducted evaluated the affects of increasing the number of 

Virtual Networks in SOVN Creation Request on the associated fulfilment time. This test, 

however, did not evaluate the affects of the pre-existing number of partitions in a node on 

partition creation time. This analysis was performed separately in the third test. 

The test script, used in the first test, was modified to measure the impact of 

increasing the number of Virtual Networks. The test script used repeatedly sends a 

Creation Request with an incrementing number of VN s, measures the fulfilment time, 

and then removes the partition. 
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Figure 8-1: Partition Creation Time vs. number of Virtual Networks 
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The results of this test are presented in figure 8-1. Based on the results, it is 

evident that as the number of Virtual Networks associated with an SOVN increased there 

was a proportional increase in the partition creation time. The results show a linear 

creation time for a single SOVN Request in respect to an increase in the number of 

Virtual Networks. That is, the creation time of a partition is performed in O(N) where N 

is the number of associate Virtual networks, and thereby this satisfies the scalability 

requirements. 

This linear increase in creation time is attributed to a fixed increase in the creation 

of VN bandwidth partitioning AFM Paths. More specifically, this additional (constant) 

time is attributed to the creation of a filter for each new VN in the forwarding plane 

implementation. Due to an unfortunate limitation in the Alteon System Services, 

configuring AFM operations on the Alteon system must be performed in sequence and 

thus the linear time increase in the above operations. It is foreseen that an open API 

platform, such as the Nortel MPE [6] or CISCO SCE [8], would overcome these 

limitations and process such requests in a parallel fashion to provide a constant SOVN 

creation time. 

The third test evaluated the effects of the number of SOVNs being hosted in a 

node on the creation time of a new SOVN. This test provides an analysis of the affects of 

the number of partitions on the creation time of new control and forwarding plane 

partitions, as well as an analysis of the affects of the number of pre-existing AFM Paths 

on the creation time of a new path. 

The same script, used and described above, was modified to test the fulfilment 

times by sending Creation Requests with a fixed number of VN s (2) without removing 

previously created SOVNs. 

As the OS identifier is required by the C-QoS classification mechanism, new 

UserVM processes are initially started with a Best Effort C-QoS classification until they 

are appropriately classified by the C-QoS Interface. Therefore, the time to spawn a new 

UserVM fluctuated with respect to Best Effort resource availability at the time. To 

minimise fluctuations in the results, the time component for creation of a UserVM 
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process is omitted in the measurement taken by the test script. These fluctuations can be 

eliminated with the optimisation, proposed above, where UserVMs are pre-created and 

therefore can be instantaneously classified into the appropriate C-QoS class. 
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Figure 8-2: Partition Creation Time vs. Number of Partitions 

The results of this test, presented in figure 8-2, show a constant average time 

around the 250 millisecond point. Therefore, the time of SOVN creation is not affected 

by the number of pre-existing SOVNs. That is, the number of pre-existing AFM Paths 

does not affect the creation time of a new AFM Path, and the number of control and 

forwarding plane partitions does not affect the creation time of a new partition. A 

consistent level of fluctuation in actual creation time on a per partition basis can be seen 

in the results. These fluctuations are within 20% of the average time and have negligible 

effects on SOVN handling characteristics. This is attributed to the nature of non-realtime 

operating system's resource allocation and the characteristics of the non deterministic 

garbage collection mechanisms employed in the Java Virtual Machine hosting the CE 

Management Process components. 
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In summary, these tests illustrate that the Serviter implementation is able to 

perform on-demand partition creation under various parameters within reasonable delay 

and these delays can be optimised greatly in the future. These results also demonstrate 

favourable scalability characteristics as the performance of SOVN Provisioning does not 

deteriorate with increasing the number of pre-existing SOVN s or the number of virtual 

networks in requests. The scalability of the control plane in terms of the number of 

partitions and services that can be feasibility hosted is addressed in section 8.3. 

8.2.2 SOVN and Autonomic QoS Services Bandwidth Differentiation 

AFM Paths are created by the SOVN Provisioning Services to partition 

bandwidth among all SOVNs. This section is aimed at ascertaining the AFM Path 

creation capability of User and System Services within an SOVN and across the node. 

Firstly, it evaluates bandwidth control AFM Paths across the node. Section 8.2.1 showed 

that it takes approximately 50 milliseconds to setup bandwidth allocation AFM Paths 

among partitions, and this section evaluates their actualisation in the forwarding plane. 

Secondly, it evaluates the ability of an SOVN to create AFM Paths within its partition. 

This evaluation is performed through the analysis of the actualisation of an Autonomic 

QoS Service deployed within a partition. This service captures a subset of control flows 

from the SOVN' s virtual networks and performs intelligent bandwidth control operations 

to provide QoS differentiation and fairness to flows within the SOVN. 

The evaluations in this section were performed on the test-bed depicted in figure 

8-3. The tests were conducted by starting TCP traffic generation at S I - 3 with all flows 

destined to DI across I 00 Mbps Ethernet links. The bottleneck in all the test scenarios 

was at the Destination Network which links the Serviter to DI. To perform an analysis of 

AFM Path actualisation, the utilisation of the Destination Network is measured for each 

SOVN and flow within an SOVN. 

All test scenarios adhere to the following order of events: 

I. Start monitoring and TCP sinks at destination DI. 
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2. Start traffic generators from S 1-3 to D 1. 

3. Start Serviter where the SOVN Provisioning Services, loaded on start-up, 

cap all flows to < 512Kbps. 

4. Send a sequence of SOVN Creation Requests and Service Deployment 

requests based on each test scenario. 

The first test scenario evaluated AFM Paths applied to all SOVNs across the 

node. This was perf onned through the analysis of the bandwidth allocation AFM Paths 

created by the SOVN Provisioning Services to partition bandwidth among all SOVNs. 
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Figure 8-3: Bandwidth Utilisation Test-bed 

Under this test, two SOVN Creation Requests with an equal Gold classification of 

bandwidth partition allocation were sent to the Serviter control channel. For one of the 

SOVNs, called SOVN-1, the virtual networks were specified as all flows originating from 
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Sl and destined to a specific port range at Dl. The other SOVN, called SOVN-2, 

encompasses two traffic sources, and therefore, its virtual networks were specified as all 

flows originating from Source Network 2 and destined to a specific port range, at D 1, 

which does not overlap with the ports of the first SOVN. The two traffic sources used in 

the second SOVN analyse the effectiveness of the AFM Path where an SOVN is able to 

generate traffic load using twice the number of TCP connections of its competitors. 

The results of this test are shown in figure 8-4. This graph depicts the total 

bandwidth utilisation of the flows of each SOVN. At the initial stage of the test, both 

SOVNs were competing for the bandwidth resources of the destination network link 

without any management being applied. During this stage, SOVN-2 received a higher 

bandwidth allocation due to its larger number of TCP connections. At the 200 

millisecond mark Serviter is started. At this point, the effect of the SOVN Provisioning 

Services creating the capping AFM Path was evident. The results show that both SOVNs 

did not exceed their fair share of the capped limit. 
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At the 770 millisecond mark the creation request for SOVN-2 was sent across the 

control channel. This request was captured by the SOVN Provisioning Services and the 

partition was created. The results show the impact of the AFM Path being created to 

allocate the majority of the bandwidth to SOVN-2. At this point the results also indicate 

that the allocation to SOVN-1 flows has doubled as it was no longer competing for the 

share of the cap limit with SOVN-2. 

At 1720 millisecond, the creation request for SOVN-1 was sent across the control 

channel. The results at this point show the impact of the AFM Path being created to 

allocate the Gold bandwidth share fairly among the two SOVNs. 

There are two anomalies in the results shown in the in figure 8-2 that are worth 

noting. Firstly, at the 1720 millisecond mark the impact of creating SOVN-1 was evident 

on SOVN-2 flows about 200 milliseconds prior to being evident on SOVN-1 flows. 

Secondly, throughout the results, spikes of increased utilisation can be seen. These 

anomalies are attributed to a limitation in the forwarding plane used in the 

implementation. The Alteon bandwidth management mechanisms employ optimisations, 

whereby, new filters are only applied on new flows or at long intervals to existing flows. 

Therefore, to eliminate the reliance on the intervals at which filters are applied on 

existing flows in the tests conducted, the flows of each source are restarted at regular and 

interleaving intervals. When a flow in an SOVN is terminated, total utilisation of the 

SOVN temporarily falls below its allocation until other flows within the SOVN gradually 

increase there utilisation. During this brief period, the SOVN with the higher number of 

flows and/or higher bandwidth allocated the flows is able to temporarily increase its 

utilisation more aggressively, and thus small spikes occur. This is shown in 8-4 as 

SOVN-2 spikes are slightly larger due to the larger number of flows. The gap until the 

SOVN-1 allocation has increased, which occurred at the 1720 milliseconds mark, is 

explained by the wait interval until one of its flows is restarted when the new AFM Path 

would take affect. 

Despite these anomalies, these results show evidence of AFM Paths actualisation 

m all SOVNs across the node. This test demonstrates the ability of the SOVN 

Provisioning Services to use System Services to create AFM Paths across the Alteon 
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hardware from the control plane. As such, this test ascertains the ability of services to 

create AFM Paths for bandwidth partitioning according to user defined logic and 

according to user input from captured control flows. 

The second test scenario evaluated AFM Paths applied within an SOVN. This was 

performed through analysis of the actualisation of the Autonomic QoS User Service, 

described is section 7.3, deployed within an SOVN. This service configures an AFM Path 

to capture control flows across the SOVN' s virtual networks. Based on this input, it 

creates the necessary bandwidth control AFM Paths to provide QoS differentiation and 

fairness to flows within the SOVN. This test was also used to compare the utilisation of 

competing Gold and Silver SOVNs and demonstrate differentiation among classes of 

SOVNs. Thereby, the actualisation of both inters- and intra- SOVN bandwidth control 

AFM Paths were analysed in this test. 

Under this test, two SOVN Creation Requests were sent to the Serviter control 

channel - one request for Gold classification of bandwidth partition allocation and the 

other is for Silver classification. With the Silver SOVN, called SOVN-1, the virtual 

networks were specified as all flows originating from SI and destined to a specific port 

range at DI. While, the Gold SOVN, called SOVN-2, encompassed two traffic sources 

and therefore its virtual networks were specified as all flows originating from Source 

Network 2 and destined to a specific port range at Dl which does not overlap with the 

ports of the other SOVN. The traffic from the two SOVN-2 sources were classified and 

managed as two separate flows within the SOVN by the Autonomic QoS User Services. 

To test the Autonomic QoS User Service with varying numbers of connections of each 

flow, S2 used a higher number of TCP connections than S3. 

The results of this test are shown in figure 8-5 as the total bandwidth utilisation 

for SOVN-1 and for each of the two flows of SOVN-2. At the initial stage, all traffic 

flows compete for bandwidth utilisation without any bandwidth management being 

applied. The flows of SOVN-1 receive a higher bandwidth allocation which can be 

attributed to the topology of the test-bed where there was an added switch hop and a 

shared link for SOVN-2 flows. At the 310 millisecond mark Serviter was started. At this 

point, the result of the SOVN Provisioning Services creating an AFM Path to cap all 
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traffic flow was evident. Again, as with the previous test, the results show that all flows 

do not exceed their fair share of the capped limit. 
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Figure 8-5: Silver vs. Gold - within Gold SOVN (Silver vs. Silver) 

At 1210 milliseconds, the creation request for SOVN-1 was sent across the 

control channel. This request was captured by the SOVN Provisioning Services and the 

partition was created. The results show the effects of the AFM Path being created to 

allocate a share of the bandwidth to SOVN-1. Note that this allocation to the Silver 

SOVN is substantially less than that allocated to the Gold SOVNs in the previous test. 

At 1700 milliseconds, the creation request for SOVN-2 was sent across the 

control channel. The results show the effects of the AFM Path being created to allocate a 

gold share of the bandwidth to SOVN-2 whilst its two flows compete for this share. 

Fairness was not kept due to the, intended, variation in the number of connections used 

by the two flows. 
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At the 2710 millisecond mark, the deployment request for the Autonomic QoS 

User Service was sent onto the control channel of SOVN-2. At this point the results show 

the effects of the AFM Path being created by this service capping all traffic of its SOVN. 

At the 3410 millisecond mark the Autonomic QoS User Service was instructed to 

classify one flow as gold. At which point the results show the effects of the AFM Path 

being created by the service to uncap the flow and allocate it a gold partition of the 

overall SOVN bandwidth partition. At 3910 milliseconds, the service was instructed to 

classify the other flow also as gold. At this point an equal share of the bandwidth 

allocation of the SOVN is allocated fairly between two flows while sufficient bandwidth 

was reserved for additional flows. 

These results show evidence for AFM Paths actualisation in all SOVNs across the 

node and within an SOVN. This test demonstrates the ability of User Services to use 

System Services to create AFM Paths across the Alteon hardware from the control plane. 

As such, this test ascertains the ability of User Services to create AFM Paths for 

bandwidth partitioning within an SOVN according to user defined logic and according to 

user input from captured control flows. It also demonstrates the ability of SOVN 

Partitioning Services to differentiate bandwidth allocation among SOVNs of different 

classes. 

8.3 Control Plane and Service Deployment 

This section aims to evaluate the speed at which a User Service can be deployed 

and determine the scalability characteristics of control plane service and partition hosting. 

The evaluation of the speed of User Service deployment, coupled with the previous 

evaluations of partition and AFM Path creation times, provides an estimate of new 

network service deployment. This is only an estimate as the operations within a UserVM 

are governed by C-QoS dynamic allocation ratios and current resource loads. On the 

other hand, the scalability evaluation of the control plane is used to indicate the number 

of User Services and partitions a Serviter node can accommodate. Through control plane 

scalability evaluation, coupled with previous evaluations of AFM Path creation 
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scalability, determines the number of User Services and SOVNs that can be feasibly 

hosted on the node. 

To evaluate the speed of User Service deployment, an analysis was performed on 

the interval from sending a deployment request to the first execution of the service. The 

effects of resource availability and allocation factors are investigated in respect to 

partition isolation only. The fulfilment of requests within a partition is subject to the C-

QoS model and this is evaluated in the next section. 

The interval from sending a User Service deployment request to the first 

execution of the service is determined by the fulfilment of a number of operations. The 

first operation is the capture and propagation of the request to the appropriate CE 

Management Process where the necessary operations are performed. These operations 

may involve file and class loading if the service code has not been previously cached. 

This is followed by the checking and fulfilment of System and User Services 

dependencies. 

As the CE Management Process is classified under the realtime C-QoS class, 

these operations are not affected by ratio based allocation. However, all requests are 

subject to throttling by the CE Dispatcher to ensure that the CE Management Process 

does not over utilise bus resources and that the deployment requests of competing 

partitions are treated as per the C-QoS model. Therefore, the speed at which the request is 

serviced within the CE Management Process is affected by the number of requests sent 

for each partition. 

After the completion of the CE Management Process operations, the deployment 

request is then propagated to the appropriate User VM where two further operations are 

carried out to complete the deployment process. Firstly, the UserVM attempts to locate an 

appropriate Runtime Environment, or spawns a new one if none were found. Secondly, 

the service is executed by loading the classes placed within the request by the CE 

Management Process, classifying the service in the requested C-QoS class, and binding 

these classes with the selected Runtime Environment to begin their execution. 

The first test conducted analyses the interval between sending a User Service 

Deployment Request and the first execution of the service. The User Service deployed in 
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this test has a number of User and System service dependencies that have been pre-

deployed. This test was conducted under moderate load. That is, the class of the partition 

where the service is to be deployed was at roughly 75% utilisation of its CPU allocation. 

The averaged results of the I 00-deployment requests are provided in table 8-2. 

These indicate that under moderate load, and in the worst case scenario where service 

files and class loading operation are required, a service can be deployed within 300 

milliseconds. This time is greatly reduced when an appropriate RE does not need to be 

created or once the class files have been cached. 

Sub-tasks Time (milliseconds) 

RE creation & Initialisation 40 

Service Request Propagation 98 

File Operations 100 First time, < l otherwise 

Class Loading 10 First time, < l otherwise 

Dependency Checks 15 

Service-RE binding 10 

-· Other Operations 12 

Total - 285 

Table 8-2: Service Deployment Time 

A second test was conducted to analyse the effects of concurrent deployment 

requests sent among competing partitions of the same C-QoS class. The results of this 

test produced no significant variation from the above results, thereby, demonstrating 

partition isolation spanning CE Management Operations. 

The above tests were repeated under a heavy load to investigate the impact of 

resource availability of service deployment times. That is, the class of the partitions 

where the services are to be deployed was at roughly 90% utilisation of its total CPU 

allocation. The results of this test show that the fulfilment time of operations isolated to 

within the CE Management Process were consistent with the previous test results. 

However, there were considerable added delays to all communication and fulfilment 
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operations within the UserVM as well as to any dependency checking operation in the CE 

Management process. This is because the operation involves interaction with the UserVM 

which is affected by resource availability. This is investigated further in the C-QoS 

section below to ensure these delays are in line with the C-QoS differentiation and 

fairness model. 

Performance studies in literature on Active and Programmable networking have 

focussed only on measuring impact on the forwarding plane. This makes it difficult to 

compare the above results with other architectures. However, it can be deduced that the 

Serviter control plane results demonstrate the ability to deploy partitions and services in a 

"fast enough" manner. !.hat is, the deployment of new partition and service (including 

AFM Path operations) for a new user can occur in well below 1 second under moderate 

workloads and in worst-case scenarios. This is sufficient to satisfy the characteristics of 

on-demand services in on-demand partitions aimed for in the Serviter design. 

The scalability of the control plane indicates the number of User Services and 

Partitions the Serviter architecture can accommodate. This scalability coupled with any 

AFM Path restrictions determine the number of services and SOVNs that can be hosted 

on the node. 

The number of CEs in the control plane is not limited by the Serviter architecture. 

That is, once a congestion state is noticed, new CEs can be introduced to the control 

plane. Hence, the scalability of the control plane is bound by the physical availability of 

CEs. The important scalability factors to be considered are, therefore, the overhead 

introduced by Serviter components in the CE and the efficiency of CE resources 

utilisation. 

The first test evaluated the number of User Services that can be accommodated in 

the CE. Under this test, a number of UserVMs had the same C-QoS class, and hosted 3 

REs and each RE hosted 6 Test Directory User Services. A Test Directory service 

periodically performs a set of operation to discover all other services and send a directory 

look-up request to another random service. Under these conditions, each UserVM 

consumed 8MB of memory and 4% of CPU time was consumed by its 18 Test Directory 

services. A CE, with a single core 800 MHz CPU, could support 20 UserVM before 
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reaching 100% CPU consumption. These results indicate that an overhead of 20% was 

introduced by Serviter management components. 

To determine the memory overhead of CE management components the following 

simple tests were conducted. Firstly, the limit on the number REs of was tested by 

creating REs until the memory limit was reached. The C-QoS mechanism limited a Gold 

UserVM to 60 MB of memory. Without any REs a UserVM consumed 6MB, and the C-

QoS limit was reached after the deployment of 300 REs, indicating an approximate 

overhead of0.16 MB per RE. Testing the limit on the number of Services was performed 

in the same way. The CPU limit was reached at approx. 360 Test Directory services and 

the memory limit was not reached. 

To determine the processing overhead of CE management components a simple 

test was conducted. This test measured the completion time of 100 CPU centric services 

within a UserVM and on the same CE without any Serviter component. These services 

performed a fixed set of mathematical operations consuming a fixed amount of 

computational and memory resources. 100 of these services were firstly executed within a 

UserVM, measuring the average completion time. This was then repeated on the same 

machine however these services were executed in a vanilla java virtual machine without 

any Serviter components. 

The results of this test, presented in table 8-3, support the previous indication of 

20% overhead. More importantly, this test were repeated with a varying number of 

services and the results indicate that the overhead was constant regardless of the number 

of services or REs. This is due to the scalable scheduling algorithms employed in Serviter 

components. 

Time (msec) 

Serviter 1 00 Services Avg 48005.8 

External Service 40021.3 

-· 
% increase cause by Overhead 19.95 

Table 8-3: Computation Management Overhead Estimation 
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8.4 C-QoS Enforcement 

This section is aimed at evaluating the enforcement of the C-QoS model. This 

evaluation is conducted as an analysis of the three C-QoS core features of: 

1. Same class fairness 

2. Differentiation between competing classes 

3. Minimum allocation level guarantees under congestion 

The speed and scalability of new service provisioning in terms of the deployment 

of new services and AFM Paths have been evaluated in previous sections without 

considering the impact of resource allocation. Evaluating the above three features of C-

QoS in terms of resource allocation to partitions and to User Services within a partition 

provides a level of performance and capacity guarantee to service provisioning within 

Serviter. 

A separate test was conducted to evaluate each of the above C-QoS features. 

These tests were conducted using a number of instances of a User Service called 

Resource Grab. The Resource Grab User Service calculates and logs the time taken to 

complete a set of mathematical tasks and internal communication operations that attempt 

to reach every branch in the dispatcher hierarchy. As such, this service attempts to utilise 

every kind of resource in a uniform manner. This controlled consumption isolates 

variations in the completion times of tasks to the resource allocation and scheduling 

mechanisms employed. As resources are managed independently within each CE, all the 

Resource Grab services and their corresponding UserVMs of a given test were deployed 

within the same CE. To achieve a controlled environment, only REs and Services 

involved in the test were deployed. Testing of traffic processing in the control-plane 

(such as Active Network Capsule processing) was not conducted. This is because in the 

Serviter application scenarios, traffic processing is conducted in the forwarding plane 

where resource allocation is governed by the network QoS mechanisms analysed in 

section 8.2.2. 
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The first testing scenario aimed at evaluating same class fairness. This test was 

performed by sending a number of Resource Grab service deployment requests, in 

parallel, to a number of partitions (i.e. UserVMs) and measuring the time from the first 

send operation to the completion of all services. The UserVMs were all classified into the 

same C-QoS class, and all services within UserVMs were also classified into the same C-

QoS class. 

The time interval measured in this test includes a series of operations that provide 

an end-to-end analysis of the fairness ofresource allocation within the same class. Firstly, 

the deployment requests of each partition compete for bandwidth resources while 

simultaneously traversing the network to the Serviter. Secondly, these requests then 

compete for dispatcher resources whilst traversing Serviter components. At the CE 

Management Process, the operations for the fulfilment of the deployment requests 

compete for resources. Once the deployment operations are complete, the requests are 

propagated to the various UserVMs which compete for resources to complete the 

execution of their services. Meanwhile, within each UserVM, multiple services compete 

for resources to complete their associated tasks. Therefore, this test provides an analysis 

of intra- and inter- partition class fairness spanning all aspects of a partition especially the 

critical path of new service deployment. 

First run: Average of 100 runs: 

Avg (msec) 23731.63 24291.640625 

Min (msec) 21621.0 21471.0 

Max (msec) 24696.0 24515.0 

Deviation% 4.38 3.92 

Table 8-4: Same-Class Services - Completion Times 

Under this test scenario, 8 Resource Grab service deployment requests were sent 

to 4 UserVMs in an equally distributed manner. The completion times of these services 
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are shown in Table 8-4. These results show a deviation of 4% among the completion 

times of these services. 

To investigate the cause of this deviation, this test was repeated with 16 services 

while recording the completion time of each one, based on the order the requests were 

sent. The completion times, plotted in figure 8-6, illustrate that the gradual time increase 

stabilised at service #4. This is due to the brief period where the first deployed service in 

each UserVM executes without competing with other services within the same partition, 

until other requests are propagated by the CE Management Process. This brief gap causes 

the execution times of these services to be substantially lower than services deployed at a 

later point. This, however, does not imply that fairness was not achieved, as once all 

services are deployed, the completion times reach a stable and equal point without any 

substantial variation. Therefore, these results demonstrate that fairness is achieved among 

all partition and services competing at a given point in time. 
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Figure 8-6: Same Class Services - Completion Times 

The second testing scenario aimed at evaluating differentiation between classes. 

This test was performed by sending a number of Resource Grab service deployment 

requests in parallel and measuring time intervals, starting from the first send operation to 

the completion of each service. An equal number of services are classified under Gold, 

Silver, and Bronze C-QoS classes, with an ideal ratio defined as 10:9:8 for each of the 
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classes respectively. This ratio was intentionally chosen to be narrow so as to investigate 

the accuracy of differentiation in the allocation scheme. 

Under this test scenario, 5 Resource Grab deployment requests for each of the 

classes were sent to a number of REs distributed among the classes within the same 

UserVM. This analysed differentiation in components of Serviter. Whereas the 

differentiation between UserVM classes is a function delegated to the Class base Kernel 

Resource Management (CKRM) component as described in section 6.3 .6. Extensive 

analysis of CKRM has been conducted in [72], and therefore, the tests conducted in this 

study focus on an examination of Serviter components. 
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Figure 8-7: Competing Classes Completion Times 

The results of the completion times of services for each class are presented in 

figure 8-7. These results show a clear class differentiation with an incremental trend in 

line with that discussed in the first test scenario. Due to the fact that bronze and silver 

services reach their allocation limits over a shorter period, than gold, they have lower 

level of completion time fluctuations. With the gradual increase in gold services, the time 

increases fall in line with the ratio of differentiation, as all classes hit their allocation 

limit. Therefore, this incremental increase does not affect the differentiation as levels of 

allocation are maintained at, or better than, the ideal ratio for each class. 
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The third testing scenario aimed at evaluating the differentiated reallocation of 

unutilised resources. This was performed by repeating the previous testing scenario 

without deploying Silver services. Therefore, the resource that would have been allocated 

to the Silver service should be reallocated among the Gold and Bronze services in line 

with the ideal ratio. That is, Gold services should be allocated a higher proportion of the 

Silver allocation than Bronze services. 

The results, presented in figure 8-8, show a reduction in the completion times of 

both Gold and Bronze Services in comparison with those of the previous test results 

(shown in figure 8-7). This demonstrates the reallocation of Silver resources among the 

two partitions. Once the stabilisation point is reached, the reduction in the completion 

time for Gold and Bronze services as a percentage of the previous completion time of 

Silver services is 47% and 38% respectively. These results demonstrate that the 

differentiated reallocation of unutilised Silver resources among Gold and Bronze in line 

with the configured ideal ratio (10:9:8). 
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The forth scenario aimed at evaluating the minimum allocation level guarantees 

provided to a lower class while under severe congestion conditions from higher classes. 

This test was conducted by deploying enough Gold class Resource Grab services that 

would typically drain a CE of all its resources, and then measuring the completion time of 

Bronze Resource Grab services. This congestion point was found to be at 15 Gold 

services. Therefore, under this test 15 Gold Resource Grab deployment requests were 

sent followed by 3 Bronze requests. 

The results, represented in Table 8-5, show the completion times and actual 

resource utilisation ratio of these services. These results indicate that the allocation ratio 

was been maintained and thereby, the minimum allocation level guarantees to the Bronze 

services had been maintained while under severe demand and congestion from the Gold 

class. 

Gold Services: Bronze Services: Actual Utilisation Ratio (G :B): 

Avg (msec) 48005.8 55496.67 0.86 

Min (msec) 46017.0 53908.0 0.85 

----
Max (msec) 50252.0 56562.0 0.88 

Table 8-5: Starvation Test Completion Times 

In summary, these tests demonstrate a good level of fairness within a C-QoS 

class, accurate differentiation between classes, and functioning mechanisms that enforce 

allocation level guarantees. 
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8.5 Forwarding Plane 

The aim of this section is to evaluate the impact of Serviter on the forwarding 

path. The Serviter implementation, presented in chapter 6, utilises a forwarding plane 

consisting of a Nortel Passport 8600 and an Alteon Web Switch Module. The Passport is 

used for layer 2-3 operations, while the Alteon is used for the deep packet operation at 

layer 7. This forwarding plane is capable of performing forwarding operations at wire 

speed, with extremely low latency, and is able to support multiple gigabit networks on a 

commercial scale. 

In Serviter, the forwarding plane is used to execute AFM Paths which are created 

based on verified requests from partitions. Thereby, there are two points of possible 

impact on the forwarding plane - the point at which the AFM Path is created, and during 

the execution of AFM Path operations in the forwarding path. At the creation stage of an 

AFM Path, all requests are pre-verified prior to reaching the components involved in the 

forwarding of traffic. Therefore, these components are only responsible for executing the 

AFM Paths on forwarded traffic as no verification is required. 

The operations used for executing the AFM Paths are operations supported by the 

leveraged forwarding plane components, and as such, are executed completely in the 

forwarding plane. According to manufacturer specifications, all supported operations are 

performed at the latency and throughput level of gigabit networks. 

To validate this point, a test was conducted to evaluate the impact of creating and 

executing AFM Paths on a set of traffic. This test was conducted by sending a flow of 

raw IP packets whilst measuring any impact on latency or bandwidth as varying types of 

AFM Paths were incrementally created onto this flow. These paths include operations of 

several layers of 2-7 filters engulfing the monitored flow, internal redirection among 

forwarding plane components, header remarking, and bandwidth load balancing and 

policing. SSL acceleration, however, was omitted from this test. SSL implementations, 

by design, introduce internal buffering to achieve bandwidth and processing resource 

optimisation and thus lead to a non-uniform impact on latency measures. 
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Under this test no impact was observed by the introduction of AFM Paths. 

However, there were a number of limitations in the software based traffic generators and 

measurement tools used for this test. Firstly, these tools were unable to produce traffic of 

a bandwidth sufficient enough to reach the maximum operating point of the switch. 

Secondly, the latency measurements were only achievable to microsecond accuracy and, 

therefore, these tools had been unable to detect sub-microsecond impact. 

The results of the latency test, presented in figure 8-9, show the round trip times 

of lKByte packets traversing the Serviter node as AFM Paths were incrementally added 

to the path of these packets. There was an initial increase of approximately 50 

microseconds after the introduction of the first AFM Path. This is attributed to the nature 

of the first AFM Path which included a bandwidth manager. This manager introduced a 

packet scheduler that attempted to police and smooth the rate of traffic an~ therefore, has 

added a constant amount of latency. After this point, the introduction of any number of 

AFM Paths, including QoS marking or additional bandwidth managers, had no 

measurable impact on latency. 
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Due to the lack of precision in software based testing equipment and its inability 

to produce extremely large amounts of traffic, such studies are often conducted by 

specialist independent third party organisations to validate manufacturer statements. 

These organisations use specialist hardware based testing equipment with the sufficient 

capacity and precision to evaluate the equipment of competing manufacturers. Such 

evaluation of the equipment used for the forwarding plane in the Serviter implementation 

can be found in [73, 74]. The analysis of the operations used for AFM Paths support the 

manufacturer's specification. The Alteon was found to be capable of handling approx. 

51,000 connections per second with a zero loss rate, with layer 7 operations enabled. On 

the other hand, layer 2-3 operations, including manipulation and filtering, were found to 

be supported in the Passport for at least 64 ports of gigabit traffic with no impact on 

throughput or latency beyond the desired effects of the scheduling mechanisms employed 

in specific tests. 

8.6 Summary, Assumptions and Constraints 

The evaluations presented in this chapter have been able to quantify a number of 

key contributions made by Serviter. During the evaluation process a number of 

assumption and changes to the architecture were made in order to work around various 

constraints. This section will reflect on these constraints and assess the impact to the 

findings. 

The first set of evaluation tests illustrated that the Serviter implementation was 

able to perform on-demand partition creation under various parameters within reasonable 

delay. The low creation time was shown to be sustainable under heavy load and scalable 

to a large number of partitions and virtual networks. It was assumed that the 

demonstrated ~ 300 ms delay satisfies the 'on-demand' requirement. Furthermore, by 

performing a breakdown analysis of this time it was shown that with some extra software 

engineering various parts of the process can be preformed prior to the partition creation 

and thus bringing down the creation time significantly. 
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The second set of evaluation tests show evidence for AFM Paths actualisation 

within an SOVN and across SOVNs in the node. This test demonstrated the ability of 

User Services to create AFM Paths for bandwidth partitioning within an SOVN according 

to user defined logic and according to user input from captured control flows. It also 

demonstrates the ability of SOVN Partitioning Services to differentiate bandwidth 

allocation among SOVNs of different classes. This test showed a number of traffic spikes 

and AFM enforcement delays that where beyond the control of Serviter. These were due 

to optimizations in the hardware. These do not change the conclusion of the evaluation 

but show the type of difficulties that are encountered when attempting to change the 

usage of hardware from what the manufacturer had intended. It is assumed that with 

increasingly programmability platform such as optimizations will be controllable and 

thus such difficulties will be reduced. 

The third set of evaluation tests examined the speed at which User Services can be 

deployed and determine the scalability characteristics of control plane service and 

partition hosting. The averaged results show that a service can be deployed within 300 

milliseconds. Further breakdown analysis showed that this time is greatly reduced when 

the RE does not need to be created and/or once the class files have been cached. The 

scalability of a single computational element was tested showing that at the peak of 

resource utilisation the overhead that was introduced by Serviter management 

components remain under 20%. 

The fourth set of evaluation tests demonstrated a good level of fairness within a 

C-QoS class, accurate differentiation between classes, and functioning mechanisms that 

enforce allocation level guarantees. These results are based on analysis conducted using 

resource consumers that are thought to mimic typical User Service behaviour and those 

that exhibit aggressive resource consumption characteristics. It would be beneficial to run 

tes1s using services that alternate resource consumption behaviour and study the penalties 

imposed and the speed of C-QoS adaptation. 

The last set of tests evaluated the impact of Serviter on the forwarding path. These 

tests found that there was no measurable impact from the introduction of Serviter AFM 

Paths into the forwarding plane of our Serviter implementation. The software tools used 
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for these test were not able to produce sufficient load to test the limits of the hardware or 

measure sub-microsecond latency. However, investigations [73, 74] conducted by third 

parties using high-end hardware based tools have produced results that support our 

finding and the manufacturers' hardware specification. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

9.1 Summary 

In recent years, there has been a major shift in the role of shared networking 

infrastructure which has transformed its role from a mere connectivity mechanism into 

the primary backbone of business and everyday applications. This shift has resulted in 

demand for new services reaching an ever increasing level. In spite of these demands, the 

current fixed and monolithic design of the infrastructure remains virtually static, 

rendering the deployment of these services to a slow and costly process whereby business 

and user demands cannot be easily fulfilled. 

This thesis has set out to investigate and facilitate a paradigm shift where services 

can be deployed on-demand, in shared networking infrastructure. This led to a number of 

critical challenges in architecting the fundamental building blocks of such Service-

Oriented Networks. The first challenge is in enabling the on-demand deployment and 

customisation of high-speed and scalable services through programmability, while 

catering for the heterogeneous nature of networks. The second challenge is in enforcing 

security among the services of competing entities on shared infrastructure, without 

impeding programmability. The third challenge is in providing quality of service 

guarantees for services competing for shared resources. All these challenges must be 

overcome without compromising performance or scalability levels of current large scale 

networks. Otherwise, any such compromises would render new architecture impractical. 

Recent research in the fields of Active and Programmable Networks were studied 

in this thesis and found to have produced novel architectures. These architectures adopt 

user-extensible software components or programmable network processors to enable 

rapid service deployment. However, it was found that it is currently impractical to adopt 

such concepts as the associated challenges have only been partially addressed. 
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Meanwhile, commercial platforms were found to be increasingly both faster and more 

programmable. However, as manufacturers have developed their platforms in a 

proprietary and closed manner, users are restricted from deploying new services or 

customising existing services. 

Overall, this thesis has taken up these challenges and achieved its aim by 

providing realisable and expedient solutions to several critical problems. The thesis 

proposed and demonstrated a programmable service platform, with associated 

mechanisms for introducing business services on-demand. It introduced novel 

partitioning mechanisms for resources management and controlling the quality of service 

for users and their services. It introduced AFM partitions for traffic isolation, and security 

mechanisms for preventing undesirable interaction and ensuring the security of users, 

their resources and their services. Explicitly, the thesis introduced a novel Service-

Oriented Network Architecture for Shared Networks called Serviter and its associated 

resource management model called Control plane-Quality of Service (C-QoS). This 

architecture facilitates Service Oriented Virtual Networks (or SOVNs), whereby new 

services can be deployed on-demand in isolated and resource assured node partitions. 

These node partitions represent a programmable 'Virtual Router' dedicate to each 

competing entity on shared infrastructure. 

On enabling on-demand service deployment, this thesis demonstrated Serviter' s 

ability to enable the rapid deployment of control plane User Services, whilst providing 

these services with the programmability layers to construct AFM Paths. These AFM 

Paths can then be used to implement new network services in forwarding plane 

components. This separation of the roles of the control and forwarding planes enabled 

Serviter to achieve high performance and scalability through forwarding operations, 

performed in advance commercial grade modules. Moreover, the concept of AFM Paths 

enabled Serviter to cater for the heterogeneous nature of network infrastructure. This was 

achieved through an extensible layer of System Services, used to exploit the functionality 

of reprogrammable hardware by composing a unified but extensible set of operations to 

form an AFM Path, as defined by a User Service. 
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On enforcing security among the services of competing entities on shared 

infrastructure, this thesis introduced novel partitioning techniques to address this 

challenge in a scalable, holistic, and simple manner. Serviter nodes were shown to be 

capable of providing each user (an SOVN owner) with a secure, separate, and resource 

assured partition, representing a ~ virtual Router', to accommodate their services. With 

this secure partitioning concept , service operations are restricted not in programmability 

but in the forwarding domain of which they operate, thus enforcing an isolation of risk. 

To ensure protection in the forwarding plane, services within a partition are restricted 

from constructing AFM Paths on traffic outside of their associated Virtual Networks. 

This restriction is performed at the configuration stage and ensures that no operations are 

required in the forwarding path of traffic, thereby maintaining the performance and 

scalability characteristics of the commercial programmable platforms used in Serviter 

nodes. 

On providing Quality of Service guarantees for services competing for shared 

resources, this thesis proposed a novel scalable, simple, and autonomic resource 

management model called C-QoS. C-QoS manages and enforces the allocation of all 

internal router resources among partitions, and among competing services within a 

partition, as well as providing resource protection for critical Serviter components. Under 

the C-QoS model, services and partitions are classified into classes according to their 

importance or QoS requirements. Resources are allocated among classes according to a 

differentiated per-class resource allocation scheme. While services or partitions within a 

class receive fair treatment. Due to the difficulty of determining resource availability in 

heterogeneous infrastructure or service resource requirements, this model is dynamically 

adaptive to demand and availability patterns. This mechanism is used to achieve optimal 

utilisation on a per resource basis while maintaining differentiation and fairness 

characteristics. 

The significance of the new architecture is demonstrated through implementation 

and evaluation of a Serviter and its deployment onto an advanced commercial networking 

platform. This platform was also used to implement novel services demonstrating 

Serviter capabilities, whereby it was shown that Serviter is capable of facilitating on-
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demand deployment of a wide variety of services constrained by forward plane 

capabilities. 

This platform has been proven through evaluation to be capable of enabling the 

actualisation of on-demand network services onto commercial infrastructure whilst 

maintaining partitioning and resource allocation enforcement, and achieving high levels 

of overall performance and scalability. In fact, the performance or scalability of 

operations performed by commercial grade forwarding modules was not impacted by 

Serviter. The control plane was shown to enable scalable partitioning and enable rapid 

deployment of new User Services. The provisioning of new network services through the 

deployment of a new User Service and the configuration of an AFM Path was shown to 

occur in under 350 milliseconds. On the other hand, C-QoS was demonstrated to achieve 

fairness within a C-QoS class, and accurate differentiation among classes of competing 

partitions, as well as accurate differentiation among competing services within a partition. 

It was also shown to achieve efficient utilisation of resources through the dynamic 

reallocation of unutilised resources, and achieve effective enforcement of minimum 

allocation level guarantees, in line with the fairness and differentiation model. 

We believe that Serviter is the first networking element of its kind as it is capable 

of simple, and scalable, comprehensive partitioning of traffic flows and computing power 

to acconunodate extensible hardware and software capabilities. 

It is conceivable, that with Serviter and its on-demand SOVN provisioning, which 

enables safe and resource assured on-demand service deployment onto large scale shared 

networks, a new Service-Oriented Networking model can begin to be realised. Under this 

model, service provisioning responsibilities are divided and decoupled among 

manufactures, network providers, and service providers. Manufacturers focus on the 

provisioning of increasingly programmable high-performance infrastructure, and their 

associated System Services to exploit such features in the form of AFM Paths. Network 

providers are responsible for the management of their infrastructure, which would be 

divided into isolated shares that are in turn opened to third party service providers. These 

service providers are then capable of deploying new services within their shares of a 

domain. Services can then be aggregated across domains to provision end-to-end services 
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through the purchase of dedicated shares, or through a collaborative model spanning the 

required paths. 

This opportunity for service-oriented networking in large-scale shared networks 

puts forth new challenging issues in the automation of service deployment and domain 

aggregation, to facilitate end-to-end service provisioning. The next section takes a closer 

look at these future challenges. 

9.2 Future Work 

Clearly, the thesis has established a network service platform that encapsulates 

solutions to difficult problems such as security, quality of service, and enabling service 

on-demand. This work can be extended in several exciting future directions aimed at 

providing a service oriented infrastructure, unifying connectivity and services for 

business and mission-critical applications. 

Serviter can be used initially as an edge network element without affecting the 

core Internet infrastructure, yet adding value to services in the form of an intelligent 

gateway. Strategically, Serviters can replace existing Internet routers whenever it is 

practical and desirable. 

End-to-end QoS of applications is partially limited by the network, but severely 

limited by end devices which cannot guarantee fairness and QoS among competing 

services. This is due to the lack of end-to-end coordination mechanisms. Serviter is a 

perfect candidate as it has the capability to fill in this missing end-to-end QoS 

component. Research into this issue and related issues concerning service level 

agreement (SLA) can certainly benefit from services that exhibit and enforce stringent 

end-to-end quality of service. 

Currently, many overlay networks are being built over the underlying Internet 

without the knowledge or regard for its physical limitations, in terms of channel 

bandwidth, router resources and locations. This causes extreme inefficient utilisation of 

resources and is a major contributing factor to why P2P traffic is a great burden for the 
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Internet and Internet Service Providers. Serviters are able to play an important role in 

providing detailed network information and enabling dynamic and fair resource 

partitioning and allocation. In other words, a network of Serviters may provide robust and 

efficient P2P overlays with proper management and quality of service. It is desirable to 

conduct research in investigating such an overlay of Serviters. 

Programmable Virtual Private Networks is another domain where Serviter can be 

applied because of its extensible programmability. Owners of Virtual Private Networks 

(or VPNs) created within Serviters, and supported through AFM Paths of accelerated 

hardware encryption, can themselves deploy Serviter mechanisms to program their own 

resources independently. This property may be further explored in future research, as 

specialised forms ofSOVNs. 

A salient feature of Serviter is its ability to enable on-demand services onto a 

secure platform with scalable and simple management of resources to ensure the quality 

of the introduced services. This is essential for critical business applications. An 

investigation into a purposed-built distributed large scale service infrastructure with 

Serviters is necessary to determine the extent of Serviter' s applicability to grid 

applications. 
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